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HARBOR DEFENSES.RANDLE. 12 

jib cranes. :Motion of the hridge iH also effected by incessantly pursning or hanging 011 to the feur llnd 
an endless hand·chain or rope passing over another flunks of a retreating force, so as, if possible, to 
rope.wheel. Pulling one side of this chain causes' prevent its attaininf{ its object. and perhaps over•. 
the brid"'e to move in one direction, and pulling the coming the enemya}toget.her. Notwithstanding the 
other ea~ses it to move in the opposite direction. disadvantage which a retreating' IlMlly has nnder 
At each end of the crab, or housing containing the these eircnmstances. history uffordH u~ examples 
operattnO' mechnnism, are similar rope.wheels, o· that if the fI'treat he comlncted In' an aille Com. 
ver each" of which passes an endless rope or chain. mauder, he haH it in his power. hy lliR ingenuity und 
Pulling either of these in one direction causes hoist· other Illilitar~' qualitic~, to avoid'the cnerny, hy get· 
iu"'. and in the otlier, lo·wering. One is larger than ting into iJUlCCCHsihlc placcR. or hy ~o disi)o~in)! of 
th~ otller, thus giving two sp~eds; while,. by pl~lling his troops as to Jllake it hazardous for a pursliing 
both simultaneously, an addltional speed 18 obtamed. army to follow him np, or allY longer to endeay(lr 
The several motions of hOisting or lowering, lind of to harass 111m. 
moving the bridge.or trolley, may each be effected ,·HARBOR DEFENSES.-The entrance to a hurlJOr 
independently or SImultaneously. may be cons!(lerecl. and is in fact, a defile. the de. 

The hoisting.gear cousists of cut steel worms en· fense of which follows the ruleil npplicahle to defiles 
gaginO' with cut worm.wheels, with provision for generully. The meRns usuall rem }lo 'ed to )TCvent 
thor08gh luhricatiou. The main hoisting.chain is !he paSSR(;C or hostile S II S are t lV\( C( III 0 t Iree 
endless and passes over pocketed eilllin.wheels, by classes, VIZ.: 1st. orIs an( Illl(· .attt'nCB \ :.(. u ,. 
which it is driven, the arrangment of parts being marine ndlles; 3d. Ffoaim, aerenses.' henc,·er· 
such as to distribute tbe wear equally throughout practicahle, battenes should )1' well strung out in 
the entire length of this chain. A safety device, con· rOll s, the strcn"fh of wInch should ll1crcu~e as the';' 
sisting of automatic friction.ratchets in combination are approllc I ; ron Ie OU,.I e. liS arrnugelllent 
with the worm·shaft,., is employed, so that the load has a peculmrly d1scouraglllg effect 011 an enemy. 
is always self·sustained in any position and cannot The first batteries will at least damuge him und 
run down. l.owering is effected hy revprsing the cause confu!;iou. thns w('nIH'nin!,\' his nt.tack on the 
motion of the hoistin(f.chaills. The locution of the· stronger, and when his discomtiturc tinally take8 
mechanism at one e~d of the bridge removes the place, the hatt.erie~ nlre:uty passed will pr('wnt his 
operator from proximity to the load. which is, of return Ilnd insure his totul destrnction. The i81:\11(h, 
course desiruIJle in handling ladles of hot metal, and hel.dlnnds, and 1lI1rrOWR USlIlIl!y fOIlIl(1 at the en· 
in lifti~g large HaRks, etc. While partic;.lIarly de· trances of harbors will gcnerall):, to n great('r or leRs 
siO'neri for foundry use, this type of crane 18 ('qually degree, enaIJle this arrltngl'mellt to he carried out. 
slrltable for use in forges and for many of the same Experience teaches tllat where the chanuel is unob. 
purposes as other cranes. See Cranes, P01.0t?1' 'l'ra- structed steam· vessels can run pm;t shore butteries, 
veliJ<g.crnne, and Traveling.()1'rme. however well the Jatter muy be llerved. Bllt. on the 

HANDLE.-The portion of a tool, orimplemcnt, by other hand, where obHtrnctiolls to their rapid trullsit 
which it is grasped. As--.'Ui/vt!of a hammer or axe; exist, they have not the endurance and oggressive 
the l!aft of a knife; the Itllt of a sword; the stock power to effect much damage to land defense~. In 
of a drill, bit, or gun; tlle 8haft of a spear. lance, or the smoke of IJllttie and tideway of the chnunel they 
harpoon; the cmnk of a winch or crab; the pommel of Ibecome unll1!luagen ble, get aground, or colJidt, with 
a saddle; the trigger of It gun.lock; and the dolpl!in cuch other. 
of a gun. In bronze gUllS of the old construction! It is It well.settled fnct that a hostil~fleet .. by con· 
handles were usually Cllst over the center of gravity cen . an 0 en ,vorK.IlUl tem 0 " 
of the piece, for eonvcnience of hanrllillg and sling. 81 e or llS reason Ie uccnmn u 
ing. These were made in the shape of a fish, awl 0 Irlln_~~_"_ ... e~ose "j<LB1£.l coucen! 
hence were called dolpldlUl. ~ be avohfecT bv dlstributin ' lem III lattenes. 

RANDLE ARMS.-In the earlier tactics, & word of eac I contallllll" u ew leces (ue re nn 
command (when the men were at ordered arms). by . 0 leJf seCUfl v rom assau t and enpture hy any I: 
which the soldier was directed to bring his right force that may he landed for that purpose. The best 1
hand briskly to the muzzle of his fire.lock. arrangement IS to place them In aetached batteries iJ

HANGED. DRAWN, AND QUARTERED.-The de. of, say, 2, 4. or 6 pieces cach, well secured Iscription of the capital sentence on a traitor, whicil from the en(,I1lY's fire hy earthen epauln1Pnts and 11 
consisted of drawing him on II hurdle to the place of ; trilVerseR. ThiR ftrral1gemevt makes it difficult for 
execution, and after hangino- hira dividing the body 'I the euemy to di~cover the exact position of the guns, 
into quarters. This punis'hment was substituted, and every peculiarity of grollnd should he taken ad· 
for the aneiellt more barbarous senteuce of disem· vantage of to increase this ditliculty. 'Whatever 
boweling alive. hut the Crown has power to reduce tends to make hatteries cjillim!.I..LUu'ce, lllid <;on8(,: 
the sentence to simple heheading. quentlv to hit. ,is!ls much.!!'Il!Q!~!ion as thut which 
. HANGER.-A term applie,<i to a short broadsword, makes them cap!ihJe of rt'sisting a illt ",hell made. 
lUcurvated towards the pOInt. The ltf1.nger was a Guns thus diRpersed hnve greater freedom of lateral 
Turkish sword formerly worn by the Janissaries. range of fire, and do not interf<'fc so much with each 

HANG FIRE.-'l'he term is applied when a gun is I other by re!lson of their smoke as when coueen
slow in discharging itself, from the flame being' trated-a matter of no little importance with heavy 
cheeked in its passage to the charge, either from the artillery. which emit" such volumes !lS. in certain 
vent being fouled or the charge being damp. The conditions of the atmosph!'re. to greatly interfere 
former can. scarcely happen now, as the friction tube with accumcy of aim. \Vhcn Imtteries are extended, 
conveys the flame to the charge with great certainty. a larger area will be swept by their converging fire 

HANTE.-The French name for an ornamental than wlwll the guns are ll~semhled ~n U/f(IiHe. Ail ad. 
pike, having a. banner attached. ditionul ndvlllltil"c conferred h . distrilmtin tiicluii 

HAQUETON.-A padded or quilted tunic worn by I i8, that while o!Jl.aJnill>1; conccntmte{ Ttl 011 nn un. fin
armed warriors iu the Middle Ages. It was worn mrullIt or !l('clSn-e )Olll!, a Hlnlliar fire C!lllnot be dl
benellth the mail andwasslightlylongertbanthe.(lrcctCllJ1return.l1~ arrangenH·nt. WOII r. ur. pI
l!!Htberk. !Ilermore. tenr! to neutralize the pow('r whkh II fleet r,·

HAR.- A syllable used in composition usually as might have of forlllill~ 011 11 wide arc of !l circle, and all
a prefix, and signifying army :-occurring in various moving "lowly uuder'steam. RO !IS to render the task ell
forms. as lwre, her, and here; as harisvlllt, leader of of hitting the jmlividulIl ships more difficlllt. throw fo: 
an army. a couverging tire upon the workR on !<hore. k<HARANES.-The :French deSignation of the Hun. In the cl('~ign of such work~. it i~ of primary im. ml
garian Militill. portance thut conjoint action of the V!lriOI1~ parts b\HARASS.-In the military, the act of annoying IIml KhouM he maintained; and to pren-nt the iudlvi(llIal ill 

http:andwasslightlylongertbanthe.(lrcctCllJ1return.l1
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HARllORING AN ElIf.Bl'Ity. 13 HARD-LABOR. 

batteries from being captured by coup de main, small Artillery Officer. Where there are several forts and 
inclosed earth-works, heavily stockaded to resist batteries guarding the entrance to 1\ harbor or con
escalade, aud each armed with field. siege, and rna.. stituting aline of works, thcy should, for the pur
chine gUllS, and siege mortars, should be constructed pose of adminstration and command, be united in 
so as to have complete command over all land ap- groups, each group being under an Artillery Officer 
proaches. These earth.works should contain the of appropriate rank, and the whole combined and 
mfantry supports. In this manner most of the exist. commanded by the Senior Officer of Artillery present. 
lug sea-coast forts may be utilized, making of them By this means thorough co-operation is secured 
protecting works for exterior earthen batteries. The throughout the entire system. In order to avoid 
defenses of a harbor should, in every instance, be the weakening eifect of divided responsibility, sub· 
capable of repulsing all attacks that the enemy is marine mines, when employed in conjunction with 
likely to make on them. The power and persistency a fort for the defense of a channel, should be under 
of these attacks will depend upon the importance to the control of the Commandant of the fort, who 
him of the object to be gained. and should select fram his command the llroper number 

1~~~~~~~~~fij~~~~~~~iJ~ of officers and men to be instructed In the method ~ of worki.ng this branch of defense. No more troops 
than are necessary to carry out the foregoing rules 
Rhould be crowded into a work; otherwise, un. 

m-="r?::9T.::~ necessary casualties from the fire of the enemy wlll 
be added, stores consumed, and unhealthiness en· 
gendered i and, besides, in time of war, when 
troops are nottrequired in anyone .place, their ser
vices are generally needed elsewhere. The high 

~¥1f:~~;;;='~~~~~~"~=~~~~~1 standard of practics.1 gunnery required of artillery 
demands a proportional degree of intelligence and 

:-,;;~~~~~n;~~~~~~;:T;~m~:a.nnIng of capacity for instruction in the individual soldier. 
a work for harbor depends chiefly Artillerymen should be selected with a special view 
upon the nature and amount of armament contained to this, artisans and mechanies forming a large pro
therein. Works of this nature are armed principally portion. Steam-power and. the application of labor 
with pieces of the heaviest caliber. but, for reasons and time-saving machinery should, wherever prac
hereafter given, all kinds should generally find place. ticable, be introduced to assist in making the de
The amount of armament depenas upon the extent fensive 8bil11y of forti1led places more penect. In 
of the work and the it is to in the scheme conducting the defense of a work, too much im. 

f~d~e~fe~n~s~e'~~~~~!~~~~~!~I~~p'ortance should not be attached to the hattering ofIt by an enemy; for experience teaches that a place ~
~rc~diimi~irrE;iirof);~rn1~~b;d. strong fatigue 
parties are required in carrying ammunition from 
the service magazines to the pieces; damages done 
to the works durin~ the day have to be repaired at 
night, and casualtlCs occurrin~, whether from the 
fire of the enemy or from aCCIdents, must be pro
vided against, so that at any moment an eflldent de. 
tachment be at every piece. 

.....,.,.,-r,..,L 

gnns 
while vessels run by However well it may
have answered with the old style of artillery to have 
the troops serving batteries charged, in addition, 
with musketry duty, it certainly is not advisable 
with the artiller:y of the present. Steam-propelled
iron-clads, carrymg guns of enormous power, range, 
and accuracy, demand the undivided attention in 
action of those using the only weapons eifective 
against such adversaries. The labor of handling 
and caring for the kind of artillery. ammunition, 
material, and machines now used. alto~ether with 
the construction, yreservation. and repaIr of batter
ies, will require al the time and the whole attention 
of the troops se guns in war. The care of in· 
fantry arms and e pments, together with the drills 
and parades inci thereto, have I!. tendency to 
draw away the attention of ofllcers and men and 
prevent them from keeping in an efficient state of 
readiness, the only safeguard that stands between 
an enemy and the object for which he may desire to 
enter a harbor. When a work containing batteries 
for harbor defense is inclosed, the amount of mus· 
ketry necessary for it is determined by allowing two 
muskets for each lineal yard of parapet not occupied 
by the batteries. Artillery being the main feature 
hi Buch works, the command shoUld be vested in an 

is formidable, if resolutely defended, long after it 
has lost all semblance of the form and symmetry 
possessed by it when it came from the hands of the 
constructing engineer. See Dt'jenae;

lIARBORIHG AN EDJ[Y.-A crime prohibited in 
military law and severely plInished under all circum· 
stances.. The Articles of War provide that whoso. 
ever relieves the enemy with money, victuals, or 
ammunition, or knowingly harbors or protects an 
enemy, shall suifer death, or such other punishment 
as a Court-Martial may direct. . 

KARCARRAll. -In India, a messenger employed 
to carry letters, and otherwise intrusted with mat
ters of consequence that require secrecy and punctu
ality. They are very often Brahmins, who are well 
acquainted with the neighboring countries; they are 
sent to gain intelligence, and are used as guides in

field. 
HARD-BREAD.-A component of the army ration, 

generally ISsued, instead of flour, to troops while 
campaigning. When hard.bread is put in boxes, 
(the best packages for fold transportation), they 
should be made of fully seasoned wood, of a kind to 
impart no taste or odor to the bread, and as far as 
practicable of IJing18 pieces. When two pieces are 
used in making the same surface, they should be 
tongued and grooved together. A box, 26X17X 
11 inches, exterior measure; is an average box for 
hard.bread, under the usual circumstances of land 
transportation. The ends of a box of this size should 
be made of inch, and the remainder of five-eighths 
std, the package well strapped with green hickory 
or other suitable wood. Hard-bread, after tJwri:nlgh 
cooling and drying, should be pressed closely in its 
packages, each package contailllng a uniform weight 
ofbread, for the convenience of calculation. It can 
be re-dried in boxes without removal therefrom, by 
being exposed for about forty hours to a temperature 
of 140 degrees Fahrenheit. Hard-tack, Pilot-bna4. 
and S_liread are common names of the article. Soo 
Ration. 

HARD-LABOR.-A military punishment frequently 
awarded by Courts-Martial. This ~unishment is 
now firmly established in the United Kingdom j and 
l1y express statute, the power of adding hard.labor 

http:worki.ng
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106 INNEB. 

of peace, the citizens of a friendly Foreign State s~~
tain a private in~ury at the hands of a naval or mIll· 
tary officer servmg under the orders of the British 
Government, but unauthorized by his commission or 
instructions to do the act complained of, the ordinary
tribunals of England a.fford the same redress against 
him as in the case of a British subject similarly ag
grieved· and this rule applies even in those cases 
where- the violated rights of the forei~er are BUch 
as the la.w of England denies or prohibIts to its own 
subjects. But if the British Government have ex
pressly instructed the officer to commit the act which 
constitutes or gives occasion to the grievance. the 
matter becomes an a.ffair of state which is not cog
nizable by the Courts of Law, and must be adjusted 
bydiplomstic IUT8.ngementbetween the two Govern
ments concerned. In such cases also it is quite suf
ficient, if the officer's proceedings, though not orig
inally directed or authorized by the terms of hIs in
structions, are afterward sanctioned and adopted by 
the Government; for this renders them publIc acts, 
over which courts of law have no jurisdiction. 

INJ1JlUE8 TO CAlOTON.-With the exception of 
the bending of the trunnions of bronze cannon by

long firing, the principal injuries to which cannon 

are subject, are internal, and arise from the separate 

actions of the powder and the projectile. TIley in


. crease in extent witll the caliber, whatever may be 

the nature of the piece, but are modified by the ma
terial of which it is made. 

The injuries from the powder generally occur in the 
rear of the prOjectile. They are, 1st. The enlolrge.. 
mlmt of that portion of the bore which contains the 
powder, arising from the compression of the metal. 
This injury is more marked when a sabot or wad 
li placed between the powder and the projectile, and 
is greatest in a vertical direction. 2d. Owitie8, pro
duced by the melting away of a portiono! the metal 
by the heat of combustion of the charge. 3d. Orackll, 
arising from tearing asunder of the particles of the 
metal at the surface ot the bore. At first a crack of 
this kind is scarcely perceptible, but it is mcreased 
by the continued firing until it extends completely 
through the side of the piece. It generally commen
C6.3 at the junction of the chamber with the bore as 
this portion is less supported than others. 4th. hr
rOW8, produced by the eroshre action of the inflamed 
gases. This injury is most apparent where the cur
rent of the gas is most rapid, or at the inner orifice 
of the vent, and on the surface of the bore, immedi
ately over the seat of the projectile. The wear of the 
vents of bronze cannon is obviated by inserting 8. cop
per vent-piece. The effect of continuous firing on 
the vents of iron cannon is to produce a uniform en
largement of the inner orifice, and to seriously weak
en the pIece. The appearance of a vent thus enlarg
ed, is irregular and angular, with its greatest diame
ter in the direction of the axis of the bore. To obvi
ate the serious consequences that result from this in
jury Captain Dahlgren has placed in his naval guns 
two vents, each a. short distance from, and on oppo
site sides of the vertical plane, passing through the 
axis ,of the piece. One of them is IDled with melted 
zinc, the other is used until it becomes so much en
larged as to endanger the safety of the piece; it is 
then filled with zinc, and the first one opened. 

The injuries arising from the action of the projec
tile occur around the projectile, and in front of it. 
They are, 1st. The lodgement. This is an indenta
tion in the lower side of the bore, produced by the 
pressure upon the ball by the escape of the gas 
through the windage, before the ball has moved from 
its allat. The elasticity of the metal, and the burr, 
or crowding up, of the metal in fr.ont of the projec
tile, cause it to rebound, and being carried forward 
by the force of the charge, to strike a~lI.inst the up
per side of the bore, a short distance In front of the 
trunnions. Fromthis it is refiected 8.~ai.nst the bot
tom, and re-reftected against the top of the bore, 
and soon until it leaves the piece. The ftrst inden

tation is called the lodgemmt; the other mlargtml.ents. 
In pieces of ordinary length, there are generally 
three enlargements, when this in,ur,Y first makes its 
appearance, but their number IS Increased as the 
lodgement is deepened and the angle ot incidence in
creased. Bronze pieces arc considered unservice
able when the depth of tile lodgement is .18 in., and 
the depth of an enlargement is .16 in. The effect of 
this bounding motion, is to alternately raise and de
press the piece in its trunnion-beds, and to dimhdsh 
the accuracy of fire, until finally, the piece becomes 
unfit for service. It is principally from this injury that 
bronze guns become unserviceable. Mortars and 
howitzers are not much affected by it. The prin
cipal means used to obviate this injury, are to wrap 
the prOjectile with cloth or paper (as the cylinder
caP. of the cartridge used with field-guns), and to 
ShIft the seat of the projectile. The latter may be 
done by a wad, or lengthened sabot, or by reducing 
the diameter and increasing the length of the car
tridge. The1ast of these methods is considered the 
most practical as well as the most effective; and it 
hasan additional advantage of diminishing the strain 
on the bore, by increasing the space in which the fill 
charge expands before the ball can be moved. The se' 
French bronze siege-~uns, which formerly were ren in' 
dered unserviceable In 600 service-rounds, Dowen. rr 
dure, by this method, 2,500 service-rounds. 2<1• scI 
Briratolte8, or furrows made upon the surface of the Ofl 
bore by rough projectiles, or by case-shot. This is. I 
not a serious injury. 3d. OutIJ, made by the frag~ tn' 
ments of prOjectiles which break in the bore. 4tli. hic" 
Wearing away 01 the lands 01 rijle-canrwn, eSl-"lCcially iUlr 

at the driving edges. 5th. Ertlargement 01 the muZo Il 
de, arising from the forcing outward of the metal by an 
the striking of the projectile against the side of the wor 
bore, as it leaves the piece. By this action, the be j 
shape of the muzzle is elongated in a vertical direc to e, 
tion. 6th. Crackll on the nUrWr. These are formed n 

ed 1, 
the chase, where the metal is thinnest. This por
by the compression of the metal within, generally at 

by i 
tion of a bronze-gun is the first to give way by long The 
firing, whereas, cast-iron cannon are burst in rear of spec
the trunnion, and the fracture passes through the mOil 
vent, if it be much enlarged. day 

The principal injuries to which cast-iron cannon insp, 
are liable are the wearing away of the metal of the sary. 
bore above and below the proJectile, and at the in ingc
terior comers of the vent. In gJlns which have seen of tll 
much service the enlargements thus occasioned have ed w 
been known to exceed one inch in bothcases. It has spec! 
been seen that the strength of cast-ir(ln cannon is di by th 
minished by- repeated firing, and that there is a limit office 
beyond WhICh they should not be used. For Amer house 
ican cannon this limit has been fixed at one thousand vided 
service-rounds. The number of times which an iron theA. 
piece has been tired may be approximately determined in the 
by the size of the bore, and vent if it be not bushed. visiol1 
The first is taken with the "star gauge," and thesec of tbe 
ond by an impression in wax. Slight cracks in the inspe(
surface of the bore, particularly about tile seat of the maud, 
charge, indicate the approaching fracture of a C'lsl_ bel' in 
11'0n gun. The injuries to which wrought-iron can respel
non are most subject, are the enlargement of the bore throu! 
by the extension or compression of the metal around tor G~ 
it, and the rapid enlargement of Blight cracks and so as t 
cavities by the fiame of the powder. See Oanrwn. Tilese 

ntLYIliG PICXET.-A body of infantry or cavalrj of the 
in campaign, detailed to march. if called upon, and Insp
held ready for that purpose in camp or quarters definilJ 

INlfEB.-The name J;;lven to a certain 'part of a tar. officer; 
get. A shot striking lD this space (a CIrcular ring) C(lmm 
on the Creedmoor tar~et counts8. On the regulation afford. 
target, the smallest Circle, always painted black, is ders 0: 
called the bull's-eye; the ring embraced between the then gi
bull's-eye and the circumference of the next larger it. Tl: 
circle is called the center j the rin~between the second regulaI
and third circles is called the m'Mr; and the space versati, 
outside the larger circle is called the outer. In the all exp 
target represented on next page, the soace "between spector 
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the second circle and the vertical lines is the inner, izations or individuals by reports not fully sustained 
and the space outside the verticallines is the {)UteI'. by thorough personal exammation. Before leaving 

INNER FLANK.-That which is nearer the point a command, the Insp,ectorpublicly informs the troops 
on which a line rests, or which is farther from the that opportunity wIll bejiven any soldier to lay be. 
enemy. In drill, it is always that fiank which is fore him a well-grounde complaint without any of 
nearer the pOint from which the line is dressed. his omcers being present. _---..;.....,.-----------,....----""1 The sphere of inquiry of Inspectors gener. 

ally includes every branch of military affairs, 
and whether the military laws and regula
tions are fully complied with. In specific 
cases, it is defined and limited by the orders 
they receive. Generally, nport is made as 
to zeal and ability of Commanding Omcers, 
and whether they possess the requisite profes. 
sional knowledge for the proper exercise of 
their command; whether they preserve har. 
mony and unanimity in the command, and 
observe the system of instruction and treat.. 
ment of subordinates enjoined by the Re~-
lations; whether the officers are properly In. 

L..____-L. .l..-____-' structed and emcient. Special reportis also 
Inner. to be made in case of any officer of intem 

lNNISXILLINXRS.-In the British service, officers perate or immoral habits, or who has proper asso
and soldiers of the Sixth Dragoons and the Twenty- eociates, or who is addicted to gaming, or is untIt 
seventh Foot; so called from the two regiments hav- for active service by infirmity or any other cause; 
in,g been originally raised at Inniskillen, a town of whetbcr the number of men in ranks at inspection
Ulster, where the inhabitants distinl>uished them- corresponds with the returns, and how absentees are 
selves in favor of King William agamst James II. accounted for; whether the band exceeds the au. 
Often written EnniBkillimr8. tborized number, and any men not musicians are 

INROAD.-The entrance of an enemy into a coun. mustered with it; as to the discipline, military ap.
try with pUllloses of hostility; a sudden or desultory pearance, and bearing of the troops; their instruc. 
incursion or lDvasion; encroachment, notwithstand- tion in all military exercises and duties; the nature 
Ing efforts to prevent it. and frequency of exercises and recitations in tactics; 

INSCONCED.-In the military art, when any part of the target practice; whether they are practiced in 
an army has fortified itself with a sconce, or small marching with the full kit; the state of their batter. 
work, in order to defend some pass, etc., it is said to les, or arms, equipments, and accouterments of all 
be iusconced. Ensconce signifies in a general sense kinds; the sufficiency, uniformity, and fit of their 
to cover as with a fort. clothing j when the troops were last paid, and, if 

INSPECTION.-Divisions and brigades are inspect- payment be deferred, the cause of dela.y.
ed between the fifteenth and twentieth of each month In the inspection of a post, it should be reported 
by inspecting officers designated for the purpose. when and by whom the post was last inspected; 
The Commanders of regiments and posts ma.ke an in- whether it be sumciently garrisoned, and the arma. 
spection of their commands on the last day of every ment and supplies of all kinds snfficient in kind and 
month. Captains inspect their companies every Sun- quantity; the strength of the garrison and its arma
day morning, and no soldier is excused from Sunday ment; whether the Commanding Officer is familiar 
inspection except the guard, the sick, and the neces· with the design and capacity for defense of the work, 
Baryattendants In the hospital. Medical officers hav. the ground in its vicinity, and the principles of de
ing charge of hospitals make a thorough inspection fense of fortified places ' in case of frontier and sea. 
of them every Sunday morning. Troops are inspect- coast forts, whether the 6ommanders understand and 
ed when mustered for payment. Besldes these in- properly execute the laws relating to neutrality, quar. 
spections, frequent visits are made during the month antine, etc., and the regulations prescribing interna
by the Commanding Officer, company and medical tional courtesy; as to the cleanliness, state of repair, 
officers, to the men's quarters, the hospital, guard- and sanitary condition of barracks and quarters; as 
house, etc. Except when otherwise specially pro- to the kitchens and messes, the sufficiency, variety, 
vided for by the Secretary of War or the General of and preparation of food; of the guard.house, prisons, 
the Army, every military post, station, and command bake.house j of the hospital. and whether the sick are 
in the Army is inspected atleast once every year byDi· properly cared for; of the stables, harness, means of 
vision or Department Inspectors, under the direction trans:{>ortation and animals, the number unservlcea
of their respective Commanders. In addition to these . bIe; In the case of Cavalry and Artillery horses, as 
inspections, post, station, and other permanent Com- to their grooming, shoeing, veterinary treatment, and 
manders, between the first and fifth days of Septem- general condition; as to the capacity of the officers 
ber in each year, make thorough inspect,ions of their conducting the Administrative and Bta.tf services, the 
respective commands, and forward reports thereof, fidelity and economy of their disbursements, and 
through the proper military channels, to the Inspec- whether pa~ents and issues are made strictly in ac
tor General's Office,at the Headquarters of the Army, cordance WIth law and the Regulations. The regu
so as to reach that office Dot later than October 1st. lartty of· issues and pax.ments; whether supplies reo 
These reports do not interfere or dispense with those ported on hand are verlfied; whether the labor of the 
of the inspecting officers. supplydepsrtments is performed by troops or by civ. 

InspectlOns are made under specillc orders clearly mans. If by civilians, their number, the cost, and 
defining their object, which will be exhibited to the reasons in justification of their employment; as to 
omcers whose troops or a.ifairs are to be examined. the condition of all public property and stores, and 
Commanding Omcera are to see that every facility is whether any is used for private purposes; whether 
afforded for Buch examination. Inspectors give or- buildings and property are properly secured against
ders only when specially authorized to do so; and fire, theft, exposure, and damage; whether forage, 
then give them in the name of the officer authorizing wood, and Subsistence supplies are pr<!perly protect
it. They must report with strict impartiality all ir. ed and under sentinels; as to the neighborm$ Indian 
regularities. They should refrain from informal con- tribes, their number, disposition, and other InfOrrna... 
versation on the subjects of investigation, and from tion useful in a military view; as to the population, 
all expression of approval or disapprobation. In- resources, routcs, and means of travel, etc., of the 
spectors take care that no injustice be done to organ- i surrounding country. 
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mSPECTION. AlUtS.-A command in the Manual 
of Arms, dir~cting that the piece be placed in a pre
scribed position, preparatory to its inspection. The 

. movement is executed a8 follows: The recruits be
ing at order arma, bayonets fixed,the Instructor com· 
mands

1. Impection, 2. ARKS. 
. Commencing on the right, the Instructor inspects 

the pieces in succes..'lion. Each recruit, as the In. 
structor approaches him, tosses his piece quickly 
with the nght hand opposite the left eye, 
catching it with the left hand between the 
rear.sight and the lower band, the thumb 
extendod along the stock, the barrel to 
the right, and inclined slightly to the 
front, the hand at the height of the chin; 
he then passes his right hand quickly to 
the lock, placing the thumb on the liam.· 
mer, the elbow raised as higli as the liand, 
the fingers, closed together, extending in 
front of lock. (Two.) The recruit preSB
es the thumb on the hammer, lowering 
the elbow at the same time, and brings 
the hammer to the half.cock; then drops 
the right hand by the side; the Instruct
or takes the piece with the right hand at 
the small of the stock(the recruit dropping 
the left hand by the side), inspects, and 
hands it back to the recruit, who receives 
it with the left hand in the posiiion pre
scribed in the first motion, paSll6s his nght
hand, as before, to the hammer, and the fore.flnger 
to the trigger, which he pulls, at the same time press· 
ing the hammer downward to free it from the half. 
cock notch, thus bringing the hammer to the safety. 
notch; the piece is then lowered :with the left hand, 
seized near the middle band with the right, and 
brought to the position of 1J'1'der. As the IDstructor 
returns the piece, the recruit next on the left throws 
up his piece to the position of impection, and so 
throughout the squad. Should the piece be inspect. 
ed without handling, the recruit resumes the O'1'Mr as 
the Inspector passes to the next man, who immedi· 
ately tosses up his piece. 

mSPECTION lIARKS.-AlI cannon are required to 
be weighed, and to be marked as follows, viz.: the 
number oft,'Mgun, th8initia18 oftheI1MjX!CtO'1"lIname, 
on the face of the muzzle-the numbers in a separate 
series, for each kind and caliber at each foundry ; 
the initial letters of the name of the founder and the 
found'1'1J, on the end of the right trunnion; the ytar 
of fairrication, on thp end of the left trunnion; the 
found1'1J number, on the end of the right rimbase, 
above the trunnion; the welghe ~ft,'MpUJc6 in pou1uU.
on the base of the breech; the letters U. S., on the 
upper surface of the piece, near the end of the rein· 
force. The naturalliru of B'iflht, when the axis of the 
trunnions is horizontal, should be marked on the base
ring and on the swell of the muzzle. whilst the piece 
is in the trunnion.lathe. Cannon rf(jl!.(Jted on inspec
tion, are marked XC, on the face of the muzzle; if 
condemned for erroneous dimensions which cannot 
be remedied, add XD; if by powder.proof, XP j if 
by water-proof, XW. Converted guns are marked 
as follows: The number of the flI!n; the weight of the 
pWAinpounds; the initiallioftheInspeotO'1"8 name, and 
that of thefound'1'1J where t,'M gun UJ con'l)crted, and the 
gear Qft,'M lJOn'l)er8ion on the face of the tube, in a circle 
concentric with the bore, in letters and figures at least 
one inch long. The initials of the jound'1'1J where th8 
tube is made, and the number of the tube, in small type, 
on the face of the tube, under the initials of the In. 
spector. The results of all final measurements and 
examinations are noted on the inspection report· of 
the gun. See I~tion of OrdnatUJe. 

INSPECTION OF ACOOUNTB.-The Inspections of 
Disbursing Officers' accounts, which are required by 
law,are made qusrterly, or four times within the year, 
with a reasona.ble interval between any two exami· 
nations. Division and Department Commanders usu· 

ally provide for the inspection of Disbursing Officers' 
accounts through the Inspectors attached to their 
headquarters, or by detail of suitable officers within 
their commands for the purpose. Tile law provides, 
in regard to Inspection of Acconnts, •• that no officer 
so detailed shall be in any way connected with the 
Department or Corps making the disburscmen~." 
The Inspector makes a minute and thorough inspec
tion of the accounts of Disbursing Officers, and com. 
pares the result in each case with the officer's bal
ance at his place of deposit j and each Inspector is 
held responsible for any defalcation or misapplication
of the public money or property wbich may occur 
within the command to which he is assigned that an 
active vigilance on hiB par= have detected. 

mSPECTION OF COND PROPERTY.-In
spectors are the only officers authorized to inspect 
public property with a view to condemnation. The 
1lna.l disposition of condemned property, except itbe 
worthless, can only be ordered by Commanding Gen. 
erals of Departments. All surveys and reports hav
ing in view the condemnation of public property, for 
whatever cause, should be made by Inspector Gen
erals, or Inspectors specially designated by the Com. 
mander of a Department or an army in the field, or 
by bigher authority. Such surveys and reports hav. 
ing a different Object from those of Boards of Sur. 
vey, are required independently of any preliminary 
action of aBoard on the same matter. 

An officer commanding a Department, or an army 
in the field, may give orders, on the report of autbo
rizedlnspectors, to sell, destroy, or:make such other 
disposition of any condemned property as the case 
may require-ordnance and ordna.nce stores alone 
excepted, for which the orders of the War Depart
ment must always be taken. But if the property be 
of very considerable value, and there should be reason 
to suppose that it could be advantageously applied 
or disposed of elsewhere thall within his command, 
he should refer the matter to the Chief of the StatT: 
Department to which it belongs, for the orders of the 
War Department. No other persons than those above 
designated. or the General.in·Chief, can order the final 
disposition of condemned propert:r., saving only in the 
case of horses, which should be kllled at once to pre· 
vent contagIon, and of provisions or other stores-which 
are rapidly deteriorating, when the immediate Com
mander may have to act perforce. Inventories of 
condemned property are made in triplicate, one to be 
retained by tbeperson accountable, one to accompany 
bis accounts, and one to be forwarded through the 
Department. or other superior headquarters, to tbe 
Chief of the StatT: Department to which the property 
belongs.

Officers inspecting public property cause the de· 
struction, in their presence, of all property found to 
be worthless, and which is witbout any money value 
at the place of inspection. The action of an Inspect
or, on property of this character, is final, and hlS in. 
spection report on the same is a valid voucber for the 
officer responsible for the property. In the discharge 
of the duty devolved upon Inspectors in this re~ula-. 
tion, they are regarded as answerable that thelr ac
tion is proper and judiciOUS according to the circum~ 
stances of the case. Unserviceable arms and stores 
will be inspected and disposed of in like manner with 
other property. Their aale can be ordered by the Sec. 
retary of War only. 

INSPECTION OF OlU)BABCE.-The objects of in. 
spectmg cannon are to verIfy their dimensions, par. 
tlcularly those which affect the accuracy of fire, and 
the relation of the piece to its carriage, and to detect 
any defects of metal and workmanship, that would 
be likely to impair their strength and endurance. 
Smooth.bore cannon presented for inspection and 
proof are placed on skids for the convenience of turn. 
lDg and moving tllem easily. They are first examine 
carefull . ascerta n w 
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tic able, of the quality of the metal. They must not 
be covered with paint, lacker, or any other composi. 
tion. If it be ascertained that an attempt has been 
made to conceal any flaws or cavities by plugging or 
filling them with cement or any substance, the ~un is 
rejected without further examination. After thiS pre
liminary examination, the Inspector proceeds to veri. 
fy the dimensions of the piece. The interior of the 
bore is first examined byretlecting the sun's rays in· 
to it from the mirror, or, if the sun beohscured, bya 
Iighted candle ora lamp placed on the end of a rod and 
inserted into the bore. The cylinder-Kautre screw

th ushed e tl to tire bottom 
o the bore an WI rawn' It 

must go 0 tom or the bore is too smail. The 
bore of the piece is then measured with the star. 
gauge, beginning at bottom. Measurements should 
be made at intervals of t inch to the front of seat of 
shot, and at intervals of 1 inch from that point to the 
muzzle. In rifled guns the measurements are taken 
from land to land, and afterwards from groove to 
groove, the head of the star-gauge being fitted with 
the suitable" guide n to insure the proper position of 
the measuring points. The position of the trunnions 
with regard to the axis of the bore and to each other 
is next ascertained. To verify the position of the axis 
of the truunions, set the trunnion-square on the trun
nions, and see that the lower edges of its branches 
touch them throughout their whole length; push the 
slide down till it touches the surface of the piece, 
and secure it in that position by the thumb-screw; 
turn the gun over, and apply the trunnion.square to 
the opposite side, and if, when the point of the slide 
touches the surface of the piece, the lower edges of 
the branches rest on the trunnions, the axis of the 
trunnions is in the same plane with the axis of the 
bore; if they do not touch the trunnions, their axis 
is above the axis of the bore by half the space be
tween; and if the edges touch the trunnions and the 
point of the slide does not touch the surface of the 
piece, their axis is below the axis of the bore. If the 
alignment of the trunnions be accurate, the edges of 
the trunnion-square will 11t on them When applied 
to different parts of their surface; their diameter and 
cylindrical form and the diameter of the rimbases 
are verified with the trunnion-gauge. To ascertain 
the len~th of the bore, screw the guide-plate and 
measurlllg-point on the cylinder-staff and push them 
to the bottom of the bore; IIace a half-tompion in 
the muzzle and rest the eta in its groove; a}::ply a 
straight-edge to the face of the muzzle and read the 
length of the bore on the staff. The exterior lengths 
are measured by the rule or bya profile, the accuracy 
of which is first verified; the exterior diameters are 
measured with the calipers and graduated by a rule. 
The position of the interior orifice of the vent is found 
from the mark made on the rammer-head by the 
vent-~auge inserted in the vent, while the rammer
head is held against the bottom of the bore. Two 
impressions are taken. The position of the exterior 
orifice of the vent is also verified. The vent is exam

cher is to ascer
smoot - ore 

bronze or nance s ou e ore lmder size from .04 
to .05 inch, and, after proof, reamed out to the exact 
caliber. Whitish spots show a separation of the tin 
from the copper, and, if extensive, should condemn 
the piece. A great variation from the true weight, 
which the dimensions do not account for, shows ~ 
defect in the alloy. In mortars, the dimensions of 
the chambers and the form of the breech may be ver
ified with patterns made of plate-iron. Alter the 
powder proof the bore is washed and wiped clean, 
and the bore and vent are again examined, and the 
bore remeasured. The results of each of the meas· 
urements and examinations are noted on the inspec.
tion report against the number of the gun. A proper 
discretlOn must be exercised in the inspection of ord
nance; such slight impcrfections as do not injure a 
piece for service may be dieregarded, whilst the in

structions should be strictly eDforced with regard to 
defects which may impair its utility. 

The duties of the insl,>ection of converted guns com
mence with t.he incept10n of the work, and the most 
important are performed before the gun is complet
ed. The breech-cup is verified by the steel tempJet; 
before it is screwed into The different shoul. 
ders and the shape and of screw-threads are 
similarly gauged before are united; diame
ters of tubes are verified, and the base of the tube 
and recess for the muzzle-collar before the insertion. 
The dimensions of the casing are also proven. When 
the gun is presented for flrihl inspection it is placed 
horizontally on the skids, and inspected as explained 
above for smooth-bore cannon. 

That the finished bore of a bronze piece may not be 
Injured by the proof-charge, it is bored out under 
size, from .04 to .05 inch, and, after proof, reamed 
out to the true size. When the powder-proof is fin
ished, the bore should be cleaned and examined.; the 
vent should be stopped up with a greased wooden 
plug, the muzzle raised, and the gun tilled with water, 
to which pressure should be applied to force it into 
any cavities that exist; or the water should be allowed 
to remain in the bore twenty-four hours. The bore 
must then be sponged dry and clean, and viewed with 
a mirror or candle, to discover if any water oozes 
from cracks or cavities, and also, if any enlargement 
has taken place. The quantity that runs out of a 
crack or honey-comb will indicate the extent of the 
defect; and lfit exceed a few drops, the piece should 
be rejected, although the measured qepth of the cav. 
ity may not exceed the allowance. After the bore has 
been reamed out to its proper size, its dimensions are 
again verified, and an examination of the bore and 
vent is made, to detect any defects which ma~ have 
been caused or developed by the proof. Whitish 
spots show a separation of the tin from the copper, 
and, if extensive, should condemn the piece. A great 
variation from the true weight which the dimensions 
do not account for, shows a defect in the alloy. 

Bronze cannon should be rejected for the follow. 
ing sized cavities or honey-combs: .lhttfrior • .A:D.y 
hole or cavity 0.25 in. deep in front of the trunnions, 
and 0.2 in. deep ator behind the trunnions. Inttrlc1-. 
From the muzzle to the reinforce, any cavity 0.1/J 
in. deep. .A:D.y cavity from the reinforce to bottom 
of the borc. In all other respects, the inspection of 
cast-iron and bronze cannon are alike. See Oaliptlr8, 
O~l-bZock, 0luvrrWer-gaug6, Oglindtlr-galuge. ])Uk, 
ImprMBWn-taker, ltlea&Uring-Btajf, ltlftrror, Profllt
boarda, pf'O()J'0/ Ordnance, Ra'lMn<!!t'-ltead, 8eo:rc1tfll', 
8taJr-gauge, TemplaU, T'T"UnnWn-glJuge, T'T"Un.nion. 
rule, T'T"Un~re, Vent-gaug68, Vent-guide, and 
Vent..wrcMr. 

IBSPBCTION OJ' POWDER.-The Inspector of gun
powder should satisfy himself before its reception as 
to the purity of the ingredients employed by the 
manufacturer, and that their proper preparation and 
careful, manipulation through all the various stages of 
manufacture have beenrigialy observed. Before pow
der for the military service is received from the man
ufacturer, it iB inspected. and proved. For this pur. 
pose at least 60 barrels are thoroughly mixed togeth. 
er. One barrel of this is proved. Musket powder 
should be tired three rounds with service charges. 
Mortar and cannon powder should be fired three 
rounds with heaviest charges in a field and siege-gun 
respectively. Mammoth,hexagonal, cubical, pris
matic, or other special powders, three rounds with 
battering charges from guns in which these powders 
are to be used. The density and granulation of the 
powder, as well as the velocity and pressure obtained 
in its proof, shomd coDform to the Ordnance Regu
lation in these respects. for the particular eervlce or 
piece for which the powder is required, within the 
allowed limits of variation. 

Gunpowder should be of an even-sized grain,angu
lar and irre~lar in form, without sharp corners, and 
very hard. When new, it should leave no trace of· 
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dust when poured on the back of the hand, and when powder flashes badly. The report of inspection should 
:l!.ashed in quantities of 10 grains on copper plate it show the place and date of fabrication and of proof, 
should leave no bead or foulness. Itshould give the the kind of powder and its jJ:eneral qualities, as the 
required initial velocity to the ball, and not more number of grains in 100 grams, its specific gravity; 
than the maximum pressure on the ~un, and should whether hard or soft, round or angUlar, of uniform 
absorb but little moisture from the alr. or irregular size; whether free from dust or not; the 

The size of the grain is tested by standard sieves initial velocities and pressures per square inch obtain
made of sheet brass pierced with round holes. Two ed in each fire; the amount of moisture absorbed; and, 
sieves are used for each kind of powder, Nos. 1 and finally, the height of the barometer and hygrometer 
2 for musket, 8 and 4 for mortar, II and 6 for cannon at the time of proof. Each barrel is marked on both 
and 7 and 8 for mammoth powder. heads, (in white oil-colors, the head painted black), 

A compact shape of grain approaching the cube or with the number of the harrel, the name of the manu
sphere, is desirable. Elongated fiat scales are ob,ec. facturer, year of fabrication, and the kind of powder, 
tlonable. The number of grsins in the several welgh- cannon, 'llWf'tar, or musket, etc., the mean initial ve· 
ed samples should be counted. }oolty, the pressure per square inch on the pressure
Dlam. otholea for mu.ket-powder ..N o. 1, 0.08111.; No.2, 0.06 In. piston, and density. Each time the powder is prov_ 
Diam.ofholeeformortar-powder...No.8,o.10In.; No.4.0.25ln. ed, the initial velocity is marked below the former 
Dlruu.otholeaforcannon·powder••No.lI.o.25in.; No.6,o.liOlll. proofs, and the date of the trial opposite to it. See 
Dlam. ofholee formammoth.powderNo. 7, O.~ in.; No.8, 0.90 In. Anal."8U01'P(}'I()der, Densimeter, Gun~'''6'', and H1'_
H"~nal,}DimenalOJlll of thllH powdel'8 vary with the caliber ";/ ,pvw«<>,,,
CnbiC81 of the gun In which they aTe u.ed. and have not as gr~. 
Prismailc. yet been dcAnltclydetcrmlned upon In our flCrvice. • INSPECTION OF PROJECTILES. - The principal 

Gravimetric densi~y is the weight of a given mea. pointE to be observed in inspectin~ shot and shells are 
sured quantity. It is usually expressed by the weight to see that they are of the properlorm and size; that 
of a cubic foot in ounces. This cannot be relied upon they are made of suitable metal; and that th II 
for the true density when accuracyisdesired, as the no defects concealed or otherwise w 1 WI en· 
shape of the grain may make the denser powder seem er elruse onm 8.1r eaccurac 0 t elr reo 
the lighter. Its only value is a fair idea ofthe value 1 s mprae lca e oma e a pro ectl es 0 exact 
of air space in a given weight. The specific pavity dimensions, certain variations are al owed in fabric
of gunpowder varies from l.M to 1.8. It is Import- ation. They should be inspected whilst perfectly 
ant that it should be determined with accuracy. Al- clean, and before becoming rusty, so that fiaws and 
cohol and water saiurated with saltpeter have been imverfections in the metal can be detected by the eye. 
used for thispurposc; but theydo not furnish aecu· Bphllrical Projeetite8.-The inspecting instruments 
rate results. Mercury only is to be relied upon. Hard- required for shot are one large and one small 
ness is tested by breaking the grains between the l1n- gauge and one cylindrical-gauge for each caliber. The 
~ers; the hardness is judged of by experience. It cylinder-$auge has the same diameter as the large 
18 very necessary that the density or specific gravity gauge; it IS Constructedofcast-ironand is ftve calibers 
of the powder should be most accurately determined. rong. Tbe large and small gauges are made with a 
For this delicate operation a very ingenious instru- difference in diameter ot 0.02 inch for projectiles 
ment has been devised by Colonel Mallet, of the turned in a lathe, and 0.04 inch for those not so turn
French Army, called a Mercury Densimeter. ed. All these gauges should be verified from time to 

Initial velocity is determined by any of the clec- time, and when tbey have become 0.01 inch larger 
tro-ballistic machines available; the Bouleng6 chlO- than their true diameter they sbould no longer be 
nograph is one of the simplest and most generally used. One hamnwr having a fiat face and a conical 
used for proof of powder. The strain upon the point. One aearcher of steel wire. One cold.cltilJel. Steel 
gun is determined by the Rodman pressure-gau~e, punchu. Figure-stamps. 
or somo suitable contrivance. The amonnt of m01S- The shot should be inspected before they become 
ture in powder is determined by drying samples in rusty; after being well cleaned each,shot should be 
an oven with a water bottom. A vesser of tin, dou- carefully examined to see that its surface is smooth, 
Qle-walled, except the face containing the door, is that the metal is sound and free from seams, fiaws, 
fitted at the top with an opening for the introduction and blisters. If cavities or small holes appear on 
of water; the door is double; the inner skin-lining the surface, strike the point of the hammer or punch 
has perforations at the top to allow the escape of into them and ascertain their depth with the searcher; 
moisture given up by the powder. Ledges on the if the depth of the cavity exceeds 0.2 inch, the shot 
inside·of the oven support the powder-trays. Before should be rejected. The discovery of any attempt on 
use, the water space is filled with boiling water; a the part of those engaged in the fabrication of the 
spirit lamp keeps up the heat; the supply of water shot to conceal such defects by tilling up the holes 
is kept up to compensate for evaporation. The pow. should insure rejection. The shot must pass in every 
der is subjectcd to heat as long as it loses Weight, the direction through the large gauge and not at all 
108s indicating the percentage of moisture driven off. through the sma.ll one, and the mean of their dlame
On being removed from the oven it should be trans- ters should be nearer that of the former gauge than 
ferred at once to perfectly clean, dry, and air.tight of the latter. 
weighing bottles. The ability to resist moisture is After having been thus examined, the shot are 
determined by subjecting samples which have been passed throu~h the cylinder-gauge, which is placed 
dried to exposure, first in open air, then in a hygro- at an inclinatlOn of about two inches between the 
scope containing a solution of niter at 1000 cooled to two ends, and supported on blocks of wood in such 
80° Fahr. a manner as to be easily turned from time to time to 

On breaking the 'grains, a fine ashen-gray color prevent its being worn into furrows. Shot whicl18lide 
throughout should appear; the grain texture should or sUck in the cylinder should be rejected. The av~ 
be close, without whIte specks even when magnified. crage weight of shot of 10 inches and under is de
"Flashing" on glass or porcelain plates, small cop- duced from that of three parcels of 20 to 50 each, 
per measnres for fine-grain powders inverted on the taken indiscriminately from the pile; some of those 
pla.tes, keeps the heap nearly the same at each trial. whieh appear to be the smallest should be also weigh. 
The powder should be in small conical heaps; if the ed, and if they fall short of the prescribed weight of 
incorporation is good, only smoke marks remain on their caliber by more than one thirty-second part, 
the plate aftertlashing; lfbad, specksofundecompos- they should be rejected. Shot of larger caliber than 
ed niter and sulphur will form a dirty residue. Tho 10 inches should each one be weighed by itself Rnd 
test requires experience to insure good judgment. its weight stamped upon it near one of the ears for 
The relative incorporation is determined by the bal- the shell-hooks. 
ance; the greater increase of weight on the plate, The dimensions of grape and canister shot are ver
the less satisfactory the powder in this respect. 1tloist ified by means of a large and small gauge attached 
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to the same handle. The surface of the shot should other indication of the soundness of the metal, as the 
be smooth and free from seams and cavities. For parts containing cavities will dry more slowly than 
the inspection of shells and case.shot, the following the other parts. The mean weIght of shells of 10 
inspecting instruments are required in addition to inches and under is ascertained in the same manner 
those used in inspecting shot, VIZ: Calipers for meas- 11.8 that of shot, and larger ones should be wei1fhed 
uring the thickness oftlie projectiles at the side. Cal. and stamped the same as with shot of like cahber. 
ipel'B for measuring the thickness at the bottom. All projectiles rejected in the inspection should be 
GIl'igea for the dimensions of the fuse-hole, and for marked with an X made with a cold-ohlsel; on shot 
the thickness of metal at the fuse·hole. A pair of near the gate; or, when turned, near one ear, and on 
lland.bell0W8; !~ooden plugs to fit U,e fuse-hole and hollow projectiles near the fuse-hole. 
bored through to receive the muzzle of the bellows. Efnn,gated Projectau - The. following Table will 

The surface of the shell and its exterior dimen- show the points npon which the Inspecting Officer 
sions are examined as in the case of shot, particular must inform .llimself and report before accepting 
attention being paid to the hemispbere opposite tbe shot, ·and the variations he is authorized to allow: 

Allowed No. of-- inch -- ex- Weightoftotalnumberac-Subject of measurement. variations amined........ ........ ....•.. 
 cepted....................... . 


Projectile: No. rej.ected. for errone- Mean weight of projectile. 
Length of cylindrical portion of body l ± o. 4 ous dImenSIOns of head. 

Length of head ................................. 
j 

Length of base for sabot .................... . :f-0.5 


+ 15 No. rejected for erroneous Total length of projectile ............... { 

• 1 dimensions of cylindric No. of sabots examined ... 

Diameter of cylindrical portion ....... .. 
 ± O. 2 body or base .............. . 

Diameter of base over threads .......... .. 
 ± .01 

Pitch of threads ............................. .. 
 o 11----------------11--------------- 
Radius of head ............................... .. 
 ± .05 No.. rejee~ed for en:one~us No. of sabots rejected for 
Tbickness of bottom ....................... .. 
 . 1 dltI~enSlOns of mtenor erroneous dimensions ... 
Length of interior cavity .................. . 
 ± • 1 cavIty ......................... : 

Thickness of walls at-inclles from

Thickness of walls at-inches from
 No. rejected for eccentri-iN--o-.-sa-b-o-t-s-re-j-ec-te-d-fo-r-d-e-
Eccentricity of axis of interior cavity 


at--from base ........................ . 
 O. 1 city of interior cavity ... 1 fects in material or finish 
Diameter of fuse (or screw-plug) bole. ± .01 ________________ ------------ 

1 1Pitch of thread on fuse (or screw-plug 

hole) ....................................... . 
 o No. reje~ted for ?efectainTotal nllmber ofsabotare-

Length of thread on fuse (or screw· ma.tenal or fimsit ......... I jected ........................ . 

plug) hole ................................ . 
 ± .1 


Diameter of hole for shell-hooks ....... .. 
 ± .01[
Depth of hole for shell-hooks ............ . 
 ± .05

± .02 ITotal number rejected .... No. of sabots accepted .... 
Weight of projectile, pounds ............ . 
Distance from base of projectile ........ .. 


:!:. .2 . 
Sabot: ---------------1 

Height of sabot .............................. . 
 ± .02 iTotal number accepted .... Weight of total numbera.c
± • 02 cepted ....................... . 


Interior diameter of sabot ................. . 

Exterior diameter of sabot .............. .. 


± .01 i--------------- i------------ 
Maximum tbickness of outer lip ........ . 
 ± : 8i Weight of heaviest one ac- Mean weight of sabot ...... :llIinimum thickness of outer lip ........ . 
 ± cepted ...................... .. 

Depth of cannelure ......................... .. 
 ± .881-------------11------------ Maximum width ............................ .. 
 ± • 1 

Weigllt of sabot ............................. .. 
 Weight of lightest one ac- Weight of total number of 
Weight of sabot and projectile, pounds ± .2 I cepted........................ shot and sabots accepted 


fuse.bole. Cavities and imperfections in casting are 
generally found about 300 from the top of the shell 
when in tbe position in which it was cast. Shells 
sbould be rejected for rough casting, projecting 
seams, sand-flaws, a collection of dross. caVIties or 
llOney-combs of more than two-tentlls of an inch in 
depth, whatever their diameter, or a numbcrof small 
holes giving the prOjectiles a spongy appearance. 

The shelf is next struck with the hammer to judge 
by the sound wllether it be free from cracks; the p0
sition and dimensions of the ears are verified. The 
thickness of the metal is then measured at several 
points on the great circle perpendicular to the axis 
of the fuse-hole. The diameter of the fuse.hole, 
which should be accurately reamed, Is then verified, 
and the soundness of the metal about the inside of 
the hole is ascertained by inserting the finger. 

The shell is now placed upon a trivet in a tub con
taining water deep enough to cover it nearly to the 
fuse-hole; the bellows and plug a.re inserted into the 
fuse.hole, and the air forced well into the shell. If 
there be any holes in the shell, the air will rise in 
bubbles through the water. This test also gives an-

The following instruments are required and used 
as indictated: 

1. One large ring-gauge, with handle; interior di. 
ameter 0" .08 less than the diameter of bore of gun. 

2. One small ring-gauge, with handle; interior 
diameter 0".071es8 than the diameter of bore of gun. 

S. One cylinder-gauge made of cast.iron and five 
calibers in length; interior diameter same as large 
ring. 

4. Calipers for measuring the thickness of the walls 
of the shot or shell and determining the eccentricity. 
This instrument consists of two parallel arms, foni>.· 
ed by a continuous steel strap. One arm is terminated 
by a curved point, and is graduated into incbes and 
quarters, from the end toward the center; the other 
arm carries a socket, at right angles to its length, 
through which slides a graduated measurine;-rod. 
The zero of the scale corresponds to the positIon of 
the rod wben it is in contoot with the curved point, 
and a vernier-scale on the socket permits measure
ments to 0" .01. To use the instrument, the arm with 
the curved point is inserted into the cavity through 
the screw-plug hole, and the clamp is screwed fast 



, 
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at the required point. Two short cylindrical arms on weight is finally determined and stamped at once 
the clamp serve as bearers, and allow amotion of the upon the body of the shot Dear the sabot. Shot and 
instrument only on its own plane. The eccentricity shell rejected during inspection are marked with an 
of a spherical projectile is measured by the distance X made with a cold-chisel. 
of the center of gravity from the center of figure, Witheach lot of shot, and from the samemetal.is east 
In oblong shot, however, it varies directly for each a cylindrical column about 2 feet high and 2i inches 
cross-section from the seat of the core, which is near in diameter in a sand mold, and the head of II projec
the screw-plug holc, to the head of the cavity, and tile in the usual iron mold. As soonas cool and be. 
is measured by the angle made by the axis of the fore the shot have been sent to the Ii finishing shop" 
cavity with the axis of the projectile. To determine a test specimen is cut from the column, its specific 
the axis of the cavity, the greatest and least thick, gravity determined, then broken in the testing-ma
ness of the walls &I'e measured at two or more depths. ehine, and its fracture examined. The chilled head 
Half the dUl'erence between the two will give the is split under a hammer to expose the depth of chill, 
distance between the axis of tile cavity and tliat of the and the results so determined are compared with an 
projectile for tbat particular section. It is ordins. occasional shot cut open along its axis. Should the 
rily considered sufficient, however, to determine the tenacity, density, or chill be 1J.nsatisfactory the entire 
eccentricity of but one cross-section near the center lot is eondemned. 
of gravity and compare it with the known results of Chilled shot are intended for the penetration of 

previous experiments. wrought.iron plates, and were the result of experi

5. The tirst intimation of eccentricity is shown ments to substitute for the steel projectiles first used 
upon the roUing-taok, which consists of a heavy cast- one of cheaper material of the requisite hardness. 
iron plate, beveled WiUl great care, and two parallcl A fracture of the head of a ehilled shot presents 
rails attached to it and separated from each other by the following appearance: The exterior layer is 
a distance slightly less than the length of the cylin- white, of crystallIne structure, the crystals being dis.. 
drical part of the shot. When a 8hot is rolled upon posed normal to the exterior surface. The central 
the rails,the heaviest side must come to rest beneath, part is dark, granular, and less compact than the rest 
and & more or less readiness to assume a particular of the mass, showin~ the ,{>resence of considerable 
point of rest indicates approximately the amount of graphitic carbou, wlule the lUtermedlate layers show 
eccentricity. less graphite and grow harder and denser as they ap

6. Hea8Uri1'l1l'''od for determining the length of cav. proach and finally blend with the exterior. 
ity; made of. steel and graduated into tenths of an Difterent metallurgic processes, and among them 
inch for a short distance on each side of the point the repeated fusion of iron, qualify it for chilling. 
indicating the proper length. The desired result has been obtained in England by 

7. GUlUf/6, for length of screw.plug hole; made and adding to a mixture of gray iron and shot sera'p 
graduated like the preceding. four per cent. of ilmenite, an ore of iron in combins. 

8. Templet, for gauging the profile of the shot; tion with titanic acid, and containing-
made of steel; graduated to indicate the length of ironoxide(equlvalentto4l!.8metalllclron)..................61.4 
head, position of shell.hook . holes; length of cylin- Tltllnie acid.................................................88.2 

drical part, and total length. ~V~c:iid~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::ti 
9. (J(w,gt, for the Butler sabot. This is made of Manganeee...............................................Trace. 

steel and ill two parts; the one screwed upon the In con!;equence of the chilling process, the llead 
other when not in use. The lower part gauges the is so hard as to resist even a tile, while the cylindri
sabot as regards pitch and length of thread,length cal body is soft mottled iron. The head is not 
and thickness of ring; the upper part gauges the touched after casting in order to preserve intact the 
length and pitch of the thread upon the base of the skin, which is the soundest and densest part. 
shot. A BmI.Ill tem.plet gauges the depth and width The chilling p')wer of the metal-mold, which de.. 
of cannelure and thickness of outer lip. pends upon its heat-conducting l;l0wer, varies with its 

10. One ham1M1', weighing half-a-pound, having thickness and somewhat with Its own temperature 
a flat face and conical point. and that of the melted metal when poured into it. 

11. One seal'Mel' of steel wire No. 20, with handle; The specific gravity of chilled cast-I1"On is greater 
8te6t punchu and a. ()()ld-chf8el. . than that of gray or mottled iron, and this fact is 

The shot should be inspected before it becomes used in discovenng the depth of chill of a shot by 
rusty. It is first placed upon the rOlling-table and weighing the shot first in air and then in water, and 
examined with the eye for defects in material, which comparing the results with those obtained from a 
in shot cast with the head down, are apt to occur stAndard projectile of the same weight ill air. The 
as cavities in and about the base. These, when dis. shot which weighs the less in water ",ill be chilled 
covered, are probed with the" searcller" or steel to the less extent, since the discrepancy must be due 
punch; if more than 0".2 deep, or of such character to the lower density of its chilled head. See PrQ
as to suggest weak, imperfect metal, the shot is con- j(JCtiles and Sllelt..gauge. 
demned. The head of the shot is struck with the INSPECTION OF SMALL .&RD.-All the materials 
hammer at its junction with the cylindrical part, for used in the manufacture of arms must be of the best 
the purpose of detecting cracks liable to be produced quality, and they should be tested by the Inspectors 
there in cooling chilled shot. A dull sound indicates according to the prescribed methods. The wood 
the existence of such a defect, which is further test· for cks should be seasoned at least three years 
ed by hammering with a sledge. It is then rolled, and in a dry place two years before being 
and, should the amount of eccentricity be considered wor It must be free from knots and sap, and 
doubtful as regards that allowed, is measured with no wood which is brash or light or worm-ellten, or 
the calipers. The length of cavity and ofscfew-plug in any degree decayed, or which is cut across the 
hole are then verified, and the tem~let applied to the grain at the handle of the stock, or which is kiln. 
profile. Rolling it from the table, It is stood on end dried, should be used or received. The following 
and the gauge screwed to the base. The sabot is rules for inspection apply to all small-arms, whether 
then screwed to its ~auge, the dimensions of the made at the national armories or by contract at '(>ri. 
cannelure verified WIth the small templet, and the vate establishments. The attention of theinspectmg 
character of the metal examined. The sabot and officers should be directed as much as possible to 
screw-plug are then fitted to the shot, and it is again the operation of the workmen in the course of the 
stood on its head and the ring-gauges afe applieCl to fabrication of arms. Each component part is first 
it. The smaller should not pass over the shot at all; inspected by itself and afterward the arm in a fin. 
the larger should pass over its entire length. It is iahed state. The material and the forms and dimen· 
then passed through the cylinder.gauge, which is sions of all the parts must conform strictly to those 
fastened, slightly inclined, to a block of wood; the, of established patterns, the workmanship and finish 
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Captain,are carried on the foot-boards of the limber- For either of the above ofteD.lles an officer or sohUer
chests of· the forge and battery-wagon, and in the is to be tried by a General Court-Martial. 

,.baggage-wagons. The knapsacks and valises hav- m8ULi'.-~In a militarrseD.lle, to attack boldly and 
.ing been iD.lIpected, the officers mount j the Captain in open day, without gomg th1'9ugh the slow opera
then commands: 1. Drivers, 2. PlIBl'AlIE TO HOUNT tions of trenches, working by mines and laps, or hav. 
3. MOUNT. At the third command, all the mounted ing recourse to those usual forms of war byadvanc
men mount. The inspection being completed, the ing ,gradually towards the object in view. An ene
Captain, upon some intimation from the Inspector, my l!I said to inmlt a coast when he suddenly appears 
forms line, marches the battery to its park, and dis- upon it, and debarks troops with an immediate pur
misses it. The battery is frequently iD.lIpected in full pose to attack. 
marching order- the men in blouses, and equipped DlB11BGENTS.-Soldiers. or people generally in a. 
with haversacks and canteens; knapsacks and valises state of insurrection. The term, however, admits of 
packed; overcoats, when not worn, rolled and strap. one exception. Hungarian Insurgents(InMWgen.ten 
ped to the knapsackllor saddles; horses equi\>ped d.!', Ungarillchen) mean the Hungarian Militia, called 
with nose~bags and halters; caissoD.ll loaded wlth a out or summoned by general proclalU&tion, as under 
day's forage. the old feudal system, 

INSPECftON BEPORTS.-Reports of the various DlSU:a:&EC1'ION.-A rising of people in arms agaiD.llt. 
kinds of inspections, for the information of the In. th~ir Government, or a portion of it, or against one 
spector General. Inspectin~ officers, before tr8.D.ll- or more of its laws, or against an officer or officera 
mitting tbeirreports to theIr Commanders, indorse of the Government. Itmay be confined to mere armed 
thereon tbe remedies that have been applied by the resistance, or it may have greater ends in view. See 
local Commanders for the correction of irregularities Oim~ War and RebellUm. 
that may bave been brought to their notice. Al18u- INTELLIGENCE DEPAllTllENT-A branch of the 
perior Commanders in forwarding the reports, in- Quartermaster General's Department, presided over 
dorse them with their action, and such remarks as by the Deputy Quartermaster General. Itbas for its 
may be of importance for tbe information of tbe object the collecting, sifting. and arranging of all 
Commander of the Army. information on subjects useful to the G;overnment or 

Copies of all non-eontidential Inspection Reports Army in peace or war. This Department in England 
are forwarded to the Inspector General, through the is comparatively of recent date, Its functions com· 
ascending cbannels of communication. Command. prise:-Topography; Strategical and Tactical Ques
lng Officers only may forwarrl copies of contidential tions; ConcentratioD.ll; Collection of all data bearing 
reports. on the organization of foreign armies; Home and 

INSPECTOR GDERAL.-Inspector and Inspector Colonial Defense. etc. Tbe information to be ob
General are terms in military aftairs, having a some- tained on-the above subjects is gathered in time of 
wbatvague signification. There are Inspectors Gen- peace, so tbat, when war breaks out, tbe General 
eral of Cavalry, Infantry, Artillery, Engineers, Mi- commanding an expedition may have put into his 
litia, and Volunteers, whose duties are reall:y those bands the most detailed information that maps can 
which their names infer-viz., tbe periodical mspec- contain of the country in which operations are to be 
tion of the several corps of their respective arms, and carried on, and all such other information needful 
the pointing out of deticiences, the corps being un- for the vigorous prosecution of the war. Formerly, 
der the command, bowever, of its own officers, and wbatever information the General received was· 
not of the Inspector General. The Inspectors Gen- through the Quartermaster General's Department, 
eral of Musketry and Gunnery Instruction in the then imperfectly organized for obtaining such intel
English Army are charged with the direct superin- ligence as is now a.ftorded, and also by reconnoise 
tendence and ordering of such iD.lltrnction througb- sances a day or two in advance of the Army. Now
out the army. In the Medical Department, the In. a-days, tbe General is made acquainted witb the 
spectors General of Hospitals COD.lltitute the highest country he has to trsverse before he sets out, and is 
grade of surgeons, under tbe Director General of tbus otten enabled to map out his future movements 
the wbole department. Inspectors are employed in before commencing operations. To the Intelligence 
many capacities. Inspectors of Volunteers are St8ft Department may bcattributed, to a great extent, the 
Officers charged with the administration and organ. successof the German arms during the war of 1870
izing of the detached corps of Volunteers in their 71. Before starting on the campaign, maps of the 
several districts. The post of Inspector General of country the Army was to invade were largely distri. 
Auxiliary Forces has lately been abolished, and bis buted, and also handbooks containin~ information 
duties transferred to the Department of the Adjutant on many valuable points such as railways, local. 
General, in order to bring the Militia and Volunteers ities, power of distncts to aftord food, etc.-in short, 
more immediately under the supervision of the Com- all information tending to the successful issue of tbe 
mander-in.Chief. war. The Intelligence Department of England is· 

DlSPECTOR GDERAIlS DEPARnlENT.-In the modelled afier that on the Continent, but only for 
United States, the law at present provides for one defeD.llive purposes; It is composed of Staft Omcers, 
Inspector General, with the rank of Brigadier Gen- whose education and intelligence fit them well for 
eral; two Inspectors General. with the rank of Lieu. the duties they have to perform. The Department
tenant-colonel; and two witb the rank of Major. lU&y be said to be at present merely the nucleus of 
Also, that the Secretary of War may, in addition, de- what will be, it is to be boped, a still larger one. 
tail Officers of the Line, not to exceed four, to act as There is ample field for an increased number of Staff 
Inspectors General. In tbe British service, the In. Officers, and in comparison with the Continental De. 
spectors Generals are officers appointed by the Horse partment, the establIsbment is small. The following 
Guards, with the exception of the Inspector General extract from a lecture given at the United Service 
of Fortifications, to carry out, in tbe most searching ID.lItitution, in February 1875, by Major Bracken. 
manner, the duties of inspection in their respective bury, R. A. , D. A. Q. M. G. an officer of the Intel. 
branches, and to bring to the notice of the Com- ligence Department, will put the reader in possession 
mander.in-Cbief all points witb which he sbould be of. the information to bf' acquired, and the work to be 
made acquainted. They are assisted in their duties performed bytheSt8ft Officers of sucb a Department., 
by InBptJIJwlJ, who act under their instructioD.ll. as carried out in Prussia, Austria. and France:

DlSUBORDINATIOlf.-Disobedience to lawful au. "1. A thorough military acquaintance with the· 
thority, under the following pbases. viz. : 1. Striking topography and resources of all lands belonging to 
a Superior Officer; 2. Using or oftering violence against tbe nation and its neighborhood. 
&. Superior Officer; B. Oftering violence in a military "2. An intimate acquaintance with tile armies· 
prison; 4. Disobeying tbe command of a Superior and military institutions of forei$ll powers, as well as. 
Officer; 5.Using threatening language to a Superior. of the llome armies and iD.lItitutIons. 
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When, by the eventualities of a campaign, we lind 
ourselves rather forced to abandon our primitive 
line of operations and take up some new one, the lat
ter ~cnerally receives the appellation of an accident
al Une ofoperatiqm. This term is not properlyappli
cable to a line voluntarily taken up, to march upon a 
point which the enemy may have weakened by with. 
dra.wing from it troops, under the apprehension that 
he was threatened on some other. This chan,ge of 
line. so far from being an accident, is the legitimate 
fruit of profound combinations, and mal be the 
cause of important succeslies. The primitive line 
was, to some extent, a feint; and the line apparently 
but secondary the true onei it cannot therefore be 
termed accidental; it will be thus simply the new liM 
ofoperatiQ1l,8 

In like manner in a retrogade movement an army
may abandon its natural line of retreat and take up 
another,leading oft laterally from it, for the purpose 
of enticing the enemy into a dil'trict of country less 
favorable to him, and at the same time to throw him 
further off from his main object. The line of re
treat in tbis special case will be sensiblv parallel 
to our own frontier instead of being, as it is gener
ally, perpendicular to it. This new line of retreat 
alSO cannot be classed under the head of accidental 
lines, since it is one voluntarily adopted, and pre. 
sents advantages over the natural line of· retreat. 
It has received the name of the parallel 'I'i!treat. a 
term sumciently expressive of the thing itself. To 
be successfully executed the retreating army should 
not be too inferior in force to the enemy, and should 
run no risk in being cut oft from its own frontier by 
moving too far from it. The local features are par. 
ticularly to be taken into eonsideration in such 
operations. If they are of a broken character, 
the movement will be the less perilous; if, on the 
contrary, the' country is open, and without st:'ong 
uatural points of defence, the safest plan will be to 
regain our frontier by the shortest line. 

When a choice between several lines of operation 
is oftered. it will be best to adopt the one where the 
army can be most easily subsisted, and in which, 
according to the kind of troops of which 1t is com
posed, the army will be most secure from the ene
my's enterprises If the army is superior to tlle ene
my in cavalry, it will naturally prefer to move over 
an open district and country; if, on the contrary, its 
main strength lies in its infantry, it will prefer to 
skirt along the foot of a mountainous range, or to 
march through a broken country. A line of opera
tions parallel and near to a river presents the advan
tage of having its wing nearest the water course per
fectly secure from attack, whilst the river itself fur. 
nishes an excellent communication for bringing for
ward men and the supplies. The defensive position 
taken up by the enemy also has great weight in de. 
termining the direction of the line of of operations. 
If he occupies cantonments extending over a consid. 
erable line, the most natural line will be the one by 
which the army can throw itself into the center of 
the enemy's isolated corps, and thus separate them 
and beat them in detail. By attscking one wing of 
a position of this kind we should, in all likelihood, 

verse of what they would have done under contrary 
circumstances, according to their being in front of 
one or another General. Turenne,having for his op
ponent Conde, did not allow himself to do things 
which seemed to bim as easy and a matter of course 
before the Archduke. On one occasion, In 1654, he 
lost some men while passing within the range of 
grape in front of the Spanisn. lines, which called 
forth remarks from some of the omcers accompany
ing him. To these he replied: "The march we are 
making would be very imprudent before Conde'S po
sition i but it is very imJ!Ortant that I should exam
ine U.oroughly this position; and I am 80 well ac
quainted with the Spanish service, that I feel assur
ed that before the Archduke has been informed of 
it, ha.6ent word to Conde, and called together his 
councll, I shall have completed it and returned to 
camp." "See," said that Captain who more than the 
other was capable of pronouncing a judgment on 
such points, "here is something that pertains to the 
divine portion of the art." In truth, militar,Y genius
manifests itself in just such subtle distinctIOns and 
delicate shades. See Bau of Operations, and Objec
tJfle Point. 

LINE OF SIGRT.-In gunnery, the right line passing 
throu~h the notch of the tangent-scale and tip of the 
trunnlOn-sight (at any elevation), and the object. 
See Pointing. 

LINE OF WORB:8.-When it is necessary to bold 
for a time a line of considerable extent by a force in
ferior to that which mar be brought against it, the line 
should be fortitled by Intrenchments, consisting of a. 
series of works laid out according to the approved 
principles. The kind of work for any particular po
sition on the line will depend upon the uature of the 
locality it is to occupy and the manner in which it 
will combine with those adjacent in securing mutual 
support throughout. Such lines are frequently from 
fifteen to twenty, or even thirty miles in len!$th, ex
tending over every variety of country, and 10 their 
construction call for the highest skill in military en. 
gineering. They are constructed, usually, either for 
the protection of important towns, cities, and depots; 
or to make secure the base of operations and lines of 
communications of any arrr"y maneuvering in the 
field; or, by stretching across peninsular regions, to 
restrict the theater of operations of the enemy; or 
for su d besiegine; a place; or for the 
pur the enemy 10 position with a part 
of an army while the remainder makes a flank or 
other strategic movement. The civil war of 1861-65 
aftorded numerous instances of each of tbese con
ditions. 

The same general principles apply to lines as to' 

closed 1 

force back one corps after another upon the neigh- other tleld-works; but, from their great extent, they 
b!{ring one, until in the end the whole would, in this llsually receive only a 8ligbt relief, and the &implest 
way, be concentrated in their natural order of angular tlgures are adopted for their plan. In lay
retreat. If, on the contrary, the enemy's corps are lng them out, advantage should be taken of all the 
in pro~r supporting distance of each other, the natural features presented by the position, so as to 
natural point of attack is certainly one of his wings,. diminish the labor of erecting artificial ones. The 
provided that, in making the said movement. the fianks of a line or position are generally weak points. 
line of operations of our own army iR not left ex- When possible, one or both should rest on natural 
posed; for the first of all necessities is never to place points of support. A Hank not so supported must 
either our base or our line of operations In jeopardy. be secured by strong works especially well garnished 
The choice to be made will also depend upon the with artillery. A point that has not a clear field of· 
characters and military talents of the enemy's Gener- fire is a weak point, and should be strongly intrench. 
als, the quality of the forces, their moral condition, ed, so that the enemy may not have advantage of 
etc., etc.; these are points which carry such great hills, ravines. or other shelters In approaching the 
weigbt with able Commanders that they have of- line. Care should be exercised in determining the 
ten been known to have adopted plans the very re- kind of artillery for such ~08itions. The field of 
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fire being contracted, long range is not of so much forcing his way through the main line, from obtain
importance as ~bility to search behind the enemy's ing easy possession of them by the rear. Sites for 
shelter, or to throw a great mass of projectiles in a them should be selected with a view of obtaining 
limited time. Mortars, howitzers, and machine.guns from them.a searching tIre of the front line in reverse. 
will be found .serviceable. In establishing a line of This line of works, although apparently inert in rear, 
works. the most important object should be to cov· must be kept fully armed and manned, ready to 
er every portion of the front within fair range with drive the enemy from anr part of the main line that 
direct or cross fire. To accomplish this, all promi· he may succeed in obtainmg possession of. Promi· 
nent points along the line are fortified. each with a nent salients in the main line are especially inviting 
work having a trace most suited to the conformation to the enemy; behind these .a second line should be 
of that particular site. The most important of these prepared, so placed, if possible, that should the ene
should be inclosed works upon the bastion.front my obtain the main line he will be within musketry 
principle, and of considerable size, capable of eDdur- range of the second, and be forced with wearied 
ing an independent attack. Smaller inclosed works, troops to undertake the capture of it. See Field 
such as redoubts and star forts, occupy the I'econd. lI'Q7Ujication. • 
ary points. Between the works thus located extend LIlf:E8.-The field.works known as lines are divi. 
rljle.trenclUlll, capable of sheltering infantry. The de~ into several classes, according to the object for 
line is therefore composed of a series of works mutu· wInch they are constructed; or, according to some 
ally supporting each other and covering every avenue peculiar arrangement of their parts, or some other 
of approach. characteristic quality. They are most ~enerally 

The artillery, of which there should ue an abun· classified as continued line8 and line8 with ,nt8rM18. 
dance, will naturally be placed in the works occupy. There are no openings in a continued line, except 
lng the most commanding and salient positions. those made for the use of the defense. Continued 
These works should never be so far apart as to be lines have been much used in past military opera. 
out of mutual fianking range of the artillery with tions, and will, in all probability, be nsed in the 
which they are armed. It Is the duty of officers of operations of the future. They may be usefully 

- artillery to co·operate with those of engineers in se- employed where a passive defense only is to be 
lecting the positions of the works that are to be arm· made, and where the position to be. defended is 
cd with artillery, and to determine the kind and limited in extent, and not exposed to flank attacks. 
quantity to be placed in each. As infantry troops They are not tltted for an active defense, and they 
constitute the chief garrison of works of this nature, have the serious disadvantage of being untenable. 
they will be required to construct them, leaving to when any part of the line bas been taken by the 
the artillery the construction of magazines, embras. enemy. They require a large amount of labor to 
ures, and the other accessories pertaining to their construct; and it is a very doubtful question, 
special arm. Generally these works are tfirown up whether the advantages they give compensate for 

t very hastily, and often when an immediate attack is the time and labor employed hi their construction. 
1 apprehended i this, to a considerable extent, decides Lines with intervals differ from the continued 

not only the nature of the workll, but the parts of lInes,by leaving intervals along the front of the pos!
them that require the first attention. Subsequently, tion, which intervals present no obstructions to an 
if time permits, they are strengthened, improved, enemy moving through them, excepting so far as 
and worked into better sllape. As far as practica- they may be defended by the fire of the works, or 
ble, the line should be composed of inclosed works, may be obstructed by nstural obstacles, or by artificial 
for the reason that should the enemy concentrate ones,placed along the front. Tbe works forming the 
and break through at any point, he will not be able line may be placed so close to each other as to be in 
to sweep the line to the right and left by taking it in defensive relations; or they may be so far apart. as 
fiank and rear. To storm and capture each work in to admit only of their defending the intervals between 
succession would be an operation too costly for him them. 
to undertake. If an obstinate defense is to be made, a second line 

It is advisable in most instances to have in fro n should be used. It should as a general rule be 

~ 'if ............. --•.••.••~~.~.... - .....- .•- I ••_- ..~y ~ 
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Plan 01 a Line with Interval. ot Lunettes,or Square Redoubts bnked by RetIred Redan ... 

of the line, within easy musket range, a line of small placed behind the first, and distant from it, about 
redans or lunettes at intervals of about 1,500 yards. one-fourth, and certainly not greater than one· half, 
Each of these should be capable of holding from one of the distance between the works in the first line. 
to two hundred infantry and four to six field.pieces. When artillery is used in the second line, a good
This line of outworks would form, as it were, a position would be about six hundred yards distant 
speciell of picket-line, keeping the enemy from close. from the first. This places the second line just out 
ly observing and harassing the main line, and would of range of aimed musketry fire, but in close range of 
constitute an advanced line of battle. a~ainst which artillery fire. A third line of field.works is some
the first shock of the enemy is partl&lly thrown times built. The general arrangement of the works 
away, and he dare not attempt to neglect them; ofthisthirdlinewiththeworkllofthefirstandsecond, 
for an endeavor to penetrate through the intervals conforms to the principles employed in arranging
would expose his flanks to a close and deadly flank the work in the second line. A third line might be 
and cross fire. The redans being open towards the useful, in case of an active defense, since the works 
main line, could not be lleld if captured by the ene- placed along this line can be utilized as screens for 
my. A somewhat similar line of works sjlould be the reserves and for bodies of cavalry. A fourth 
established in rear of the main line. They Should, line would evidently be of no practical service in 
however, have their gorges stockaded or otherwise the defence of a position. A force. unable to retain 
closed to prevent the enemy, should he succeed in possession of outer lines, could not' hold the fourth. 
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time , chivalrous warfare with the Kings of Castile; 
but at length, weakened by internal discord, were 
compelled to succumb to Ferdinand the Cat,bolic in 
1492. The Moors, or at least that portion of them 
who refused to adopt Christianity, were then ex
pelled from Spain, and in revenge, founded in 1518 
the piratical State8 of Algiers Tunis, an(! Morocco. 

HOOBBOM FUSE.-The body of this fuse is made 
of bronze, and is screwed into the eye of the shell by 
means of a key fitted into two mortises made in the 
head. The lower part is not threaded, and projects 
into the chamber of the ahell. In the body of the fuse 
two cylindrical chambers are placed, one above the 
other, with their axes perpendicular to each other. 
These chambers are both alike, with similar percus
sion apparatus. In esch chamber is placed a solid 
cylinder of bronze,terminated ateach end by a small 
projection, or piston One head of the chamber is 
movable, and when screwed into its place, its exter
ior is fiush with the convex surface of the fuse. Holes 
are left on the exterior for the use of a key, and the 
head is screw\!d in,after the hammer is placed in the 
chamber and suspended. In each end of the cham
ber is a small recess, a vent being bored through to 
it from the exterior of the fuse. These are both tilled 
with fulminatin~ powder. A hole is drilled through 
the hammer at Its middle point, and per"Jendicular 
to its axis, and is used to suspend the hammer, by 
means of a copper wire, in the center of the cham. 
ber. The wire passes throu~h corresponding holes 
in the body of the fuse, and IS soldered at the ends 
in the curved positions of the holes near the surface 
of the fuse. In the lower end of the fuse a third 
chamber is placed with a percllssion apparatus sim
ilar to the preceding, acting, however, in the direc
tion of the axis of the fuse, and having but one end 
of the chamber provided with percussion-powder, 
the vent leading from which communicates with a 
cross-chamber, naving at each end a small chamber 
filled with powder. The hammer, a cylinder of 
bronze, with a piston like the others, on its upper 
end, is suspended in the same way, and has below it 
a copper-wire passing through holes in the fuse, and 
soldered like the rest. At the bottom of this last 
chamber stands a cylinder of lead, fixed in its posi. 
tion by its base, which is pressed in a little offset, be
tween the bottom end of the fuse and the cap which 
closes the chamber. When the shell strikes, the sus
pension wire of that hammer whose axis coincides 
with diameter of the shell passing through the point 
of impact, ot, is/aralIel to it, is torn loose, releasing 
the hammer, an allOwing it to plunge forward and 
explode the fulminate, by strikin~ it with the piston 
on its end. From the constructIOn of this fuse it 
will be seen that there are six points on the surface 
of the shell, the striking of which will produce the 
working of the apparatus with certainty. See FU8(J. 

HOOTIANA.-In the East Indies, a term applied 
to the soldiers who are employed to collect the 
revenue. 

HOPPAT.-A very early name for a cannon sponge. 
MORGENBTEIUf.-A mace with a long handle and 

spiked head. See Mvrning Star. 
HORGENSTERN GtlH.-A breech-loading riftehav

ing a fixed chamber closed by a movable breech. 
block, which rotates about a horizontal at 9()Q to the 
axis of the barrel, lying above the axis of the barrel, 
and in front. It is opened by drawing back the 
handle of the firing.bolt until the ribs on its sides 
are clear of the grooves in the receiver in which they 
slide. This cocks the piece by compressing the 
spiral mainspring whicb surrounds the firing-bolt, 
until it is caught and held by a sear lying Well in 
the bottom of the breech-block. The breech-block 
may then be thrown upward and forward until it is 
stopped by striking the front part of the receiver. 
It is held open there by the bead of the ejector. 
spindle, which changes its bearing on the extractor 
so as, through it, to support the block. The piece 
is closed by reversing the movement of the breech-

block, and is locked bv the side ribs of the firing. 
bolt engalting with the undercut grooves in the rear 
portion onhe receiver. The piece is tired by a con· 
cealed spiral-spring lock the firing-bolt being re
leased by the action of the trigger within the re
ceiver upon the sear within the block. Extraction 
is accomplished by the breech.block striking the lug 
on the extractor above its centre of motion, and 
ejection is caused by the acceleration impressed on 
the ext,ractor by the action of the ejector spring on 
the ejector-spindle, when, by the motion of opening, 
the direction of this latter passes below the 
axis of the extractor; The ejector-spring is then 
released from the tension caused by its compression 
in opening, and causes the extractor to rapidly
rotate about its axis, carrying the empty cartridge 
against the beveled shoulders of the receiver, by 
which it is deflected upward and thrown clear of 
the gun. 

ItORGLAY.-An ancient and very deadly weapon, 
in the form of a grest sword. 

ItORION.-Originally a Spanish helmet. It had 
neither vizor, nose-piece, ~orget, nor neck-guard; 
but was surmounted by a high crest sometimes balt 
the height of the helmet. Its edge turned up in a 
point in front and behind, so as to form a crescent 
when seen in profile. The ltffJriqn was worn by Ar
quebusiers and Men-at.Arms. 

HORNE.-The head of the lance used in tilting or 
other peacefUlencounters. Itwas curved so that an 
adversary might be unhorsed, ' but not wounded, by 
a stroke. Also written MortM. 

KOBNING GllH.-The gun fired at the first note of 
reveille. at all military posts, forts, etc. 

HOBNING PABADE.-The daily J)arade at troop, 
sometimes called Troop Parade. In every garri
soned town, fortified place and camp, all well as in 
every town through which soldiers pass, or occa
sionally halt, a certain hour in the morning is fixed 
for the assembling ot the different corps.:.,.troops, or 
companies, in regular order. See D'I'6811 E'fJA'at:i,e. 

XORNING BEPORT.-A report of troops, their 
service, condition, etc., rendered every morning to 
superior authority. The Mornin~ Reports of Com
J)anies and Detachments are combIned and form the 
Vomolidated. Mvrni1l(J Report. The form of Morn
ing Report, given on page 880. used at West Point, 
will illustrate its purpose. 

ItORl'fIlIiG 8'l'Alt.-A mace having a long handle 
and a head with projecting spikes. It received its 
name from the ominous jest of wishing the enemy 
good' morning with the M01"1Ii1l(J-IItaIr, when they 
had been surprised in camp or city. This weapon 
became very popular on account of the facility and 
quickness with which it could be manufactured. 
The peasant made it easily with the trunk of a 
small shrub and a handful of large nails. M()1'ni1l(J
I/tarll, short in the handle, like hammers, were 
made especially for the Cavalry, Some were sup
plemented with small hand.cannon in the 15th cen
tury. 

XOBRIS-PIXE.-An ancient pike much used by tbe 
Moors. See PikIJ. . 

HORTAlt.-A short and comparatively light can
non, employed to throw hollow prOjectiles at great 
angles of elevation. It is intended to produce effect 
by tbe force with which these explode. The great 
curvature of their fire gives them power of reaching 
objects behind works which would be secure from 
direct fire. As the prOjectile has a large diametc!, 
and, except in rare instances, a very great range IJJ 
necessary, a comparatively small charge of powder 
is requisite. To give this its utmost power and con
centration, it is contined in a hemispherical ChaIllber 
at the lower end of the bore, but of less diameter. 
The shen completely closes this chamber; and when 
the explosion ensues receives its full force on its 
center. Ordinary mortars range in diameter of bore 
from I) to 13 inches. Large mortars have, however, 
been tried at times, as at the siege of Antwerp citadel 
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in 1832, when the French brought one of 24 inches 
bore to the attack. This monster, owing to its un
wieldiness and other causes, was a failure, Larger 
still than this, though perhaps more manageable, is 
Mr. Mallet'S great 86-lDch mortar, constructed in 
1855, of iron parts wel:1ed together. and now at 
Woolwich. rather as a cnriosity than for use. As 
loaded shells are of immense weight, so heavy, in
deed, as in larger calibers to involve the apparatus 
to deposit them in their places, and the mortar is 
fired at high elevations, the recoil is so great and so 
nearly vertical that no carriage could withstand the 
shock; it is necessary, therefore, that the mortar 
should be mounted on a solid iron or timber bed, by 
the trunnions, which are placed behind the breech, 
and supported In front by massive blocks of wood. 
This arrangement renders the apparatus so heavy 

provided with complete pointing apparatus, are ca. 
pable of following the course of a moving vessel with 
the same facility as a gun. 

Mortars, like other cannon, are aimea by first 
giving the direction and then the elevation. The ele
vation, which is usually that of the greatest range of 
projectiles in '/Ja/lUQ, viz., 45°, is determined by ap
plyIng the quadrant to the face of the piece, and raIS
ing and lowering the breech until that number of de
grees is indicated. The eharge of powder is varied to 
suit the required range. To give the shell, for the 
same range, a greater velocity in the de'lcending 
branch of its trajectory ,the mortar is sometimes fired 
at an angle of 60Q 

, in which case the charge of pow
der must be incrl'ased accordingly. As mortars are 
usually masked from the object to be bombarded by 
an epaulment or parapet, different means from those 

1. Cheek!!. 2. :Manen verlng bolt. 8. Deek plank. 4. Sleep<lf.
5. Cap square. 6. Cap strapll. 'I. Boleter. 8. Quoin.

D. Eye bolts. 

that mortars of large size are rarely used in field used with ~ become necessary for giving them 
operations, their ordinary positions being in defen- their direction. There are several processes em. 
sive or siege works, and In mortar.vessels. More ployed, all of which, however, are reduced to de
wieldy ,however,are the Coehorn mortars,invented by termininl> practically two fixed points which shall be 
the Dutch engineer of that name. for clearing the in line WIth the piece and the object, and sutHciently 
covert.way or ditch of afortress. This mortar is sutH- near to be readily distinguished by the person point
ciently small to be managed by one man, and is ae- ing the mortar. These points determine a vertical 
counted useful in siege or defense operations. The 
French nse a similar Lilliputian ordnance under the 
denomination of pierriers,or stone-throwers. Small 
mortars are likewise constructed for mounta.in war
fare; a mule carries the mortar, another the bed, and a 
third is laden with the projectiles. The use of mor
tars is diminishin~ at the present time, elongated 
shells of great weIght being now thrown from rified 
cannon. 

Vertical fire is effective when it is desirable to 
prevent an enemy from occupying certain anchor
age. The deck of a ship is as completely vulnerable siege mortars, the platforms are placed the same dis
to falling shells as the bottom is to submarine mines tance apart as for siege guns, VIZ., 16 feet i for sea. 
and torpedoes. Judiciously-placed batteries, ifarm- Coost mortars, the distance is the same as for sea. 
cd with a sufticient number of mortars throwing coast ~uns, viz., 18 to 22 feet.- They are usually 
shells, would make it perilous for an enemy to re- placed m pairs, with traverses between each set of 
main within their reach. Bnt mortar-firing from pairs. Embrasures are not required, and as the 
smooth-bore mortars is at best somewhat wild,and platform must be at such distance from the parapet 
depends on quantity for its effectiveness. It is, that the blast will not injure the interior crest, it is 
however, safe to say that no fieet nor vessel can re- not necessary to revet the interipr slope, the earth 
main under well·directed fire from heavy mortars. being'allowed to assume its natural slope. 
A battery of one hundred heavy mortars will keep There are two· kinds of mortar batteries used in 
at bay all the iron-clads that can maneuver or anchor the attack': those for mortars throwing shells; and 
within their range. The moral e1fect of mortar-fir. those for mortars throwing baskets of stones, or 
ing is appalling, and increases vastly with the num- other like projectiles. Besides these, there is the 
bers of mortars used. The armor that a vessel is Coehorn mortar, which, from its small size, may be 
capable of carrying on her deck, in addition to that placed in any unoccupied comer of the trenches 
upon other parts, is not sutHcient to resist the crush. within their range from the besieged works. The 
ing power of a lS-inch shell with maximum velocity first kind of batteries maybe in front of the first and 
-419 feet per second. The 10·inch mortar is ser. second tm.rallels, or any other points farther back. 
viceable only against unarmored decks, or those The poSitions chosen for them should be such as to 
very slightly protected. In firing.at iron-clads the bring as great a portion of the defences under the 
sheUs should not burst before strfking; in fact, it is direction of their fire as practicable, ~o increase the 
best to fill the shells with sand instead of powder. chances of destructibility of each shell thrown. The 
Solid shot would be preferable to either. Mortars second kind are usually placed in front of the third 
mounted on the center-pintle traverswg chassis, and parallel, mainly with a view to annoy the covered. 

plane which when including the line of meta1 becomes 
the plane of fire. Bee Boo, Oot!horn Jfortar, lJger 
PlJinting Apparatus, Ordnance, P~ InttYrpola..
ter, PJummet, S~t Jforlm', and Siege Jfortar. 

MORTAR BA1'1'ERIE8.-Mortarbatteries have prin
cipal features of batteries for guns. It is desirable 
that they should be located where good views of the 
enemy's positi~n may be had: this, in order that the 
gunner may hImself see the e1fect of his shot, and· 
not, as is too frequently the case, have to depend up
on the imperfect report of a distant observer. For 

http:firing.at
http:mounta.in
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surface, the planks being spiked to all of them. Mor. form, is called the shoe; the front and rear ends 
tar and other batteries for firing loaded shells, are bein~ designated the toe and heel. respectively.
provided with bomb.proof shelters for the men who Camages for siege mortars are without truck
load the shells, and others also for the loaded shells wheels, and rest directly on the platform. Sea
These shelters may be placed in the epaulements of coast mortars have two truck-wheels on an eccen
the batteries, under thick traverses, or in any posi. trio axle, for maneuvering the carriage on the plat
tion most convenknt for the service of the battery. form, and maneuvering bolts are omitted. See 

When the site of the battery is marshy, the con· MtJrtar (Jarriagu and Thi1'tMn-lnch MtJrw. 
struction of the parapet and the laying of the l?lat .ORTAR CABJUAe:U.-The application of the 
torms require great care to give them the requ1sit.l principle of rifting to mortars, in common with guns 
strength and firmneSli. Each of these parts should of all kinds, has had the ellect to obUterate to a 
receive a firm bottoming of two layers of long fas great degree the sharply.defined lines of distinction 
cines, 12 inches in diameter, the border for a breadth which formeri! divided the di1lerent c1assell of can
of 2 or 8 feet receiving a thickneSil of S or 4 layers. non. and to reduce them more closely to a common 
the first well covered with sand or rammed day, if model, adapted more nearly to a common use. The 
t.hey can be obtained, before ple.cing the second rifte<l mortar, to ~ive 1t the desired emciency, has 

been Increased in length until it di1lers 
~~'~~~IIl~~a/IJ~:B in no respect from a howitzer or short gun. and is no longer confined as for. 

ways and parts adjacent. These batteries are usually 
sunk below the natural surface, since even several 
teet di1lerence of level in the position of a mortar 
will have but little effect on the range, or tbe tra. 
jectory. The profile suitable for such positions, 
under the ordinary circumstances, is the following. 
Width of trench at bottom. 18 feet 6 inches. Depth
in front, 8 feet 6 inches. Depth in rear, 4 feet. Re
verse slope, •. Front slope, 9 feet base. Heigbt of 
parapet, 4 leet. Thickness of parapet, 18. feet. 
Berm, 1 foot. The earth for the epaulement is taken 
trom an exterior ditch; and, when splinter.proof 
t.raverses are required, portions of ditches are made 
opposite to their position to furnish the requisite 
earth. 

The siege-mortar platform furnished for field.pur. 
poses is too light to sustain much firing. For fixed 
batteries, they should be constructed of heavy tim
bers, and to insure anything like accuracy in firing, 
must be both level and staole. The sea-coast plat. 

. torms when properly laid, are in every respect de
ient. A good kind of rail platform may be made.by 
using two pieces of timber, 12 to 15 inches square 
and 9 feet long for the rails. to which planks 2 ar 8 
inches thick and 8 or 9 feet long are spiked. The rails 
are parallel, and have their centres 28 inches apart. 
for the 10·inch mortar, and 92 inches for the S-inch. 
A pit is dug large enough to receive this structure, 
and the bottom being made perfectly level,n is placed 
in it with planks down. Earth is filled in on top of 
the planking. This kind of platform is particularly 
well adapted to sandy localities. If the mortar is in
t.ended to be fired in various directions, a sufficient 
number of rails' are used to extend over the whole 

layer. which should croSs the first at right augles, 
and be well picketed to it. On this bed tile parapet 
is raised, and, if the adjacent 8011 of which it is 
formed is verY wet, layers of smaller fascines may be 
advantageouSly used at di1lerent hei~hts to prevent
the wet soil from running. The slte of the guns 
should be covered, to a depth of at least 6 inches, 
with moist sand, or good loam well rammed, to re
ceive the platforms t which, like those at the sieges 
of Forts Pulaski ana Wagner, should rest on a bed 
of plank. over which the weight of the guns should 
be well distributed by the under timbers of the plat. 
form. 

On a site of solid rock the only means that can be 
well employed for constructing the parapet is sand· 

. bags. If the surface of the rock on which the plat. 

forms are to rest, is too uneven or too ml.:ch inclined 
to be easily leveled by hammers, it will be neceSilary 
to fill in the space required for the service of the 
guns with earth or sand, and to use a cribwork if 
necessary around the border of the interior to con. 
fine the soil, which, as in the case of a marshy soil, 
sbould be well rammed and levelled before laying 
the pJatforms.

The drawing shows a plan of an indented sunken 
battery on a causeway from 1i0 to 60 feet wide. A..B. 
is the line of direction of tire j 0, contraction ot rear 
of battery; D D, enlargement of rear of battery; E, 
ramp. . 

KORTAR BEDS.-MortSf beds serve the same pur. 
pose as gun-carriages. The beds for the sm&J.ler 

mortars are made of one solid block. The larger 
beds are construoted and put together in a manner 
similar to the top-carria~es for guns. At the ends 
of each cheek are projectIOns, called front and rear 
notches, underneath which the cannoneers embar 
with their handspikes to move the carriage. On 
those for siege mortars there are also two front and 
two rear maneuvering bolts for the same purpose. 
The bottom part of each cheek, resting' on the plat

lUerly to a vertical fire exclusively, but 
lDII)" be used with ellect for direct or 
ourved fire. with solid or hollow shot, 
as well as shell. The carriages for the 
cWfe.rent guns haVll had to undergo ne
c~Uyco",spondingchangestoadapt 
tbem to the new conditions,of service; 
a:nd as the guns have been modified till 
they bear a resemblance to each other, 
so the carriages on which mounted 
are less distinctive in appearance and 

more nearly approach the same/attern. The mor
tar. in place of being mounte as formerly on its 
bed. must in its changed condition be provided with 
a carriage constructed so as to enable it to deliver 
its fire at any angle from 0° to 60°. and be< turned 
with promptness on any object within a wide field 
of fire, 

United State8.-The Coehorn mortar carriage is 
simply a block of wood, weighing 132 pounds;
the total weight of piece, equipments, and carriage 
being 811 pounds. The carriage or block upon 
which the mortar is mounted, is provided with two 
handles on each side, by means of which the mortar 
is readily carried by four men from one part of the 
work to. another. They accompany troops in the 
field for use against an enemy covered by intrench
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a half face to the left so 8.1 to bring ght'side tcr from the facl!ity with which it could be canied up 
ward the horse's ftank; carry the t foot three steep ascents, and to the tops of fiat-roofed hOUlel, 
mches to the rear j take the reina with right band in street-fighting. Bee FitJIiI A'l'Ulklrr. ' 
aided br. the left, and place the'right hanu on the KOVIn.'Am ABTILL:BllY CABlUA8B.-The cam. 
pomme, the 'reins coming into the hand between the age for ille mountain-rUle is similar in material and 
thumb and fore-lInger, and held so as to feel lightly general construction to that of the fteld.gun,and com. 
the horse's mouth. (Two.) Each recruit places a biDClltrength, simpliclty, and lightness. Tke axle 
third of the left foot in the stirrup, with the &BIIist· is wiiltout an axle-body, and ilte wheels have metal 
ance ~f the left hand if necessary, and supports it naves. 
against the forearm of the horse j rests upon the ball The mountain-howitzer carriage should be light 
of the right foot j places the left hand on top of the enough to be carried on the back of a pack anima~ 
neck, well forward, and grasps a lock of the mane, and the axle-tree should be short enough to ~rmitit; 
the look coming out between the thumb and fore- to pass through very narrow defiles., It dUfers in 
lInger. The Instructor then commands: 2. MOUNT. construction from the lleld-caniage,1nssmuch 8.1 ilt& 
At this command. spring from the riJl:ht foot, hold. stock and cheeks are formed of the same piece, by 
ing firmly to the mane, and keeping the right hand hollowing out the head of ilte stock. ,The wheefi 
on tbe pommel; bnne; the heels together, the knees are t.hirty-elght inches in diameter, and ilteaxle-tree 
straightened and resttng against the saddle, the body is, made ,of wood, the arms being protected from 
erect. (lfwo.) Pass the nght leg extended' over the 'Wear by 1lwlrM, or strips of iron. The distance be. 
croup ot tbe horse without touching him; let the tween the wheels is about equal to i!teir, diametet. 
body come gently down into the eaddle; let go ilte It is arranged for draught by attaching a pair of 
mane, insert the right foot in the etirrup, pass the sbafts to the trail. The pack.saddle and its harnel!8 
reins into tbe left hand and adjust iltem. At the are C()nstructed to ~sev~ally, the howitzer and 
commands,3. Form, 4. RUflt. the even numbers shaft, ilte carriage, or t.wo.ammunition chests, or it 
move up upon reachingi!tesaddle, a position8hould enables an animal to draw the carriage, with the 
be assumed with the buttocks bearing equally upon howitzer mounted upon it. A ,portable forge ac:
the saddle. and as far forward as pouiblej the reins companIes each mountaln battery,and is80 construct
coming into the left hand on the side of the little ed that it can be enclosed in two chests, and carried, 
finger, and leaving it bet.ween ilte thumb and fore- witliabag of coal; upon ilte pack-aaddle. 1 

finger I the little tlnger between the reins, the other The RUssian carnage has very short cheeks, ilte 
fingers cl08ed ilte thumb pressing the reins firmly front ends Of which are cut off obliquely instead of 
on the second joint of the fore-finger; the left fore- vertically; the trunnion-beds are let into this Qb
arm horizontal, the fingers six incbes from ilte body Uqne face, and the trunnloJl8 are held by cap..sqnare& 
and turned toward It j ilte little lInger a little nearer and keye. Krupp makes two sizes of carriages for 
the body than the upper part of the hand; tbe'right the 8-centimeter and 6-centimeter guns, respectively. 
hand behind the tbigh, ilte arm fallin,i naturally,the The elevating-screw admits of 189 of elevation and' 
feet inserted one·third of their length m the stiriups, tOO depression. The ammunition-chests are made ' 
the heels slighily lower than the toes. ' of wood. with iron angle-pieces. ' 

.01JftAnl' AB1'ILI.lmY.-Mountaln ,artillery is The English have two carriages, as shown in the 
designed to operate in a country destit..tte of car drawing, for,the two 7.pounder guns, one of whic1l 

risge-roads, and inaccessible to field artillery. It' Weighl 1M poundl when made of steet, and 900 

must, therefore, be Ught enough to be carried on pounddfmadeofbrau· tbeoilterweigbdOOpounds

pack-animals. The piEK;e used for mountain service when made of steel, 'Uti ti4 if made Of bronze. The 

in the United States is a short, 11ght 1S-pdr. how. wheell are 80 inches and 88 inches in diameter, re

itzel, weighing 220 Ibll. The form of the chamber spectively, .and ha"e a t.rack of 97 inches. ,The- ele.

iB cylindriCal, and Iluited to a charge of f lb. of })Ow. vaUng apparatus consISts of a movable bed, which 

der. The projectiles are sheIls and case-ihot. It is booki on a crosa-har bet.ween the cheeks over ilte ' 

d1scharll'ed from a low, two-wheel carriage. which me, and has two ltuds, one on each lide, to rest In 

serves tor transportation whenever the ground will rackl riveted to the inside of' the trail-Pi~A 


, permit. When the piece is ~ked, the carrlage iB sllding..quoin rests on the bed, and iB worked a 
packed on a separate animal The mountain howit- screw which pu8ei thwogh a collar in the en of. 
zer iB also employed for prairie lervlce, and in de.. ilte bed and enten a nut til ilte quoin. A Ught iron " 
fending camps and frontier forts against Indians, in limber II made for the )l.eavier carriage, and car.rles ' 
which case it Is mounted on a light. four-wheel car- 'two ammunitlon-chests, which contalJi ten rounds 
risge, called "the prairie caniage." In ilte'Mexl- of ammunition each. ' 
can war, the ,mountain howitzer was found useful, ~ t.ransportation the gun is carried in :RWlII& and 

' ..~ 
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N&iL!Blltlt. 

NAIBBANT.-A term applied in point of fact, the different races in Europe are so 
heraldric blazon to an animal de. commingled, that any reconstruction of the political 
picted as coming forth out of the map of Europe, on ethnolorical principles, would 
middle-not like r:S8uant or jessant be lmpossible, e\'en if desirable. The blood of nine' 
out of the boundary line-of an or· tenths of Europe has been mixed within the histor. 
dinary. ical period. The test of language, on which Nation. 

NAKED BULLET.-A grooved or ality has sometimes been based, is a deceptive one, 
cannelured bullet as distinguished in so far as it is indefinite and perpetually fiuctuatin~. 
from the patched.bullet. See Bullet. The people on the frontier between two races, as In 

lUNA..-In the East Indi~s, the the South Tyrol, generally speak two languages.
title which is given to a Chief of the Then we have dialects, like the Walloon, the Grad. 

Mahrattas. It more properly ':lignifies the acting nerisch of the Tyrol. and the Romansch of the Gri. 
head of the Government, and General of the forces. sons-liS also the Breton, Welsh, Gaelic, and Irish 

lfAPOLEON GUN.-In 1856 it was proposed to In. languages, which could hardly be made the basis of 
crease the power of the light and diminish the weight independent communities. The well.being of the 
of the heavy field artillery, by the introduction of a 
single piece of medium weight and caliber. The form 
of tIle new piece is shown in the drawing. It has no 
chamber and should therefore be classed as a gun. 
Its exterior is characterized by the entire absence of 
molding and ornament; and in this respect it may be 
at once distin~uished from the old field cannon. The 
first reinforce IS cylindrical; and it bas no second reo 
inforce, as the exterior tapers uniformly with the 
chase from the extremity of the first reinforce. The 
size of the trunnions and the distance between the 
rimbases are the same as in the 24.pdr. howitzer, in 
order that both pieces may be transported on the 
same kind of carriage. The diameter 0/ f,htJ bore is 
that of a l2.pdr. The length 0/ bore is just lSi cali· Sovereign and members of the Royal Family; in 
bers. The weight is one hundred times the pro- the latter case only six bars of the anthem are play. 
jectile, or 1,200 Iba. The charge 0/POlJJrkr 18 exact- ed. The first part of the national anthem may also 
]y the same as that for the heavy 12-pdrs. (pattern be played at the salute of a Viceroy, at state cere
of 1840), or 2-6- Ibs. for solid and case shot. and 21b9. monials, and at the trooping of colors. The play • ...-----------------------1 lng of the national anthem is only due to 

cJl~
those personages who are entitled, under 

;;I=~~~';=======:::J~=4' the regulations, to a royal salute. \" :~l NATIOlfAL ABlIORY.-A national cs: . fim ~l tablishment for the manufacture of s~all. ~ ~ : lIl=J~;;-;;;!;~~~~;:=======~-~-=~.J arms, etc. The manufacture of United.' ....... _. States small.arms and small-arm am· 


for canister shot. Itbas; therefore, as great range 
and accuracy a8 the heaviest gun of the old system; 
and, at tbe same time, the recoil and strain on the 
carriage are not so severe. The new gun and carriage 
weigh nbout 500 Ibs. more than the Spdr. and car· 
riage; still it has been found to possess sufficient mobil· 
itv for the general purposes of light artillery. The 
effect of this change is to simplify t.he mnteriel of field 
artillery, and to increase its ability to cope with the 
rifle-musket, principally by. the use of larger and 
more spherics case·shot. The principal objection 
to an increased caliber for light field ·guns is the in. 
creased weight of the ammunition, and the reduction 
of the number of rounds that can be carried in the am
munition chests. See Fip[d ArtiU!i1'1J. I 

NASAL.-A kind of peak or visor,on ancient helms 
for the protection of the nose. 

people governed is properly the end of all govern. 
ment. and it has practically not been always found 
that a State is better governed when it consists of 
one race only, than when it includes an aggregate of 
races. Highly diversified Nationalities may be 
united in one political system, provided only that 
the Government respects and consults the peculiari. 
ties of the several races and does not attempt to 
force the usages, habits, or language of one OZl the 
rest. 

NATIONAL ANTHElI.-A selection of music Bet to 
words, and common to all nations. In England the 
national anthem is "God save the Queen," which is 
played when troops pay the prescribed honors to the 

NASIR·J"UNG.-An Indian tcrm expressing victor. as almost every machinist possesses an equilateral 
iOllS or triumphant in war. triangular gauge by which he can verify at any in. 

NATION.-A. word used in two di~tinct senses. stant the angle included between the legs of the 
1. A. State or Independent Society united by com· striding.gauge that he uses to guide him in turninl!,' 
mon Politicnl Institutions. 2. An aggregate mass the bevels. The diameter and thickness of the disk. 
of persons connected by ties of blood and lineage, plate were chosnn with reference to retaining the 
and sometimes of language. The modern dogma angle of 60", aril with reference to ease of exact 
of nationalism, as maintained by a class of Conti· measurement by practical mechanics. By assuming 
nental Politicians, starts from an assumption that a these dimen@ions the strength of the cutter is not 
nation in the latter sense ought neces~ari1y to be impaired; it is rendered a little more sensitive to 
also a Nation in the former, and endeavors to assign small differences of pressnre than the Adams cntter; 
limits to the se,,!'ral races of Europe, with the view and its dimenllionR. hoth linellr and angular, are 
of erecting each into a distinct State, separated from casily preserved in fabrication by anyone of ordi
other States or Nationnlities. The extreme Politi. nary mechanical skill. The limits of these linear 
clans of the National School seem to consider the dimensions, whether expressed in hundredths or 
!\uppo~e<1 rights of Nationalities as paramount even thousandths of an inch, call always be made to fall 
to the obligations of treaties, and the political con- UpOll the larger and more common divisions of al. 
junction of one Nationality with another is looked most any English scale of inches. 'I'he special ad. 
on, by them as an al\equ'ltc ground for a revolt Qr. vantage of the circular cutting' or indenting edge is 
sepamtion, apart altogether from the question Ithat it can be readily pressed into the indentation, 
whether the Nationality is well or ill governed. In previously made in the copper block or disk while 

munition for the present armies and mil. 
itia, and for the reserve supply, is one of the greatest. 
importance, and the Springfield Armory is a model 
one of the world in the perfection of its fabrications, 
the extent and completeness of its arrangements and 
the facilties for the production of this class of war. 
ike ~tores. 

NATIONALABlIORYCIRCULARCUTTER.-Amod. 
ification of the Adams cutter, from which it differs 
only in the details of its form and dimensions. The 
diameter of the circle which forms the cutting-edge 
is 8"; the angle formed by the elements of the two 
right cones whose intersection forms that edge is 60" 
instead of 61 0 20', The altitudes of these cones are 
the same. and are equal to 0".866. The thickness 
of the disk is 0".25 The anale of 60Q was adopted 
for the edge as being an angle which could be ac. 
cUl'ately formed in a turning.lathe without difficulty, 
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OUlfAllOB.-The term ordnance includes cannon ordnance in the present stage of its development. 
of aJl kinds tired from carriages, slides, beds, tripods, Large.grained powder. the first of these requisites, 
etc. Oannon arfl classi1ied according to their nature, is universally used. Great length of bore, to utilize 
as guns, howitzers, mortars, and machine-~. and the whole force of the powder, is another character. 
according to their uses as field, monntain, sletie, and istic. Great power is secured by immense charges 
sea-coast. Guns arefurther classified as to thelr con· of powder and weight of shot. A caliber of at least 
struction, as smooth.bore and :rifle; as muzzle-load· 12 inches, giving an obloug shot of about 700 pounds, 
ing and breech.loading; and as cast and built up seems to be regarded as a. liM gua non for all arma. 
cannon. All or<bumce for land service in the United ments. England 11as taken the lead in all these int
S~ate!l is made by private Oontractors, under the dI. provements, and though it would appear from re
rection of officers of the Ordnance Department. Ri. cent events that her choice of gnn systems is unfortu
~ed ,howitzers and mortars, and gnna with chambers nate, there Is no question that all great advances 

·for large charges, are now under consideration. Ri. since Rodman's da.y have been based upon her ex

. fied breech.loii.ding field-guns are also under trial. pensive experiments. The work of the celebrated 

,Fo~ the present, until superior armament can be pro. "Committee on Explosives," 1875, of which 001. 

· vided, ~uns of obsolete patterns and kinds are ro. Younghusband and Oapt. Noble (now a member of 


. ·tained ill service. Standard guns, howitzers, and Sir Wm. Armstrong's firm), were members, did more 

mortars take their denomination from the caliber in to this end than any other investigation since General 

inches. Rodman'S experiments in gunpowder. Acting upon 


Heavy modern ordnance dates properly from the the obvious idea that the peril to the life of the gun 
casting of the great .Rodman smooth-bores.in the is relieved by air-8pace,the Oommittee recommended 
United States. ~o the impetus thus given may be the enlargement of the bore at the seato! the charge, 
ascribed the origin of the powerful guns of the pres- or the use of a. chamber larger than the bore. This 
ent day. In ROdman's study of gunpowder and the simple expedient led at once to an increase in the 
improvements introduced by him, lay the germ of powcr of guns while the pressure endangering them 
aJl subsequent progress in ordnance. His most im- was kept at II. point lower than before. Every good 
portant invention, pe7JCI'I'att!d eo.lu f)01Dder, was trans- thing can be pushed too far. The immense charges 
planted bodily to the Continent of Europe, where, made possible by the English chamber have been 
under the name ofprilmDtio pot«l8r, it has been used continually added to by the Italians ill their 100-ton 
ever since. 80 perfem is the theory of this powder, Armstron~ monsters and the vital air-space freatly 
tllat invention and" science tolling over the SUbject reduced till a charge of about /i.,}2 pounds OI pow
for twenty years has produced nothing better. Smce der has recently (1880) burst one of these magnificent 
the first halt of the decade-I860-70-the United guns. 
States has fallen behind the nations of Europe in the The following table gives an interesting compari

§ Weight. .::. 
J bI) ·Qo· Total..... energy at 

Q.\ ~ .; i the 
is' iD Gun. ..: tf :! muzzle 

Type of Gun. :== I = Q ~ .~ per kilo
~I~:____~~~.a ~%~e 

S 
. 

'i 
I 

Kilograllunes. .I' weightJi of gun.
)l::-:I jCi 

· -. --I-----~-:---I---I----

Krupp, 8IJ..cal. 80.5 c. m.................................... 
 805 10.70 48,5501' 455 141 580 .104 
l{rupp, 8Ii-cal. M.5 c. m.................................... 
 355 12.40 81,350 725 225 500 .1OS 
German, 00..(5 c. m. mar .....................;:.............. 
 800 6.70 86,600 325 72 48B .1OS 
Russian, l\l in. (long) .......................;................ 
 805 9.14 48,841 ll44 128 597 .14 
French, pat. 1870; 32 c. m.................................. 
 320 6.70 39,000 841 86 470 .104 
English, 8()..ton m. 1 ................. ~........................ 406 8.15 82,800 771 204 498 
 .114 
Etu!:lish, 63.ton b. 1........................................... 848 10.97 64,000 567 2R8 624 
 .175 
ItaHan, 100-ton b. 1. .......................................... 482 11.89 103,100 908 800 658 
 .• 118 
French, pat. 1875, 84 c. m.................................. 840 0.7 48,340 420 117 480 
 ;101 
Bange, 84 c: m..:..........;................................... 840 11.20 37,500 450 180 600 
 .221 

power of her armament. Baving been committed 
by her two great inventors. Rodulanand Dahlgren, 
to cast;iron smooth-bores, which were fabricated in 

. great numbers, her attitude has been that of Micaw
ber-" waiting for something to tum up." England 
occupies the other extreme,-of aJl the powers she 
has ventured the greatest SUIIlI!I upon the theories of 
her gun.makers. Her private manufacturers have 
received !luch encouragement at home or abroad that 
they are now able to supply the whole world. Their 
only great rival on the Continent is KrupJ? who finds 
his market principally in Germany, Russl& and Tur. 
key.

The early adoption of the ride prinCiple by all 
European powers placed them at once on a plane of 
advancement. The vexed questions of breech and 
muzzlo.loading and of gun construction have l)een 
decided by each nation in the manner most satisfac. 
tory to itself. Opinions dUfer widely, Il:nd it is prob
able that many changes may be made ill these mat
ters. . Still they aJl possess powerful ~n8 which 
have certain features in common, essential to heavy 

son between the largest guns at present existent: 
Tables I, II, III, and IV, on pages 448,444, 4MI, 

find 44G,enlbody the principal dimensions and weights 
of ordnance and ammumtion of the United States 
Land Service. The tables, pages 447-456, togetber
with the descriptions of ordnance referred to in tbis 
Encyclopedia, at the close of this article, will enable 
the reader to trace the history of ordnance, ancient 
and modern, and at the same time, to make compar
isons of that pertaining to the various military ser
vices. See ArmIJtr<Jng Gum. ArUlllllry, BlaktlgGun, 
BrMCh-inaertion, Bronze (JuntJ, Built-up GuM, (Jem. 
non, Gannon Metals, Oast-iron GUM, (J<Ut-8teel GUM, 
(J01IIMrkd (hiM, (JooUnU of (J(J.8Ungll, DaJUfJt'f/1l Gun, 
SWick Gun Work8, Faifrioation of Tube8. Fiftem. 
i'1J.Ch Gun. Frailer Gun, FrencJL Army Ordnance, Gun 
OQnat'I"UCtion, bMpeetion (lJ Ordnance, Jfann Gun, 
Moffatt Gun, Mortar, PalUtJer Gun, PaN'ott Gun, 
Par80na Gun, Rifled HlYldtzerll, Rodman Gun, ,'1chultz 
m're Gun,Buwlijfc Gm•• BlI'~tema. ofArtWerg, Tlwmp.. 

80n Gun, Uclw,UU8 Gun, Whitworth Gum, Wire GuM, 
and Wtiol'wich Gun. 
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a o Material.Nature of ordnance. 

~ 
ai 
o 

~.urr PmCIJI'a. 

Gum, I IIn.

12 inch rifle (model 1874) ••••••••• Cast iron, 12 


wrought iron 

I lined. 


19-inch rifle (model 1870) •••••••.• ICast iron.•... \12 
l~inch rifle ............................ Cast iron, 
 10 


wrout@tlron. 

lined. 


a..inch rifle (converted)...................do ...' •..• 
 8 

2~inch smooth bore................ Cast iron ..... 
20 

15.inchsmoothbore(mode11874) ......do •..•..•. 15 

15.inchsmooth bore(model1861 ) ......do ••...... 15 


C'Q lS'inch smooth bore ......................do ........ 13 

Horta,.,.~ l5.inch smooth bore ............. '" Cast iron..... 15 


IS-inch smooth bore ......................do ........ 13 

SDIIGB PIlWES. 

Gum. 
4.5.incll, rifled ·•••.. ··..•.. ·..·••....·Icast iron ..... 14•5 

HOtlIitU'r•• 
8-inch smooth bore .................. Cast iron..... 8 


HortM,. 
10.inch smooth bore ................ Cast iron ..... \10 

S-inch smootb bore........................do.. ...... 8 

5.82.1nc11 smooth bore, Coellom Bronze........ 5.82 


P1l!:Ll> PmCE8. 
(}una. 

4.62.in.(12.pounder)smooth bore Bronze........ 4.62
3.5-inch riflt< ........................... Wro'ght iron S.5 

3-inch rifle ....................................do ........ 3 

l.65-incb rifle (breecb-loader), 


~ 
mountain ......................... Stee1........... 1.65 

1.45.in. cannon.revolver, Hotch. 
kiss ..... '" ...............................do . ....... 1.457 

0.45-incll Gatling..................... .............. .... 0,45 
0.45-inch Gatling (cavalry) ......................... 0.45 
e 
 HOtlIiteer,. 

4.62-inch smoothbore, mountain ronze........ 4.62 


Table I.-Standard Ordnance. 
Diameterl!. 

Weight 

Povndl LbI.1 IInM. In·IIncA./Ituih.IIncA.
6.3 65 27.50~ 170
89,600 010.09 242.8 1m 

28 54
01°.09124082,878 
00.08180 1::.5 It5 I:: 121
to,esl 

16.2117.2500.05 136.66 32
16,160 
00.19 210 
 6.5 34115,200 24:3.5 64
'.$~ 

215 
 190 
 24.7...... 0.15 4.5 51 
 51
'10,778 
-49,099 00.15 190 
 165 
 4.5 48 
 25 
 48 


155.85 21
177.61 4.5 45 
 45
38,500 00.14 

150 
 52
33,675 010' IS I75 5Ul515 

00.13 66.5 35
1'1,250 

300 0.05 1133 120
3,450 

3800.12 60 46.52,600 

00.13 29.25 20.51,900 
00.12 23.25 16
1,050 

18.07164 
 t·1411 
6.32 

!t.5 i43 43 


4 
 15.6 9 
 16 


5 
 17.5 15 
 17.5 

3.25 20
20
20 

3.25 16 
 16
16 

2.5 ...... 7.65 I 8.05 

5
 

80 

50 


40 


15 


~ ...... 

Venting.Rifting. 
.... .l> <ii .: _ as .... 

So .8~~e'" 0 
"0.. 8,Q s.g..8 
"0 .... 
oS 11 
 ~cu li .§ "0 ~ II "0 :g;i Ss~ ~ 
"='iII cu·s • ., ... cu Q)r::  - po ~ ~-a." '1ii-"l .!!!-"I 
Fi" ~ ~S A III 
r:tt ~ ---'-

IncA. lInch. IIncA'IInck'IIncA., IncA. In. In. 
21 10.8976 0.09 10.8976 

0.7521 
 1.043 0.1 
.924
0.924 0.0817 


0.83770.8377 0.07515 

....... _. 


::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::...... 
........ 
....... ......... 


......... 
....... ......... 


0.69 
 0.97 0.075 

........ 
~ ..........
....... 
.,. ... ....~" 

••• s ... ~ ••....... 
 *....... 
'~' .. " ... .........
.........
::::::C:::::: 

1,230 11
105]°.10172.55 63.613.25111 17
• 1 li· .. ·.. '..·..·I··...... ·, ..·..··I ......... 
00.051,156 73.84 65 3.25 ...... 6.7 11.2 12 7 1.07 
 0.0761°.565 
 9.27 6 9.7 10 7 0.84 
 0.0750.5400.05 72.65 2.88SO 

116.85 ...... 0 2.551 5.031 U 10 0.362\0.0120.15745.86141•35 11.77 ,...... 

..LSZULIL$..eiln I I 1&$I.lLI WAF;II Ii OJJJ , hi. 2 2Q I a: c . • 


66.75 60.39 ...... ,...... ...... ......1,212.605 ...... 0 4.1 6 O.S14 0.0190.447, ....... 

49.7 32 ............
195.5 0 

6.82 6.00 ..~:~.6 :::::: ~:.~~.~~.I~.:~~~~:~~~.~ :'::::.:..................... 0 


220 I 30/0.10 I 87JU 1 30.9112.25 ...... . 6.9 7.6 
 ............................ \......... ,....... 


i. 


0.2 9.1S 3.00.751.75 ,
3
.2 
 4 
 0.7511.75 

0.751.75,2
;2 3 


2.5 0.70 1.75.2 
 3.5 
4 0.75 1.757.5'2 

....................... 0.75 
~.'15 
0.2 4 
 3 1°.751.75, 

.2 
 3 
 ......... 0.751.75 


lull....··I......0.21 8 

•2 3 2 ........... . 


0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

.2 

.2 


0.2 

.2 

.2 


1.75 ° 10.6211.251 

2 ° , ......,...... 
2 1.5 ...... , ..... . 
1 1.5 ............ 


•4 ° 1............ 

......1.15 e •••• • ......1.5 ..... ".°0 

..........
01.25 '*"~' .. 

......... ,0.98 
0.700 

......... "I ............. I ...... ~. t ......... . 


.......... f ....... ~ .... I. " ..... , • ...... 


0.4 / 0 ......'...... 

I I 


I 
 . ....
~i~~ ~~.ga.~ e~ ~ ~18~ ~~ [~~:E.s ~g fo~~~~ ~ ·c <II ¢>6G:1.,_. 
!i.:5! !il.~.Sl~ ~ ~ sf!! ..'g·lg sfg'~ ~i~;E '" f!1l~ g a~ ~~ ~].s.::lll~ ~::I ¢> 5l]E-<.s-::l btl],Qg! ~ id - --a-..c!Po "';;..Q) ....... s.::lbtl 


00',£ oil CJ ~.t:I"::t"=' .:.> CJ s.-e if5 s CJ • ¢> btlt;>CJ~"" bIJoo.< 1=1 '" ... !>O..Ci"'J14 ...._ ~~~~~~~~¢~ ~~ji~~i~&I<$~J~ <$<$<$II~~ ...cuicu"Ooai~~~·=~~~"='CU=~B¢>!~S.:.>¢>oiI .. Q)Obtl .. ~ ...... ::t .. fI .... '" ~~~ .~,:-r-:"'"'!.~~ j::I.;jI<I>C1..lbl).S!.:.>s:lSbo;;.".\b .~ _ ..;;~0I> ~ Ol <:> _ ..._ oC"' ... CJCJO .. .t:IOoil .. ~"'-"I .... CJlIIloil 8 "'"'~ Sibil0it"O"'cu,! ... s:ltlt--~Ci!"''''-;t:>. .. fis..q o .... ,Q"'~= ll"''1:ls btl '" S;~"='£o~=8~~~~~~~~~: ~ 
,,~ ... tt:ls .. 1-.;>·;;fJ).. (I,):.::~.~~~oo"'~t::f~~"='lolll,Qs~=is!=ll_.~~ ~g~",b= ':'>"~~Q.:.> .8 
 ~=s:I_~"='pg~~~\b·_ ••~~JL~",.t:I .0 ~ ",::::: 0 l::!'- Po~ bIn:::I ~ ° /I:.g = .;... ... ~.t::.S '" • S $ d .!. g '" <I>-.I'''I'1~'''.,;§ .... t:l::i ~""~'1:l~",Q)~ •.OO~t--O",..,.QOOO·~- ...... 8.~~~~'tj~f/J O.J~ ~.C~OJ../Q)~C;:+"' ~(l,;)Ss.-'dp.15 II .AnaOFIA Itl!l!rlf 

- 
.,. ~~ c::r.:.t-ce~ltt:>OOO 
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u ' ......... 1 il.t.i
0.5-i~~b U~tifiIg: :::::::.:::::::::::::::l.. ::.'.d~':: :::::::::::::::::::::1 0.5 , l'365P~O J32 
 (il· ..···.. ·IO.01··· .... ·j··..··..·..·t..···t..·..... j......I......I'....... ,' IU:l 
........................... - ...................... 6.0 
 6 
•••.•..•. 0.01 
HO'Witura. 

!= 6.4-inch smooth bore ••••••.••.•••••••• IBro:nze ......................1 6.4 
 1.000/160 0.1 '11 ........ .............6 .99 112 1......'11.2 It3.8 
 4.62: .................................. 


g 

i 


~ 

~ ""'" 

" 


g 

! 
;r; 

Table II.-AmmunitloD.. 

Nature 01 ordna.nce. 
Wind--------------,.,.-------1 age. 

S]lA..(lO.4ST I'IXCES.-GulU. Intilla. 

12-inch ritle (mooel1874).................................... 0.09 

11·inch rifle (UlodeI1870).................................... 0.05 

10-inch rifle ...................................................... 0.05 

8-inchrifle (converted).................................... ... 0.05 

10-inch rifle (Parrott, OOO"pounder).................................. ,cannon......... 

8-inch rifie(Pa.rrott, 200-pounder)........................ :..................do.. ........ 

6.4-inch rifle (Parrott. lOO.pounder)...................... L .................do.... ......
I
7-inch rifle (banded, 49-pounder).......................... j' 

6.4-inch rifle (banded, 3'2-pounder)....................... . 

2O-inch smooth bore....................._ .....................! 

I5-inch smooth bore (model 1874)... ...................... 

IS-inch smooth bore (model 186t)......................... 1 


18-inch smooth bore............................................1 

100inch smooth bore............... ......... .................. 

8-inch smooth bore............................................. I 


Mo-rtars. 
lS-inoh sUlooth bore......................................... .. 
IS-inch smooth bore.......................................... 
to-inch smooth bore............................................ . 

8DIIG:& PIECES.- G'tJ.IU. 

4o.S-inch rifle.. · .. ··· ...... · ...... ··· ...............................1 


H(}'II)iturtr. 
S-inch smooth bore............................................. . 
G.82-inch smooth bore (flank defense) ............... .. 

. Mortal-8. 
10-inch smooth bore......................................... . 
8-inch smooth bore........... ..d ............... ............. . 

1J.82-hlch SUlootb bore, Coehorn.......................... . 
J!'IELD PIEClI:S.- Gum. 

8.5-inchrifle....................................................... 

3-inch rifle... ..... ....... .................. ...... ......... ......... 


Oharge. 
Kind of 
powder. 

Hexagonal...... 
......do.......... 
......do... ....... 
......do.. ....... 

0.18 'Mammoth ...... 
0.18 

i 

W-:ight, 

maxnnum. 
Pounds. 

110 

100 


SO I 

35, 

25 1I 

16 

10 


200 

........................... .. 


0.13 HexagQD.I.IJ......
0.13 Mammoth No5 

125 
70 

0.13 Cannon No.5. 25 
0.13 Cannon......... 15 

- 0.13 1:Mortar .......,.............." 


Sh t 
o. 

700 

600 

400 

180 

300 

200 

100 


1,080 

450 

450 


283 to 000 

128 

68 


Projec-.t.l1ell••I Shell, ,Bursting
empty. cbarge.! 


.................. .................. 


.................. .................. 

360 

150 

250 

150 


80 to 100 


725 

330 

380 

224 

100 

48 


4.2-inch rifle (Parrott, OO"pounder)........................................do....................... .. 
 25 to 30 
 29 


...................... 330 

0.13 ......do.... ...... 20 I..................... 
 216

0.13 ......do... ....... 12 , ................... .. 
 101.67 
0.5 INew mortar... , 7 
 35 
 25 


0.12IMortar......... . 
0.14 ......do.......... 

4 
2 

45 
t7 

O,lB lMortar......... . 
0.12 ...... do .......... 
0.14 ...... do .......... 

4 
2.25 
0.5 

88 
44 
17 

0.05 
0.05 

New Mortar. " 
......do... ....... 

8 
2 

16.75 
10 

.................. 
9.5 

I.inch ritle (Parrott, 10-ponnder)...........................................do... ....... 1 10.5 
 9.75 
l.66-inch rifle (breech-loader) mouQta.in, Hotchkiss 0 

.................. 


.................. 


Initial 
velocity. 

Fut. 
1,896 
1,810 
1,480 
1,414 

Muzzle 
jAergy. 

t-Wn8. 
9,443 
7,182 
5,670 
2,510 

.................. .................. ............ 


.................. .................. ............ 


................. 1,22'Jto1,835 ............ 

I
 

I .. · .. 1 
.............................. , II 8,000 

17 

." ... ,," "" .. ,. .......... ~9 .... " ............... "",. ....... " ........... ~. 


17 1,735 9,449 ............ / ........... . 

7 1,597 5,337 ........................ 

3 1,500 1,996 ........................ 

1.8 

.................. 1 .................. 1 ............ 1 ............ ............ . 

7 ... ............... ............ 	 45 09 
 4,686 

2 ........ .......... ............ 45 00 1 

I 4,586 


1,420 
503.2 1'''2'5'''00/'''6:700''1,298 .. .......... 1 


1.8 1,070 2,2801230 

0.75 500 
 1,822 

3 
 2,0644500 

1.8 2,2254500 

0.75 1,200 

.................. 1,814 1............ , ............ 1........... . 
4500 


.................. 1,418 ................................... . 


.................. 1,292 ............ 
 20 00, 5,000 

E~eva. Range.
bon. ___ 
0" Yards. 

....................... . 


............ 1........... . 


............ , ........... . 


....................... . 

13 30 4,920 

11 47 4.272 

35 00 8,453 


25 00 

......................................................................................................,............................................ 

1.45'7-inch cannon revolver, Hotchkiss...................................:................ 1,851 gu. ..................... 
 7,716 gu. 617 gu. 1,476 
4.82-inch(12-pounder) smooth bore............ ........ 0.10 Mortar.......... ll.5 12.3 .702 1,495 ....·...... ·1..·........·1............
8.84 ............ 
 10 00 2,0001.inch Gatlin~............................................................... Musket.... ...... ~ gu. B,500 gu. 
 ............................................................................ .. 
 1,200O.5-tJ:tch Gatlmg.................................................................do........... 70 gu. 450 grs. 
 .................. 
.................. 1,350 
 445 
 1,000
O.4.5-inch Gatling......H~~:....·......·....·..........·..................do........... 70 gu. 405 grs. 
 .. .................~ .................,...............................:........1.......... .. 

6.4-inch smooth bore........................................... 0.10 Mortar......... B.25 Calle, 30.75 
 . 28.08 1.4 1,182 ............ 
 15 00 2,844 
4.62-inch I(Imooth bore monntain.......................... 0.10 ......do........... 0.5 Canister, 12.17 8.84 1.10 .................. ............ 
 5 00 1.005 

• 	 Except lor maehlne-gunB and tbe Hotebkl88 mountain breech loading gun, shot and shell for rifted guna are fttted with an expanding sabot, w communiCllte to the projectile the rotaUon dlle to the 
rldmg. No epeclaleabot, however, Wiallll1et been adopted l1li Btandlird. The Butler, Parrott, Arrick, and Dana all give good re8ultll. 

http:mouQta.in
http:PIECES.-G'tJ.IU
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Table IIL-Retalned Ordnance. 

Lengths. Distances. Diameters. Rifling. 

g CD 

! 
0 j 

j 
~ ! 

l 
OilgIilz! :i.... 0 11
"a CD:Material.Nature of Ordnance. 8 
 ~0.0 g.... EI. 0JJ.,c;. ....Ii .!I "a ~ 

-J 
! 

--- 

to~ to~ CD 'a/I) iii 
 "aoS.!I ° ~N 'i3'CI ... "a3~ 'OS1>1.z! 11> 1 

'S 
<II~~ ~ ,o~!=~a ~"C 0i 
 <II~ -= tt ~ ,Q ",0 a'"'5: S J E13. ~0.8 
 ~ ....0 go... .0..... .... .... ~ ....~~ ~ofir;~ ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ ::l 0 ~ ~ ~ A 

f---- -
....."COMl'1' l'IlIlCllI'S. 

Gum. In. Lin. In.LlJ8 In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. Ft. In.In. In. In. In.
26,500 ........
10 
 0lQ..inch rifle (parroU, BOO-pounder) Cast·n-on with wrought .............
144 
 I) rad.4.5 105 
 40 
 ........
.. ....... 
 15
86 
 20 
 10 
 1.0472 0.1 

iron jacket. 
S 16,300 08-inch rifle (parrott, 200-pounder) .....•do ...................... 
 186 
 16.2• rad.'.5 96 
 26 
 S2 ............ 11
10 
 1.1424 0.1

9,7006.4. 06.4_inch ride (Parrott,l00-pounder) ......do ...................... 
 130 
 8.2 rad.5 91.8 25.918
22 
 91.11708 
 1.1
7.018 ....7.inch rifle (ba.nded, 42.pounder) . Cast-iroJ. ............. •.... 
 106
109 
 ....•..••.•. 6,5 70,491 12.4 25.9 7.01822 
 35 
 150.869 0.075 ......... " ....
......do ...................... 
 107.59 104.596.4.inch rille (banded, 32-pounder) ............ 
6 
 25.968.595 21 
 11.75 6.41 80 
 130.946 0.075

10 
~ 

15,059 0 0.13......do.......................
1Q..inch smooth bore,. Rodman...... 120 
 7.5....... 
3.25 87.76 82.1 110 
16.2 32 
 ...... ....... 
..........
10 
 ..........

8 
 8,490 0 0.12......do.......................
8-inch smooth bore, Rodman....... 
 110 
 6 
 8.25 79.88 ........
25.7 18.2 25.6 .......
101 
 8 
 ~ ............ 
........... 


Mortars. 
10 
 7,800 00.18Cast-iron ................... 
 82.5 .........
10.inch smooth bore ................... 
 7.5 18.25 22 
 30.4 ...... SO' 80 
 12 
 ...... ...... ......... 
......... 


SIEGE PmOl!lS. 

Guru. 
4.2 4,200 ,. •••• 0Cast-iron with wrought. 120 
 ..........
4.2-inch rifle (Parrott, SO-pounder) -.... 2.1 rad. 2.75 82.15 16.8 ...... 8.6 18.8 5.8 ..... (j 1.819 0.1 

iron jacket.HowUura. 
5.82 1,476 0.14Cast-iron ................... 
 70 
 58
5.82.in. smooth bore, flank.defense ......... 
......."' ..... 
8.25 11.1735 
 12.8 ........ 
 18.8 4.62 ...... ....... 
......... 
......... 


PmLD PIECES. 

Guru. 
3 
 890
Cast-iron ................... 
 ..... ...... 

.. 
70 
 ..........
3-ineh rifle (parrott, to-pounder)..• 1.5 rad. 2.8 46.1 9.5 11.82..... !'i.8 8.67 6 
 81.5708 0.1

1 
 1,008Steel ......................... 
 .........
I.inch Gatlin~ ........................... 
 ............ 
...... .._.............. 
...... 6.8...... ~ ......... 
8.6 6 
......... 
0.01
0.5 865
......do....................... 
 450 S2O.S·inch Gatlmg......................... 
 ......... 
............ 
...... - ... ........ 
....... 6.0 .........
"..... ...... 6 
......... 
0.01"T

HO'IIJitur8. 
1,920Bronze ....................... 
6.46.4.ineh smooth bore .................. 
 160.0.15 71 
 ••••••.•••••••••••••• 8.5 f41.99 19 
 ...... 11.9 18.8 4.62 ..................... .•......• 


Table II.-A"'.....Inition 
----Cba.rge_.---- I 1_ 
Wind- Kind of Weight. I t 

- ngc. !maximllm., 810 . f'llllr.. ,'. 
1/ "" ",'" Nato"., onln'n~, I P(),wd(~r. , .~~:.tj~~ -) ,:r:r:~,~~,I:1 ~l.cva, n" IW.lI .' .. . 

http:160.0.15
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:.1lh l",,~,,* lH!Krul'P ilret'ch-I""dt'r \Ktt:l'I) ..................................1 H.:J'~ \ tl." Hi I.,.; ;j'.'i 


i 
l~rench brccch-IOIulcr (cast-iron, Rteel-hooped, ami 

166.4 1,486 ;:::::::::::::::1 76.9105.6tubell)............................................................... ! 135.a9 a:u
7.11381. 7.9 
American muzzle-loader (cast-iron, wrought-iron1 ~·~GtJ56.2 44.6 3673.229,423 I 99.4180 1,414tube).............................................................1 8 7.00 117.26 35 


an ~ 

P4 
o 

S 

~ 

<:.0 

~ 

g 

~ 


Nature of Ordnance. 

·a ...,"" 
~ 

I!lU....o048T PllI:OES. 
Gu.JU. 

10-inch 8lIlooth-bore columbiad, model 1844 .... Cast-iron.
8-inch smooth.bore columbiad, mode11844 ..... 
7 inch smooth·bore 4~under, mode11841.. .. 
6.4-inch smooth·bore pounder, model 1841.. 

H()Wi~. 
10-inch smooth.bore, model 1841.................... 

S-inch 8lIlooth.bore, model 1841..................... 


Mortars. 

IS-inch smooth-bore, model 1841.................... 

10-inch smooth.bore, model 1841................... 


SlJIGll l'XlWES. 
Gum. 

do.... 
do .... 
do .... 

Caat.iron. 
do.... 

Caat-iron. 
do.... 

5.82-inch smooth.bore 24-pollnder. model 1889., Caat-iron.
5.S-inch smooth·bore ls..~under, modeI1829 ... 
4.62-inch smooth.bore 1 pounder, model 1829. 

do .•.. 
do.... 

HO'I.O'iturIJ. 
8-inch smooth.bore, model 1841...................· Caat-iron. 

Mortatn. 
10-inch smooth.bore. model 1841.................• Cast.iron. 

8-inch smooth.bore; model 1841.................... 


l!'IBLD PIEOBB. 
Gum. 

4.62-inch smooth-bore, 12-pounder, model1841 · 
8.67.inch smooth-bore 6.pounder, model 1841. · 

HOVJiturs. 
5.52-inch smooth-bore 24-pounder, model 1844. 
!l.62-~nch IImooth-bore 12-pounder, model 1841. 

. do .... 

Brass.... 
do... 

Brass.... 
do .... 

Table IV• ......()bsolete Ordnance. 

.;
U 

~ 
4> 
'd 
d~ 0 
Q..!:fl .,Q.I ....J$: p.. 

.,\ Lengths Distances. Diameters • I 
~ 0) Chamber. 
.... .~ ,.;'" ~ 0 1'1 ~~4> j~-~ 

-
§..~a]; "d.a~4>.., .~... ::1~II! -.cI a "S ad •~a -a.s~fU 

.§ 
::l4>:($ ~ ~ ... ,S Q)f aa S S e$"d "'tll 't;I

.j
...gbl) SoE "5 ,f;,Q 'M poe....~..,II! ... .8:§... I!.l .'~=z ~.~0 f;<j0 lX1 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 

1-- ----- ------ ~ 

Los. Q "LlJa. IMh. IMh. 111.C!t. IncA.IncA. Inch. IncA. IncA. IMh. IncA. IndI,.15,400 740 1 21 99 12 120 78.5 31 32 102Ui .. .......... 0.13
89,240 635 123 . 100 11 119 73.5 25 26 17 6.45 ........... 0.13
8,465 600 .......... 110 
 .. .......... 
 117 'iO.8 22 2U, 16.8 7 ., ........ 
......... 0.16
7,200 005 ........... 107.6 
 114 20.768.6 23.4 15.4. .........,
6.4 ......... 0.15 


9,500 475 ........... 96 
 9.5 112 2567 26.5 20.25 8 ........... 0.13
75,740 ........... 85.0
462 7.5 98 20.757.4 16.1')22.2 6.4 ........... 0.12
6.4 

11,500 .......... ........... 26 
 .. ..........
13 47 85.536 12 9.5 1.25 0.135,775 .,...... , .. ......... 25 
 10 ......... 
 27.541.5 27.5 2'7.5 9 7.lG 1S.64 0.13 

5,790 895 100 108 .......... 
 114 68.09 21.418 15.586 ......... 
....... .. • 0.1'
5.824,913 305 130 198.5 .......... 
 114 67.86 16.8 19.75 13.87 5.3 ......... .. ....... 0.18
3,590 270 130 10S.4 ........... 
 198 63.69 14.8 17.4 11.864. 4.62 ....... .. 
......... 0.10 


2,614 420 100 38.5 5 52 .25.09 18 18.25 16.45 5.82 4..82 ........ O.D 


1,862 ......... 
............ 15 
 5 ......... 
 24: 20.7520.5 20.'715 '1.8 Ii8 0.18930 ........,. " 
... ,. ....... IS 
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ORDNANCE AND ORDNANCE STORES.-The gene. abolition of the whole. In 1604 James I. dignified
ral denomination "Ordnance and Ordancc Stores" the Master and Lieutenant with the respective titles 
comprehends all cannon alld artillery carriages and of l\laster.General and Lieutenant-General. The his. 
equipmentsj all apparatus and machines lor the tory of the Ordnance Office is of importance in Brit.. 
servIce and maneuver of artillery; all small-arms, ac- ish history, as in all wars it has been responsible not 
couterments. and horse equipmenLsi all ammunition only for the management of the mathiill of the ar
and all tools, machinery, and materials for the Ord- mies, but also for the direction of the 1X'I'1Im1U1 ofth~ 
nanceservicej and aU horse equipments and harness artillery and engineers. By an Order inOouncil of 
for the artillery; and, in gencral, all property of June 23, 1870. the Department of Ordnance in a very 
whatever nature supplied to the militury establish- modified form was revived under the Surveyor-Gen
ment by the Ordnance Department. eral of the Ordnance, as a section of the War Offiee, 

It is a duty of the Chief of Ordnance to furnish es- responsible for alllluppUes and materulof War. See 
timates, and, undcr the direction or the Secretary of Board of Ordnanl'''', 
War, to make contracts and purchases, for procUl·. ORDNANCE OFFICE.-Beforethelnventionofguns, 
ing the ne('essary supplicaof OrdMllce nndOrdnance this office was supplied by officers under the follow •. 
Stores; to direct the mspection !lnd proving of the iug names: the Bowyer, tbe Oross-Bowyer, the Gal-. 
same, and to direct the construction of all ('annon eater, or Purveyor of Helmets, the Armorer, and 
and carriages, ammunition. wagons, traveliug forges, the Keeper of the Tents, Henry VIII. placed it un· 
artificers' wagons. and of every implement and ap. der the management of a Master.General, a Lieu. 
paratus for ordllance, !lud the preparation of nUl tenant,Surveyor,etc. The Master.General was chosen 
kinds of ammunition and Ordnance 1;tore9 construct. I from among the first Generals in the service of the 
ed or prepared for tile !<('Tvice. Sovereign. The appointment was formerly for life; 

ORDNANCE BOARD.-In the United States Army, but since the restoration, was held durante ~Ul pla_ 
Il Board composed of SUCll o!l1eel's of the Ordnance cito, and not unfrequentty by a Oabinet Minister. 
Department as the Secretary of War may (le~ignate, The letters patent for this office were revoked May 
and which is advisory to thc Chid of Orciull.necllud 25,1855, and its duties vested in the Minister of War. 
is charged with the investigation of such subjects Tile last Master.General was Lord Fitzroy Somer. 
and the !erfOrmance of sneh duties, and at such set. afterwards Lord Raglan. 
times an places as the Chief of Ordnance may di. ORDNANCE PRO.JECTIL:E.-A projectile. having a 
recto No chnn!!:cs aTl) mndc in the established mod· Ieast-iron body, with a sabot composed of an alloy of 
els or patterns of Ordmmee nlld Ordnance Stores for lead and tin, which is cast on the base of the projec
the service of the enited States except 011 th~ recom-I tile, and held In p.osition by undercuts and dove
mendation of t hQ Ordnllllce Board, approved by the tails; the action of the charge being to force the Sa" 
Secretary of War. See Board 0/ Ordnance. bot on the cast..iron body and to make it take th~ 

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.-In the Uniteil States grooves. . . 
Service. the Or(lnance Deprmment of the Army con· ORDNANCE SEL'ECT COIllUTTEE~-A CODlmittee 
sists of one Chief of Crdnance. with the mnk of composed 01 scientific officers, to, advise the Secre. 
Brigadier-Genernl. three Colonels, four Lieutenant- tarl. of State for War on all invE'ntions,in war mate. 
colonels. ten .Majors. twenty Captains, sixteen First rie. It had its officers at Woolwich, in the midst 
Lieutenants, ten Second Lieutenants. and thirteen of the manufactories of the Royal Arsenal, and near 
Ordnance Store.keepers. The Ordnance Store.keeper the head.quarters of the Royal Artillery, by whom 
at Springfield Armory has the rank oOlajor of Cav. most of the dt!signs llad to be practically tested. The 
airy. All other Ordnance Store-keepers have the President of the Committee was usuall:! a General 
rank of Captain of Caynlry, No OtHcer of the Army Officer of Artillery; andaCa.ptain in the Royal Navy 
is commissioned as an Ordnancc Officer until he shall served as Vice.President. Bmce 1870these functions 
have been eX!lmined and appro\'cd by a Board of not have been fulll.lled by officers of the Department of 
less than three Ordnance Officers, !Oenior to him in the Director of Artil1!l!'Y and Stores, who has his 
rank. If an Officer of the Army fail on such exam- head.quarters at the War·office. 
ination he is suspended from appointment for one ORDNANCE SERGEANTS. - Non- commi!!Sioned 
year, when he may be re·examined before a like Staff Officers appointed, by the Secretary of War, 
Board. In case of failure on sneh re-examination he from Sergeants who have faithfully served eight 
can not be commissioned as an Ordnance Officer. yeara in the Line, four of which shall have been in 
Any number, not exceeding six, of the Ordnance the ~rade of Non-commissionoo Officers. Sergeants
Store-keepers may be authorized to act as Paymas. receIving these appointments are dropped from the 
ters at armories !lnd arsenals. The Ordnance Depart- rolls of the regiment or company in which they have 
ment was first established in the United Ststes in been serving. Captains report to their Oolonels such 
1812. It was not provided for iu the rednction of Sergeants as, by their conduct and service, merit ap
the army in 1815, but continued in the service. In pointments as Ordnance Sergeants, setting forth the 
1821, the Department WIlS merged into the Artillery, description and length of service of the Sergeant; 
attaching to eaell regiment of Artillery one super. the portion of his service he was a Non-commissioned 
numerary Oaptain,and givinoo to eacb Company four Officer; his general character as to fidelity and 1I0bri
subaltern officers. The Ordnance Corps was re-as. ety; his qualifications as a clerk, and his fitness for 
tablislled April 5, 1882. the duties of the position for which he is recom-

In the British service, the Ordnance Department mended. • 
was abolished by an Order in Council of May 25, The duties of Ordnance Sergeants relate to the 
l85S,after an existence of at least 400 years. Its con· care of the ordnance, arms, ammunition, and other 
stitution, its importnnt functions, and the causes military stores at the post, under the direction of the 
which led to its dissolutiou, will be found under Commanding Officer. Should the p08tbe evacuated, 
BOARD Oll' ORDNANCE. The early history of the he remains at the station, under the direction of the 
Department is lost in the Middle Ages; but it ap- Chief of Ordnance, in charge of Ordnance and Ord· 
pears to have risen gradually under the Lancas- nance Stores, and of such other public property as 
trian kings. A Master of the Ordnance is men· is not in charge of some Officer or agent of other De
tloned in the time of Hichard Ill.; but we read partments; and for tbis property he accounts to the 
of John Louth being Clerk of the Ordnanee as ear. Chief of the Department to which it belongs. If in 
ly as 1418. Hcnry VII. cOllstitut('d the Board, ('har~e of stores at a post where there is no Oom. 
adding a Lieutenant, a Surveyor. nnd a Store.keeper, misslOned Officer, he is responsible for the safe keep-: 
to whom a Clerk of the Chequc,wltl! subsequently. ing of the property, and is governed by the Regula
joined. With the exception of the lust, whose office ltiona of the Ordnance Department in i!!Sulng andao
was abolished in the beginnillg of the present cen. counting for the same. If the means at his disposal 
tury, this organization was maintained until the be insufficient for the preservation of such property, 
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. he reporta the circumstances to the Chief of Ord. begun, and nothing more was done in Scotland till 
nance. 1888, Ilxcep~ ~bllt 1101110 dotall 8urveylug tor a 0110. 

OJU)lI"Alfa:B 81'OU-UEPU.-An Officer of the inch map was continued for a few yearsli:l. the south. 
Ordnance Department who holda the rank: of Cap. ern Oounties. The chief strength of the surveyinJt 
tain of Uavalry, excepting the Ordnance Store.keeper corps was DOW transferred to Ireland. A map 01 
at SprinJr1ield Annory who, by law, has the rank of that C\:)UDtly was required for the purpose of mak. 
Major of Cavalry. There are, at present, five Ord. ing a valuation which should form the basis of cer. 
nance Store.keepers in the service; but the grade tain fiseal arraJ!gements and other imll1'ovements 
has been abollBhed by a recent Act of Congress, and which the IlOcial evUs and anomalies of Ireland ur. 
henceforth the duties appertaining to the office will gently demanded. For this map a aeale of 8 inches 
be performed by other officers of the Ordnance De- to the mile was adoped, as best suited for thepur. 
partment. , poses in view. On this aeale the whole map was 

In the British service, the Ordnance Store-keeper completed, and published in 1841), though the tirst 
is a civil officer in the Artillery who has charge of all portIOns were in an imperfect form, and needed re
the stores, for which he is accountable to the Ord. vision which was proceede4 within 1878. 
nance Oftlce, Bee Ord1l4nc8 JJepartmmt. This ~est natiolllll undertaking has been conduct.. 

OBDBAlfa:B 8UBVEY.-By this term is understood ed at di1ferent times on di1ferent scales and plans, 
the variOUl1 opcra.tions undertaken by the Ordnance and tOO system DOW pursued was only adopted after 
Depar.tment of the British government for preparing much discussion both in Parliament and out of 
maps and plans of the whole kingdom and its parts. doors. The map was originally begun as a military 
The ides of a general map of the country to be exe- map, and the acsle of one inch to the mile chosen, 
ented by the ·government was first proposed after without considering whether some other scale would 
the Rebellion in 1745, when tbe want of any reliable not offer gI'ester advantages. Many now think that 
map of the northern parta of Scotland was much felt a seale a little larger, and &n aliquot part of na. 
by the officers in command of the Royal troops. A ture 8uch as l.(jO,OOO, or about It inch to the mile, 
drawing, on a scale of one inch and three.fourths to would have been preferable for the small map; in 
the mile, was completed in 1755; but inconsequence which case 8 scale of 1.10,000 of nature, or about 6f 
of the war which broke out in thatlC&r, was never inches, might have been chosen for the intermediate, 
published. In 1768 it was propose to extend the instead of the six.inch seale selected at first for 
survey to the whole kingdom i but the first steps to mere local purposes in Ireland. Be this as it may,
effect this were taken only m 1784, when Major. the arguments in favor of the one-inch map are that 
General Roy commenced melUluriIlg a base-line on it is the mvst convenient both as a general and tra
Hounslow He'lth, near London, This principal trio veling map. For general views of the structure of 
angulation was designed partly for 88tronomical the country, the distribution and relations of its 
purposes, and partl, as a b88is for a map on a small mountains, plains, valleys, and rivers, the one·inch 
Bcale. The bue.hne was reme88ured with gI'eat is admitted to be superior to the six.inch, and thus 
care in 1791; and detailed plans were commenced by better adapted in the first instance for laying roads, 
officers of the Royal Engineers, partly for practicing railways, or other extensive public works, or for the 
them in mUitary drawing, and partlyforthe purpose publication of a general geological survey. Such a 
of forming plans of some portions of Kent for the map,on the other hand,is on too small a scale to admit 
use of the Ordnance. The principal object W88, of correet measurement of small distances; it isin 
how8'ler, the instruction of a Oorps of Military Sur. some respects a generalized picture,and not a correct 
veyors and Draughtsmen. the plans themselves be- pl&n. The six.inch maps were at tirst selected in Ire
lng regarded as of aec6ndary importance. In 1794 land as the smallest size on which CONed measure
the Burvey for the one-inch map was begun, and ments of distances and areas could be made. On 
some- sheets were published in 1796•. As the series them every house and field, and almost every tree 
of prinCipal triangles were extended westward to- and bush might be laid down. Hence they are suo 
wards the Land's End, it was thought ri~ht to perior for workin~ out details, as in minute surveys 
measure another base, for fortification, on Salisbury of railways and roads, or the complex geological 
plain in 1704; &nd two other ba.ee-Unes were subse- structure of rich mineral districts. On sucb sheets, 
qu~tIy messured-one in 1801 at MIste~n Carr, too, a proprietor or farmer may find every field laid 
and the other in 1806 on RuddIan ;Marsh. Though down, and the relative heights indicated by contour 
tirst intended chiefiy as a mUitary map, the publica. lines, and may therefore use them for drainage &nd 
tion of the survey lIoon created a deBlre on the part other improvements. It has also been proposed to 
of the public for better mapa, and surveyors were use these six.inch maps as a recordofsales or,encum. 
tben hlred to hasten its progress. This, however, brancesof land, thus lessening the cost and simplify· 
was very slow, the map being at one time entirely ing the transfer of property. Qn the other hand, 
suspended during the war in the beginning of tbis their size unfits them for most of tbe purposes for 
century, and even the parts which were executed, which the one.inch map is useful, and the contour 
having been done by contract; were found very in. lines give a far less vivid and correct impression of 
accurate. In this condition the survey of England the physical features of a country than the hill sketch. 
continued· during the first qnarter of the present ing of the one-inch map. Most of the purposes of 
century, sometjnies delayed by the government from the six·inch plans are attained in a still more perfect 
motives of ecollomy, at other times urged on by the manner from the 25·inch plans or cad88tra1 survey.
county gentlemen, who wished the map either as a The last name is taken from the French cadalstre (0. 
huntlug.map or for local improvements. register of lands), and Is delinedasa plan from which 

In Scotland, the principal triangulation was begun the area ofland may be computed, and from which 
in 1809, but was discontinued in the follow ina' year, its revenue may be valued. The purposes to which 
to enable the persons who had been employed there to these large plans may be applied are,as estate plans, 
carry forward the subordinate wnguIationrequired for managing,draining,and othewise improving land, 
for constructing the detail maps in England. In for faciliAting its transfer by es or en· 
1818 it was resumed, and continued steadily up to cumbrances; and 88 public ma to which 
1819; a new base line having been measured on Bel. local orgeneral taxes may be railways,
helvie Lluks, near Aberdeen, in 1817, and the great eanals, and other public works, laid out and executed. 
sector used at various stations. both on the main. Nearly all the States of Europe have produced trig. 
land and in the islands. It 1820 it was aga!.t suspend. onometriealsurveys. many of them of grest excel. 
ed, was resumed in 1821 anp 1822, and anew broken lence as scientific works. All of these have been 
off in 1823, the large theodolite being wanted in or. published. or are in course of publication, on con· 
der to proceed with the principal triangulation in veillent scales; generally smaller than one luch to a 
South Britain. In 1824 the survey of Ireland was statute mile. 
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The greatest extra European work of this kind is 
the Trigonometrical Survey of India, which was be
gun over seventy yea.rs ago, and bas been conducted 
with great ability. The work is drawing to a close, 
but will still occupy several years. The maps are 
published on a scale of ~ or t of an inch to the 
mile. In-America, the Coast Survey of the United 
States, a map of great accuracy and minute detail, 
has been goin~ on for many years. The feneral 
charts are publJshed on a sca.le of nh, or of an 
inch to a mile; the harbors and ports mH or 31 of 
an inch to a mile. No systematic survey has yet 
been undertaken for the interior of the country. 

, ORDNANCE TUDlER.-Timber and wrought iron 
are the principal materials used in the construction 
of artillery carriages and machines. Timber for the 
arsenal is usually purchased in pieces of the size re
quired to make each part. A list of the pieces for a 
certain kind of carriage, including the contents of 
each piece, in board-measure, is called a bill of tim
ber. None but the best wrou~htironBhould be em
ployed in ordnance constructlons.' Large and pe
cllhar-sha.ped pieces, as llIllle..treea, trunn{qn.platu, 
etc., as well as those requiring ~reat strength, are 
made from hammered ihatpes, furmshed by the iron 
manufacturer, according to prescribed patterns ; 
other parts are made of rolled iron. The following 
varietles of timber are briefly noticed as being most 
frequently required in the vpxious ordnance con
structions: White .oak-The bark of white oak is 

,white, the leaf long, narrow, and deeply indented. 
the wood is of a straw-color, with a somewhat red
dish tinge, tough, and pliable. It is the principal 
timber used for ordnance purposes, being employed 
for all kinds of artillery-carriages. Beech-The 
white and red beeches are used for fuzes, mallets, 
plane-atocks, and other tools. Aah-White ash is 
straight-grained, tough, and elastic, and is thereforE! 
suitable for light carriage-shafts; in artillery, it iSI 
chietly used for sponge and rammer staves, some-, 
times for handspikes, and for sabots and tool-handl, les. Elm-Elm is used for felloes and for small 
naves. HICkory-Hickory is very tough and liexi
hIe; the most suitable wood for handspikes, tool
handles, and wooden axle-trees. Black walnut.
Black walnut is hard and tine-grained; it is some
times used for naves, and the sides and ends of am
,munition-chests; it is exclusively used for stocks uf 
small arms. Poplar-White poplar, or tUlip -wood, 
is a soft, light, fine-grained wood, which grows to a 
great size; it is used for sabots, cartridge-blocks, 
etc., and for the lining of ammunition-chests. Pine. 
White pine is used for arm-chests and packing.boxes 
generally, and for building purposes. Oypress-Cy'
press is a soft, light, straight-grained wood which 
grows to a very large size. On account of the dUll. 
culty of procuring oak wood of a suitable kind in 
the Southern States, cypress has been used for sea
coast and garrison carriagts. It resists better than 
oak the alternate action of the beat and moisture to 
which sea-coast carriages are y;articularly exposed 
in casemates; but being of inferior strength, a larger 
scantling of cypress than oak is required for the same 
purpose; and on account of its softnells, it does not 
resist sufficiently the friction and shocks to which 
such carnages are liable. Ba88tQQOd.-Bas8wood is 
very light, not easily split, and is an excellent mater
ial for sabots and cartridge-blocks. DogtDOOd.-Dog. 
wood is hard and fine.grained, suitable for mallets, 
drifts, etc. 

The principal circumstances which affect the qual
ity of growin~ trees are 80il, climate, and aaput. In 
a moist soil, t1mber grows to a larger size, but is less 
11'tm and decays sooner, than in a dry, sandy soil; 
the best is that which grows in a dark Boil, mixed 
with stones and gravel; this remark does not apply 
to the poplar, willow, cypress, and other light woods 
which grow best in wet situations. In the United 
States t11e climate in the Northern and Middle States 
is most favorable to the growth of timber used for 

ordnance purposes, except the cypress. Trees grow. 
ing in the center of a forest, or on a plaiD, are gener. 
ally straighter and freer from limbs than thole grow. 
ing on the edge of aforest, in open ground,or on the 
sides of hills, but the former are,at the same tlme,le88 
hard. The aspect most sheltered from prevalent 
winds is generally most favorable to the gr<)wth of 
timber. The vicinity of salt water is favorable to the 
strength and hardness of whiteoak. The selection 
of timber trees should be made before the fall of the 
leaf. A healthy tree is indicated by the top branches 
being vigorous and well covered with leaves; the 
bark is clear and smooth, and of uniform color. U 
the lop has a reJtUiar, rounded form; if the bark is 
dull, scabby, ana covered with white and red spots, 
caused by running water or sap, the tree is unsound. 
The decay of the topmost branches, and ,the separa.
tion of the bark from the wood, are infallible signs 
of the decline of the tree. 

. The most suitable season for felling timber is that 
in which vegetation is at rest, which is the case in 
midwinter and IPldsummer. Recent experiments in. 
cline to give pnWerence to the latter sea80n, say the 
month of July; but the usual practice ill to fell trees 
for timber between the first of December and the 
middle of March. The tree should be allowed to at
tain full maturity before being felled; this period, 
in oak tImber, is generally at the age ofseventy-flve 
to one hundred years, or upward, according to cir. 
cumstances. The age of the hard wood is deter
mined by the number of rings which may be counted 
in a section of a tree. The tree should be cut as 
near the ground as possible, the lower part being 
tbe best tfmber j the quality of the wood is, In lome 
degree indicated by the color,which should be near. 
ly uniform in the heart-wood, a little deeper toward 
the center, and without any sudden transitions. 
Felled timber should, as a rule, be immediately 
stripped of its bark, and raised from the ground, 
The white wood Dext to the bark, which very Boon 
rots, should never be used, except that of hickory. 
There are sometimes found rings of light-colored 
wood surrounded by good hard wood; this may be 
called the aeeond Ifl1J i it should cause the rejection 
of the tree in which it occurs. BrtUhtlJO()(/. fa a de
fect generally consequent on the decline of the tree 
from a~e; the pores of the wood are open, the wood 
is reddIsh-colored, it breaks short, without splinters. 
and,the chips crumble to pieces. This woOd 11 en. 
tirely unfit for artillery carriages. Wood which 
died before felling should, generally, be rejected; 110 
should lcnottll ftrees, and those which are covered 
with tubercles and excrescences. Wood in which 
the graiD ascends in a spiral form is unfit for UBe in 
large scantlings; but if the defect is not very de. 
cided, the wood may be used for naves and for 
some light pieces. Splits, checks and cracks ex
tending toward the center, if deep and stron~ly
marked, make wood unfit for use, unless it is m. 
tended to be split. Wind-Bhak.!, are cracks separat. 
ing the concentric layers of wood from each other; 
if the shake extends through the entire circle, it is a 
serious d,efect. The center.hea1't is also to be rejected, 
except in timber of very large size, which cannot, 
generally, be procured free from it. As soon as 
practicable, after the tree is felled, the sapwood 
should be taken 0:tI, and the timber reduced, either 
by sawing or splittinlr, nearly to the dimensions re. 
quired for use. Pieces of thickness, or of peculiar 
form, such as those for the bodies of gun-carriages 
and for :chassis, are got out with a saw. smaller 
pieces, as spokes, are split with wedge'S. Naves 
should be COlt to the right length, and bored out, to 
facilitate seasoning ana to l?revent cracking. Tim_ 
ber of large dimensions is 1mproved by immerlion 
in '/Cater tor some weeks, according to size, after 
which it is less subject to warp and crack in season· 
ing. To season or dry timber, it should be piled 
under shelter, in such manner as to allow a free cir
culation, but not a strong current of air, around 
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tofotce it forward inth the mortise inthe lug, 6. For designated limits: or he may even be allowed to re
the purpose of 'Cleaning, it can be very easily removed' turn to his own country on his paro~ not to fight 
by taking off the locks and removing . the small again,duringtheexistingwar,againsthisca~tors. To 
screw, 4, from the end of bolt, 5, theD. press down on breakJ1M'Ole is accounted infamou8 in all civilized na
trip, 7, which will allow the lifter to be withdrawn tion8, and an officer who has 80 far forgotten his po.. 
without removing either stock, guard, or trigger. sition a8 a gentleman, ceases to have any claim to 
pl&te. The improved roll, 1B, gives great strengtli to the treatment of an honorable man, nor can he ex. 
the joint. This gun has been issueil by the United pect quarter should he again fall into the hands of 
States Government for arming Paymasters' escorts, the enemy he has deceived. The following rules in 
~tc.. when light shooting and rough usage were an· regard to paroles are established by ~hecommon law 
ticipated. and usages of war: An officer who gIves a parole for 

PABE.Hl1BST MACHINE-G1J1f.-In machine.guns himself or his command on the battIe.field 18 deemed 
the heating of the barrels has limited the number of a deserter, and will be punished 8ccordin~ly. For 
~harges that could be rapidly fired before they be· the officer, the pledging of his parole is an llldividu. 
~ome too hot for use, so that after a period of rapid al act, and no wholesale paroling by an officer, for Ii 
firing the gun would become dangerous if not allowed number of inferiors in rank, is permitted or valid. 
to cool. The Parkhurst gun has a device for keep. No prisoner of war can be forced by the hostile G0
ing tile barrels cool by surrounding them with water vernment to pledge hig paro16 j and any threat or ill 
under atmospheric .pressure. thus preventin~ the treatment to force the giving of the pa!l'()16 ill contrary
temperature from rismg above the boiling pomt of to the law of war, and not binding. 
water. A temperature not exceeding 2120 Fahren- No prisoner of war can enter into engagements in. 
heit does not impair the action of the gun. The bar. consistent with his character and duties as a citizen 
rels are inclosed in a metallic water.tight casing and a subject of his State. He can only bind him. 
having a vent for the escape of steam. The casing self not to bear arms against his captor for a limited 
is filled from time to time during the firing, as may period, or until he is exchanged, and this only with 
be required. The mechanism for rapidly loading and the stipulated or implied consent of his own Govern. 
firing is also improved. ment. If the engagement which he makes ill not 

PABXINSONIA. - A shrub found commonly in approved by bis Government, he is bound to return 
Bengal. It has been st.ated to yi,eld a very fair char. and surrender himself as a prisoner of war. His 
coal for gunpowder purposes; but from trials made own Government cannot at the same time disown his 
ofit, of late years, at the Government Powder Works engagement and refuse his return as a prisoner. 
at Ishapore, it was not found to be equal to that No one can pledge his fKII1'o16 that he will never 
made from wrhur or dluJ,ll stalk. Nevertheless it bear arms against the Government of his captors, nor 
might be used if the latter crop failed. that he will not bear arms against any other enem)"

PUR PALING.-A very mferior gun.material, of his Government, not at the time the ally of h18 
from which vast numbers of very inferior guns were captors. Such agreements have reference only to 
made during the existence of the slave·trade. the existing enemy and his existing allies, and to the 

PUR PICKETS.-8mall wooden posts which sup. exillting war, and not to future belligerents. 
port the rope line round the artillery park. They Whire the pled~ing of the military pa!l'()16 ill a voI
are carried either on carts or camels in India when untary act of the mdividual, the capturing power is 
on the march. Dimensions-length 58 inches, and not obliged to grant it, nor is the Government of the 
diameter 8 inches. individual paroled bound to approve or ratify it. 

PA:aLEY.-In militar, language, an oral conference PartJia not authorized by the common law of war 
with the enemy. It takes place under a tlag of truce, are not valid till approved by the Government of the 
and usually at some spot-for the time neutral-be. individual so pledgmg his parole. 
tween the lines of the two armies. To oeat a parlet!, The pledging of any unauthorized military :r»ro~ 
is to give a signal for such conference by beat of is a miUtary offense, punishable under the common 
drum or sound of trumpet. law of war. 

PABJlA.-A kind of round buckler used by the PAROLE EVIDElfCE.-In law, it is such evidence 
Velites in the Roman Army. It was 8 feet in diame. as is given by witnesses by word of month at a 
ter, made of wood, and covered with leather. Its trial or hearing of a cause. Parole agreement, in 
form was round, and its substance strong j but Servo English law, means any a~ement made either' by
ius on the Aeneid, and even Vir~i1, say that it was word of mouth or by wntin~ not under seal. If 
a light piece of armor in comparISon with the clyp- the agreement is made by wnting under seal, it is 
eus, though larger than the pelta... called a deed, or indenture, or covenant, according to • 

PAROI.-Astout wooden frame haVlng long, sharI?' the nature of its contents. 
pointed stakes driven into it horizontally. It IS I'ABBAIlf.-In military orders, the person who 
placed upon the parapet to oppose scaling parties. introduces or presents a newly-electedKilight. The 

PABOLE.-l. A watch-word differing from the term is also used to signify the comrade who is se
countersign in that it is only communicated to Offi. Iected by, a soldier who is condemned to be shot to 
cers of Guards, While the countersign ig given to all bind the handkerchief over his eyes. 
the,members. The paro16 is usually the name of a PABBOT-B:lAXED.-A term applied to a battle. 
person, ~eneralJy a distinguished officer, while the axe and the like when very short in the handle and 
countersIgn is the name of a place, as of a battle.field. resembling a parrot's beak. 
2. A declaration made on honor by an officer, in a PABROTT GUN.-The Parrott ride-gun is a cast. 
case in which there ig no more than hill sense of hon- iron piece of about the usual dimensfons, strength. 
Qr to restrain him from breaking his word. Thus ened by shrinkIng a coiled band or barrel of wrought. 

a prisoner of war may be released from actual pris.1 iron over that portion of tbe reinforce whlch sur· 
Qn on his parole that he will not go beyond certain rounds the charge. The bodies of the larger Par.'ott 
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guns are cast hollow, and cooled from' the interior 
on the Rodman plan. The barrel is formed by bend
ing a rectangular bar of wrought.iron spirally around 
a mandrel and then welding the mass together by 
hammering it in a strong cast-iron cylinder, or tube. 
In bending the bar,'the outer side bein~ more elon
gated than the inner one, is diminished III thickness, 
giving the cross section of the bar a wedge shape, 
whicfi possesses the advantage of allowing the oinder 

the Parrott projectiles were frequently broken at the 
bottom by the force ot the powder in such manner 
as to wedge the body against the bore. It is quite 
probable that this 09.use had much to do with the 
bursting of the guns. The inventor thinks he has 
cottectOO. this evil. . . . 

The following table gives the more important di. 
mensions, etc., of Parrott guns; ranging from the 
lO-pounder to the lO·inch. 

Gun. 

-------J---·I--- ---1---
1 turn in ft. 

Inches. Lbs. Inches.Incheli. at Muzzle. Lbs.Inches. Lbs. 
890 83. 11.3 0.170 10 10110.pounder ............ . 


~8.67 14.5 1,750 0.120.pounder ............ . 
 79 10 2 19 
4,200 718.8 0.1120 4020 12 28SO.pounder ............. 
 8 

25.9 9,700 9 0.1 18180 6.4 10loo.pounder ............ . 
 86 
32. 16,800 11 0.1186 8. 288.inch ................. . 
 16 150 
40. 23,1500 13 0.1144 10. 3010.inch ................... . 
 25 250 

to escape through the opening, thereby securing a The proof of these guns consists in firing each 
more perfect weld. The barrel i8 shrunk. on by the piece ten· rounds with service charges. The table 
aid of heat, and for thill purpose the reinforce of the given below shows the ranges of the lOO.pounder 
gun is carefully turned to a cylindrioal shape, and Parrott gul! ; charge, 10 pounds of cannon powder; 
about one-sixteenth of an inch to the foot larger than projectile, Parrott shell, tllled, 100 pounds j initial 
the interior diameter of the barrel in a cold state. velocity being 1,080 feet. See (Ja8t.iron Gum and 
To prevent the cast-iron from expanding when the Ordnanu. 
barrel is slipped on to its place a stream of oold water PA.llBOT't LD'E-BAVIlfG KOlfSTElt. - A -mortar 
is allowed to run through the bore. At the same time made of cast-iron and lined with a steel tube. The 
and while the bimds hang loosely upon it, the body piece is cylindrioal about the seat of the charge, 
of the gun is rotated around its axis to render the gradually tapering to the faco of the muzzle. The 
cooling uniform over the whole surface of the bar. breech is hemispherical. The trunnions are placed 
reI. Alarge number of these guns were used in the near the breech; their projection upon a lliane 
late war,both on sea and lana; and the amount of through the vent and axis of the bore, being in front 

---. ,1 ~...:. ...: ~I > ...;.dfo :; bOo.!!P 'iiibO":" ~ ~ .!3~if =... ~d.... ....-a'a 0 .9·g0 0.~ .- 0'0 '001_ ol 

1 
ol .~ Il>..!lIl> Il>i ~~a a J-i..!l ~ I ~ ~ .sa8 ~ 8r"l 

, ,I 0Q I0 0Ft...secs. Yards. Seconds.Seconds.Yards. Ft.-secs. 
170010660.28 014 4 36 IU5014100 /S09 928 
1800029 10530.56 454. 5.48029200 524 916 
183510410.85 044 300 5.59044I 300 583 914 
1900 512o 59 1.14 100 1029 5.81 5 47 910400 
2000 • I) 8110291 01 6.14100 1.16 6 10 405 903 
2100 5 501 16 1019 6.471 14 1.44 6 88 897/SOO 
2158· 6001.78 183 1009 6.67 64!JI 600 130 893 
2200. 700 2.08 150 1000 609 6.811 46 6 56 891 

992 6282.29 2 06 2300 7.15200 7 19788 885 
991 2400 6 47 7.49202 2.33 208 742800 879 

, 900 2470 700226 983 7.73218 2.63 7 59 875 
974 2500 7072.94 7.83244234 8081000 878 

2600 7 278 08 966 8.182 51 8.25 834 8671100 
962 747818 2700300 8.41 8.53 9001151 861 

8008 22 959 2767808 3.56 8.76 9 181200 857 
951,1800 8 41 2800 8 078.87 8.88325 9 26 855 

2900400 944 8 27 85()3 42 4.19 9.23 9 52! 1400 
400 4.51 4 21 987 3000 848 9.58 10 18 S4Ai 1500 

937, 1500 4.51 421 3056 900 9.78400 10 82 841 
8100442 930 909418 4.83 9.941600 10 47 839 ... 

work done by them, especially in breaching mason· of and tangent to a plane perpendicular to that ads 
ry, is probably not exceeded by the rifle.guns of any and containing the front end of the chamber. The 
other system. While a few of them have failed in chamber has the form of the frustum of a cone. The 
the service, others have shown very great endurance. projectile is of cast.iron, cylindrical, with the ends 
The cause of this failure has been attributed to tbe rounded. An eye.bolt is screwed into the base for 
bursting of shells in the bore, the presence of sand the attachment of the line. The eye of this bolt is 
in the bore, etc., but late investi~tions show that close to the base of the shot .. The cylindrical portion 
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is turned in a lathe so as to be almost a perfect tit for 
the bore. 

This appara.tus is provided with a safety attach
ment, consisting of a piece of rubber, rectangular in 
cross-section, about l' long, 0".75 wide, and 0".5 
thick, and of three or four galvanized-iron wires 
about 6' long, laid parallel to each other, loosely 
twisted and coiled into a helix of from 18 to 19 turns. 
The rubber strap is sometimes placed inRide the coil, 
and at others outside of it. This combined strap 
and spring is interposed between the shot and line 
in firing. The object of the combination is to ab
sorb the shock of the discha and thus prevent the 
breakage of the line, by g the first jerk come 
upon the rubber, which w generallv break, and 
then upon the coiled wire sprina'. The-wires will be 
straightened out before the fulf stra.in falls upon the 
line. See Lif6-801Ding Rockets. 

PA.RROTT PROJECTILES. - These projectiles are 
composed of a cast-iron body and a brass ring cast 

into a rabbet formed around the base. The fiame 
presses against the bottom of the ringand underneath 
It, so as to expand,it into the grooves of the gun. 
To prevent the ring from turning in the rabbet the 
latter is recessed at several points of its circumfer
ence. 

Parrott's incendiary shell has two compartments 
formed by a partition at right angles to its length. 
The lower and larger space is filled with a ,burning 
composit.ion; the upper one is filled with a bursting 

char~e of powder, which is fired by a time or con
CUSSIon fuse. The butning composition is intro
duced through a hole in the bottom of the shell, 
which is stopped up with a screw-plug. 

A more recent formol the Parrott ProjectUe for 
large calibers shown in the'drawing. The sabot is 
cast on to the projectile, and is provided with a lip 
and cannelure. It is prevented. from turning on the 
projectile and from stripping by means of recesses 
and undercllts upon the base of the projectile, into 
which the metal when liquid enters. Bee lhpanding 
Projectile, and Projectiles. 

PABRY.-A defensive movement in bayonet and 
saber exercises, executed as follows: With t:Iu batI
onet-Thelnstructorcommands: 1. Tierce, 2. PUBY. 
Move the point of the ba,}'onet five or six inches to 
the right. 1. Quarte, 2. PAlIBY. Move the piece 
quickly to the left, the small of the stock passing un
der the left elbow, the piece covering the left shoul. 
der; the barrel to the left, bayonet in front of, and 
higher than the shoulder, the left forearm on the 
right of the piece, the elbow touching the right wrist, 
the fingers on the stock. 1. 8~, 2. PAlIBY. 
Move the point of the bayonet quickly to the left, 
describing a semi. circle from left to ri,ght, the point
of the bayonet at tlie height of and In front of the 
right knee, barrel to the left; the left elbow in front 
of the body. the flat of the butt under the right fore· 
arm, the elbow two or three inches higher than the 
right shoulder. 1. Butt, 2. PAlIBY. Move the piece 
quickly to the left, covering the left knee and shoul. 
der; the barrel to the right, the butt three inches 
above, and to the left of tne left knee; the left hand 
and arm as in quarte parry. 1. Pri~. 2. PAlIBY_ 
Lower the point of the bayonet and describe a semi
circle to the left, carry the fiece to the left, covering 
the left shoulder; the barre downward, the left fore-

BIg. t. Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 

Fig, II Fig. 7. Fig. 8 Fig. 9. FIg. 10. 
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upon different days, so fiS to permit the members to The progress of the art of war depends essentially 
practice at any distance by cuming at a certain time. upon that of t.he sciences and manufactures, for the 
Whether the targets should be placed in pairs or manner of fighting depends upon the character of 
upon a line depends upon the ~round, and also how the arms which we possess. These will be more 
it is to be used. If the range 18 to be used for mili- effective, as their mode of construction is more per
tary class-firing, the targets should be 80 placed IU! tect, nnd as tlm means employed in their mlluufllc
to allow of their being used simultaneously nt the ture produce greater strength and precision. This 
same distances, without one firinj; party being in is P!'rticularly the case with refercnce to cannon, in 
front of another. For other practice the tiring par- eVIdence of which we have only to call to mind the 
tics mav be placed in front of one another, providql great revolution in warfare which has taken tlitlco 
an interval of at least 150 feet is preserved. since their introduction, and which is continually 

A moving target adds interest t.o the runge. At laking place as the menus of perfecting cannon in
Wimbledon it consists of a running deer; at To. crease. It is only in recent years that our know I. 
ronto of a running man. In both cases the target edge of the metallurgy of iron, and also our abilitr. 
is of iron, and runs upon a railway about 60 feet to manufacture and handle, with any degree of ski! , 
long, and rising at each end about Ii feet. The large masses of that metal, have rendered possible 
markers are placed behind a shot-proof butt at each the fabrication of the enormous pieces of the present 
end, and start the figure at a signal from the firing- day. But now the great improvements which have 
point. The descent gives it a speed of about 0 been introduced in the manufacture of iron, in the 
miles an hour, and it must be hit while moving. To fabrication of cannon, and in the facilities for the 
shoot at a mark of this description with success re- transportation and handling of heavy guns, render 
quires the best qualities of a fltleman, and much ex- possible the success of cannon of mammoth prop,or. 
perience. See NatiQ'M.l Rifle ~4I8Odatitm. tions. In designing rifle-cannon, the praeticab!lity 

BIFLE-CANIBTER.-These are of manufacture and the durability of structure must. 
very similar in general appear- be ascertained. The weight, caliber, length, eya
ance to those used in smooth- tern of rifling, weight and shape of projectile, etc., 
bore cannon. As shown in the etc., must be an scientifically calculated 80 11.8 to in
drawiug,the case is of sheet-iron sure excellence in range, accuracy, and penetration; 
or lin, with fringed ends which and then each and all of these constructional details 
are turned over and soldered or are liable to alteration, should the thorough trial of 
riveted to iron or zinc discs. Tbe a specimen gun render any amendment advisable. 
balls are of iron or zinc packed in Tbe first comprehensive experiment with rifltld can
rozin or coal-dust, sometimes in non appears, from all accounts, to have been made in 
discs of wood. The, are fitted Russia, about 1836, on the invention of a Belgian, 
with solder studs ortmgs oflead but did not prove successful. In 184/j, Cavalli, a. 
on the outside to take the rifling, Sardinian officer, experimented with a breech-Ioad

or with an expanding cup. See fJaniater-8hot, fJablJ- ing cannon which was rifted with two grooves, for a 
shot. and P'l'ojectile8~ plain iron projectile, adapted to fit them. In the 

BIFLE-OANNON.-The general adopt.ion of rifted next year, Wahrendorff. of Sweden, fitted heavy 
small·arms necessitated the introduction of rifled prOjectiles to take the rifling by affixing lead to their 
cannon. It ill plain that the principle has application elongated sides by means of grooves cut in them. 
to all sizes of prOjectiles, and would therefore be And not long after this, Timmerhaus, of Belgium, 
used for the heaviest ordnance as well as for the invented an expanding sabot, which. being fitted to 
smallest. Contemporaneous attempts so to adapt it the base of the prOjectile, was forced into the rifle
have not been wanting, but they are in many cases grooves, and thus gave rotation. In these early ex
isolated in point of time and connection. The first periments we find the germs of the leading systems of 
persevering and rational efforts to apply the rifle the present day. The solid projectile, fitted to en
principle to cannon were initiated some twentr years ter the grooves of the gun; the compression of a soft 
since; and the names of Wahrendorff, Cavalli. Lan- covering on the projectile by the lands of the gun; 
caster, and others, are identified with the first efforts and the expansion of the rear of the projectile by the 
to overcome the difficulties-of no ordinary char- pressure of the powder to fill the grooves of tbe gun. 
acter-that beset the question. The yielding nature The object of rilling a ~un is to increase its acCu
of lead renders the application of the rifle principle racy of fire, and, by enablmgelongated to be substi
of easy accomplishment in the case of small-arms; tuted for spherical prOjectiles, to obtain from it 
but such is not the ('ase with ritle-cannon, where longer ranges. Rifting diminishes the deviations of 
the prOjectiles are made of iron. The application of ordinary projectiles, due to the following causes: 
this principle to cannon also required an mcrease of 1st. Want of uniformity in figure and weight around 
strength in the piece. The greater the weight and the longitudinal axis ofthe projectile. passing through 
the length of a projectile, the greater is the opposi- the center of gravity. 
tion from inertia and friction which it offers in the 2d. Position of the center of gravity, before or 
bore to the expansion of the ignited charge, and this behind the center of figure. Sd. Hesistance of the 
opposition is considerably augmented if the projec- air. 1. By rotating the prOjectile around its longi
tile is constrained to travel tllfough the bore in a tudinal axis, the direction of these deviations is so 
spiral course. Hence it is not difficult to compre- rapidly shifted from side to side, that the projectile 
hend why a rifled gun must beot a stronger,tougher, has no time to go far out of its course cither way. 
and more elastic material than is nccessary for a II. The velocity of this rotation is such as to make 
smooth-bore gun in which the spherical projectIle. the axib stable on leaving the bore, and to counteract 
yields promptly to the first impulse of the powder-gas the pressure of the air tending to turn the projectile 
to which it presents half its surface, and bounds over, or render it unsteady in flight. III. A given 
freely forward through the bore, almost unimpeded weiO'ht of projectile can be put into such a form as 
by friction; While the strain on the gun is immensely to oppose the least practicable cross-sectional area 
relieved by the comparatively great windage. Again, to the air, and thus to receive the least practicable 
as the explosive power of a cartridge, and the in- retardation of velocity. Certaiu peculiar advantages 
ertia and friction of a projectile, increase as the follow from the rotation of the projectile, causing it 
cubes of their respective Weights, whilc the surface to present the same 1)art to the front throughout its 
of the chamber and the base of the projectile against !light. It becomes possible to make a much simpler 
which the powder-gas acts increases only as the percussion-fuse, because it is only necessary to prov
squares, it follows that the lar~er the charge and ide for action in one direction in place of every pos. 
the heavier the prOjectile, the harder and stronger sible direction. Shells required to act towards the 
must be the inner barrel. front in any peculiar way have their bursting-charge 
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:and metal placed with a view to this object. So, which is attached to the trunnions as an axis of mo. 
again, the center of gravity may be brou~ht to any tion. The chamber is opened by tilting up the breech 
desired part or the shell, and this is an Important of the howitzer with a'lever, whereby the blOck falls 
feature in the constructionaf, projectiles. Rifling back upon the strap and uncovers the bore. In place 
,gives the power of altering the form of projectiles at of a leather strap to insure the opening of the breech, 
will. The head :may be made of any desired shape a heel is attached to the hinge of the breech.block, 
for penetration or flight. The projectile may be which,comingincontact with the strap 81! the breech 
elongated so as to give a diminished surface for any is raised, throws down the block, and by the same 
resisting medium to act upon; thus in flight, velocity movement turns with the hinge 110 as to clear the 
is kept up and the range extended, or on impact strap. The locking.bolt is bored through axially for 
greater penetration is obtained. Weight for weight, the reception of a firing.pin, with which to explode 
the same effect may generaIIy be produced with an the charge when primed metallic cartridges are em. 
elongated projectile by using a smaller charge of ployed. An ordinary vent is also provided by means 
powder than with a spherical one. It follows from the of which the charge can be ignited by a friction. 
flight of an eionp;atcd projectile meetin~ with less primeI'. The gun.body was made from asteel block 
resistance from the air, and keeping lip Its velocity furnished by Thomas Firth & Sons, of Sheffield, 
better. that at all but very short ranges the trajecto. England. It was cast in an ingot, forged to dim en· 
ry is flatter; hence the probability of hitting an or· sions, and bored by them to within one-quarter inch 
dinary object is greater. The power to vary the of its finished diameter. The steel contained about 
length of the elongated'projectile enables all those 0.64 of 1 per cent. of carbon. The breech.strapand 
for the same gun to be made of the same weight, block were made in Boston, and were of low steel, 
,and hence to require the same elevations with the containing 0.44 of 1 per cent. of carbon. 
same charge of powder. Or it is possible to make a The following are the principal dimensions of the 
projectile specially heavy if required. This obvious- gun: 
Iy cannot be the case with spherical projectiles, which Diameter of bore across lands......... 6 inches. 
must be of the same size. The chief disadvantages Diameter of bore through chamber... 6. 2 inches. 
,are, bad ricochet, increased complication, and ex- Diameter of breech. block cavity at 
pense of manufacture, liability to injury arising from seat of gas-check........................ 6. 8 inches. 
the necessity of soft studs, expanding rings, or a soft Diameter of breech·block cavity at 
lead coat; increased strain on the gun, besides great. outer edge... ........... .......... ......... 8. 5 inches. 
'er probability of jamming and injury to the bore, Exterior diameter of piece at muzzle 12 inches. 
uncertainty of time.fuses. Maximum diameter ........................ 16 inches. 

RIFLED XOWITZERS.-In consilleration of the sat· Diameter of trunnions.. ................. 5.875 inches. 
isfactory results obtained with the 3.07·inch Moffatt Diameter of rimbases............ ......... 8. 6 inches. 
breech-loading field.piece, and also of tbe evident Distance between-rimbases ............. 16 inches. 
ftdvantages to be secured by the substitution of a Diameter of loop (over) vertical.... 5.875 inches. 
breech.loading rifled howitzer for the 8-inch muzo trunnions) in breech.· 
zle-loading smooth-bore howitzer, of at least equal ..................... ,) horizontal. 6. 0715 inches. 
power to the latter gun-for flank defense and siege of gun body ...................... 78 inches. 
purposes-a result believed to be attainable with this ength of gun........................ 88 inches. . 
system by a 6-inch caliber, it was decided to con· Length of bore .............................. 69. 625 inches. 
struct sllch a howitzer on the Moffatt planfol' experi. Length of rifled portion of bore ...... 64. 625 inches. 
ments and tests, the slIght changes in construction Length of bevel joining lands to 
resulting either from some observed imperfection in chamber................. .................. 1 inch. 
the working of the mechanism in the fleld.piece or Pitch of rifling, uniform, one turn in 80 feet. 
from the employment of a different nature of ammu· Number of grooves and lands, each 17 
nition in the howitzer. A brief description here will Width of lands.......... .................. 0.50 inch. 
therefore suffice. The howitzer consists of a steel Width of grooves.. ........ ........ ....... O. 6088 inch. 
body. to which is adapted the Moffatt breech-mecb· Depth of grooves....... .......... ........ O. 075 inch. 
aniam, a conical breeCll-plug closing the bottom of Length of trunnions.... .......... ........ 5. 875 inch. 
the bore through the agency of a strap or yoke, which The principal EUropean Artilleries have produced 
locks into lugs on the sides of the breech for the sup· rifled howitzers and mortars throwing shells of 80 
port necessary to resist the shock of discharge, and kilos, with sufficient !J.ccuracy to render them fonni· 

France. England. 1 Prussia. I Austria. 

Elements. Howitzer of 22 Howitzer ot 8 Mortar of 21 ~lort8r of 8 
c.m. inch. I c.m. po. 

Nature of the mctal of the piecc ............... Cast iron. IW--ro-U-g-h-t-ir-o-n-'I-B-ro-n-z-e-...-. ...-. .. -C-a-st-ir-o-n-.- 
banded. with steel tube 

1<lethod of loading .................................. Muzzle .......... Muzzle .......... Breech .......... Breech. 

Caliber of the bore ................. millimeters 228.3 203.2 

Length of rifled portion (in calibers)......... 9.8 4.4 

Number of grooves ........................ ......... B 4 

Twist (in calibers,) about ........................ ........ ............. 16 

Inclination of the grooves to the genera-

trices of the bore ............................ . 00 to 6° 1<16' B1" 

'Weight of the piece .......... , .............. kilos 3,700 2,850 

Weight of the loaded slIell ....................... 

Weigbt of the interior charge of shell. .... .. 7U\ 8~:: 
Maximum flring.charge .......................... . 6.0 4.53 
Ratio of the weight onhe maximum cbarge 

to the weight of the projectile .......... .. 1 to 13. 1 to 18 

Ratio of the weight of the projectile to the 

weigbt of the piece ........................ .. 

Maximum initial velOCity ............... meters 
 1 t02~~I ............:.~~.~.~ 

.Maximum range .............. : ..... :::::.::. do 5,220, 4.480 


209.8 209.8 
6.11 4.1 
80 80 
25 60 

7" BO l' 16" 
8,025 4.6511 
80.0 87.0 
5.0 4.0 
3.5 5.6 

lto 2B 1 to 13 

1 to 38 1 to 58 
215 

4,000' 4.500 

• 
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<lable to covered arches or blind~, such as exists at 
present. 

On page 603 are some elements for a comparison of 
these dUferent pieces. 
· It will be seen from this table that the French how. 
itzer and the Austrian mortar of 8 po. permit of the 
attainment of the greatest ranges, but also that their 
wel~hts are very considerable; the Austrian mortar, 
partIcularly, appears to have an exaggerated weight 
relatively to the e.tfectsattainable ~ith it; it is possi. 
ble by the system of banding to reduce this weight, 

·say,!l.t least 800 kiloB., and to give the piece a great. 
er length of bore, which would permit the use of 
larger charges and of a more progressive powder, by 
means of which ranges of 5,,000 meters should be ob. 
tained. . " : 
· In order to comp!l.re tile accuracy of fire, we have 
calculated the ration of Rand g of the mean devia. 
tions, longitudinal and lateral, to tbe ranges. The 

is rilled. In 1855, Austria adopted for her infantry 
of the line, the rifled, musket, wlth a burrel 37 inches 
long, and having four wide grooves equal to the 
land, making one turn in 83 inches. See Rifle. 

RIFLElIU.-Troops armed with rifies, and em· 
ployed more or less as sharpshooters. The Ilame has 
nearly lost all meaning, for the whole infantry are 
now riflemen; but aB late as 1854. the riflemen were 
quite the exception, the army generally having the 
smooth.bore "Brown Bess." There were at that 
time only two English line regiments of Rifles, with 
two colonial regiments of infantry, and one Hotten. 
tot regiment of mounted infantry. The establish· 
ment of Ride regiments was suggested to the Briti.sh 
by the Americans and French, from the sharp-shoot· 
ers of which nations the British armies suffered 
severely. During the French war, the 60th and 95th 
Regiments were armed as rifiemen, taught light in
fant.ry drill, and clothed in dark green. to be as in. 

30". 40°. 4f.i°. 60°. 
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ab?ve table indicates the limits between which these 
':1t108 vary for th~ different angles of fire, in propor. 
hon as the range Increases. 

It will be seen,from a study of Ute figures in tbis to.. 
ble, that the French howitzer has above all a notable 
inferiOrity in point of accuracy of range. The Prus·
sian mortar has a sensible superiority over the Aus
triau mortar in point of accuracy of range; but the 
accuracy in direction of the Austrian mortar is very 
much greater than the Prussian. This latter fact 
would tend to prove that the Prussians, notwith. 
standing the modifications successfully introduced 
in the plan of their shell, have not yet succeeded in 
giving to it a stability upon its trajectory compara. 
ble to that of the Austrian shell. In respect to this 
however, it should be observed that the inclinatio~ 
of the rifling in the Prussian mortar is 70, while 1n 
the Austrian mortar the inclination is only 3'" it is 
generally admitted in France that the inclinatIon of 
the rifling for large pieces should but little exceed 40. 

In respect to the effects of fire, the dUference of 
:veights of proje~tile~ thrown by the P!e,ces examined 
IS too small to give rlse to·the SuppOSItion that there 
would be any appreciable difference in the effects of 
penetration for the same angles of fire and the same 
ranges; in point of the effects of explosion, the Eng. 
lish shell, owing to its greater bursting charge 
ought to be the most powerful. • 
. From what precedes it is to be concluded that the 
French howitzer, which was remarkable enou~h at 
the time of its adoption, has not to.day R suffiCIently 
accurate fire to warrant its iutroduction in~o siege. 
~rains; for the armament of places, and the provis
lonal armament of coast.batteries, it may possibly 
do good service, because, in these two cases the ef
fe?ts of i~olated sh?ts lllay be very formidnhle, not. 
wlt~standlllg that, III order to obtain serious effects 
agalllst the very solidly constructed shelters of a 
place, it is necessary to group the shots upon a small 
surface. See HlJ'IIIitur, MtJjfatt Gttn, and Ordnancf. 

RIFLED lIUSKET.-A musket of which the bore I 

.visible as possible. The 95th became the Rifle bri
gade. Experiment has since shown that gray is less 
conspicuous than green as auniform-hence it was at 
first adopted by many volunteer corps. 

BD'LE-PlT-A llaatg intrenM1Tk>nt large enough' 
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charge fits into the chamber on thealwuldel' of which The movement 0f the slide to which the outer end 
rests a wrought-iron disk. The shell is lined with of the rod is attached (and consequently of the cut
paper, and filled with balls embedded in rosin. A ting tool) is regulated by another coPying arrange
wrought-iron tube pagses down the middle of the ment on the other side of the macQllle. This ar
shell and through a hole in the center of the iron rangement consists of two horizontal bars, one high
disk. to lead the flame from the fuse to the bursting er than the other, along which travels a weighted 
charge. A hard disk is placed over the top of the lever attached to a pinion which works the slide. 
bullets. The wooden head is ogivaJ in form, and When the rifling head is passing down the bore this 
made of elm covered with thin wrought-iron, which weighted lever travels along the upper bar' but ~hen 
is riveted to the shell. This head contains a socket the machine is reversed. the lever III prev~nted by a 
and bouching for the fuse. See Oaae..shot, Projectiles, small movable piece from returning on the same bar, 
and Bkrarmel. . so that the weight falls over on the lower one, and 

lUFLING.-Tbis operation is performed by means in doing so draws back the slide and spindle and 
~f the rifling machine. The machine is horizontal, forces the tool out. By varying the form of tbe up. 
and the gun to be rifled is fixed in front of it and in per surface of this lower bar the depth of the vari
line with the rilling bar, to which astout head car- ous parts of the groove can be regulated and altered 
rying the cutter is fixed. Only a single groove is cut as required. 
at a time, and that as the cutter is comin~ down,tbe Tbe drawing shows a light machine used in armOT
bore bringing the chips of metal before It. All the ies for rilling gun-barrels with a uniform twist, from 
grooves in the gun are first cut out roughly in suc- one turn in 20 inches to one in 36 inches. The cut
cession, ami then finely. The distance between the ter-rod carries from one to three cutters, as the ri
grooves is regulat.ed by a disk fixed to the breech of fling is four, five, or six to the circumference. An 
the gun, having its periphery equally divided by as adjustable feed-stop gauges the depth of the rifling, 
many notches as there are to be grooves. The gun and the racks, which are of steel, are double, to take 
is fixed each time by a pawl, and when a new groove up all back.lash, so that the cutters cannot ride on 
has to be cut is turned round to the next notch. The the lands. An oil-pump feeds automatically at 
gun remains [>tatiollary while the head carrying the each end of the stroke. The carriage is gibbed on 
cutter works up and down the bore, so it is neces.. the outside of the long slide, allowing free access to 
sary to make the bar to which the head is attached its working parts. Weight, 1,600 pounds. This 
turn round more or less at the same time that it ad- machine rifies by the filing process, which is more 
vances and returns, otherwise we should merely correct than the planing process, and will tum out 
have a straight groove cut along the bore, instead of about one ~un-barrel an hour. See Grooves,and 81/8
the spiral we require to give rotation to the projec- tem of Rijltn{!. 
tile. The gun.metal in which the cutter is fixed RIGHt'SHOULDER ARKB.-A position in the J.\Ianual 
tits the borc accurately by means of burnishers. It of Arms, executed as follows: Being at a carry, the 
is fastened to a stout hollow iron bar termed the ri- Instructor commands: 1. Right slWuldtfr, 2. ARMS. 
fiin$' bar. This bar is fixed to a saddle capable of Raise the piece vertically with the right hand; grasp 
slidmg backward and forward (,n an endless screw. it with the left at the lower band, and raise this hand 

Altholl.gh the ritling bar is tlxed to the saddle and 
moves WIth it, it can revolve independently of it ; 
and toward the end farthest from the gun is fixed a 
pinion which gears into a rack sliding in the saddle 
at right angles to the bar itself. The outer end of 
this rack is fitted with two small rollers or friction 
Wheels which run along a copying bar fixed to one 
side of the rifiing machine. This copying bar is in
clined at a certain angle to the side of the machine, 
and the greater this angle, the more the rack is pull
ed out by the friction rollera, and the greater the 
twist given to the ritling bar and so to the grooves 
in the gun. The angle can be altered if required; 
and we can also take away the straight copying bar 
aud use a curved one, as is done when a gun is to be 
rifled with increasin~ twist. By thus changin~ the 
copying bars, or theIr position, we can use a slDgle 
machine for any description of rifling. The cutting 
tool itself is of steel and works in and out of the 
head, being drawn in or forced out by means of a 
cam attached to one end of an iron rod pa.ssing 
through the hollow ritling bar. 

till it is at the height of the chin; at the sa.me time 
embrll.cethe butt with the right hand, the toe between 
the first two fingers, the other fingers under the plate. 
(Two.) Raise the piece and place it on the right 
shoulder, the lock-plate up, the muzzle elevated and 
inclined to the left i so that, viewed from the front, 
the line of the stock from the toe to the guard, shall 
appear parallel to the row of buttons i slip the left 
hand down to the lock-plate. (TRB1l:E.) Drop the left 
hand by the side. 1. Oa1'1'1/, 2. ABMll. Carry the 
butt slightly to the left, and lower the piece with the 
right hand; grasp it with the left at the lower band, 
the hand at the height of the chin, the barrel to the 
rear, and vertical. (Two). Resume the carry with 
the right hand. (TRRElil). Drop the left hand by the 
side. Being at a support, to come to a right shoul
der"the Instructor commands: 1. Right Blwulfkr, 2. 
AltMll. Grasp the piece with the right hand at the 
small of the stock, and carry it in front of the center 
of the body, grasping it with the left hand at the 
lower band,the hand at the height of the chin. (Two). 
Carry and place the piece on the right shoulder, the 
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:·o~::d men, -suspended between two oxen. The I theory was established, and his new mode of casting 
drawing shows the manner of its construction ane! I was adopted by the War Department. As a result. 
use. It is too large and unwieldy to be of prnc- of General Hodman's theory, he claimed that he 

tical or any general application; and, moreover, the 
movements of all oxen are very slow, and this un
fits them for purposes of military t.ransport.. See 
Litter. 

RODMAN CUTTER.-An instrument used for mak
ing indentations in castings. The indenting part of 
the tool is in the form of a pyramid, having a rhom
bus for its base, the diagonals of which are respect
ively one inch and two-tenths of an inch; the height 
of the pyramid one-tenth of an inch. In late ex
periments the form of the pyramid has been changed 
and improved somewhat by causing it to make a 
longer line, and mark minute differences more ac
curately. The volume of an indentation made with 
this tool is taken as the measure of the work re
quired to produce it, and is inversely proportional 
to the hardness of the specimen, that IS (denoting 

k 
by H the hardness of any specimen), H = -, ...(1) 

'V 

k denoting any convenient constant, and 'V the vol
Ilme of the indentation corresponding to H. 

It has been found by experiment that a pressure 
of 10,000 on the base of the pyramid makes an in
dentation, in the softest metals used in guns, about 
nine-tenths of an inch long. The maximum inden
tation, one inch in length, of the instrument is there
fore assumed as the unit of hardness; and denoting 
by V the volume corresponding to an indentation 
one inch in length, we obtain from equation (1), 

K 
1 = -, orK= V; 

V 
and, in general, 

v 
H=-; 

11 

or, putting I = the number of tenths of an inch in 
the length of any given indentation, 

V 1000 
H=--=--j 

11 I" 
since pyramids are to each other as the cubes of any 
similar dimensions. 

A pressure of less than 10,000 will probably be 
found better suited to the purpose, with the im
proved tools. A better standard of comparison may 
be found in some metal of an uniform density and 
hardness, easily obtainable in all places. The silver 
coin of the country will best fulfill these conditions. 
The volume of the cavity made in this, by the adopt
ed unit of pressure, may be assumed as the unit of 
hardness; and this, divided by the volume of the 
cavity in any sample tested, will denote the hardness 
of that sample as compared with that of silver coin. 
See CirouZOII' Cutter. 

RODMAN GUN.-The principal difficulty formerly 
experienced in manufacturing very large cast-iron 
cannon was the injurious strains produced by cool
ing the casting from the exterior. As far back as 
the year 1844, General Rodman, of the Ordnance 
Department, sought to discover the means to over
come this difficulty. After much observation and 
study, he developed his theory of the strains pro
duced by cooling a casting like that of a cannon, 
and as a remedy for them he proposed that cannon 
should be cast on a hollow core, and cooled by a 
stream of water, or air, passing through it. After 
an elaborate series of experiments the truth of his 

could cast cannon of any practicable size, and aske~1 
that a 15-inch cast-iron gun might be made. ThIS 
was done in 1860, and the gun was successfully test
I'd shortly afterwards. General Rodman then pro
jected a 2O-inch gun, which was made at the Fort 
Pitt Foundry in 1863, under his directions. 

Formerly it was customary to use but one kind or 
size of grain of powder for all cannon, w!latever 
their size. General Rodman proposed for hiS large 
cannon that there should be a proportional increase 
in the size of the grain, expecting thereby to get as 
high a velocity for the projectile without a corres
ponding increase in the strain on the breech or weak 
part of the piece; this led to tile introduction of our 
present mammoth powder. He also thought that 
the powder which would produce the least strain on 
the gun, giving certain initial velocity to the pro
jectile, would be that which should develop its gas 
as the space behind the projectile increased j or in 
other words, that the powder should burn on an in
creasing instead of a decreasing surface. With this 
object in view he propused to compress the sub
stance of the powder into short hexagonal prisms, 
which could be easily fitted together without loss of 
space. These prisms were perforated with longitu
dinal holes, from which the combustion of the pow
der spread. While this idea has to a certain extent 
been confirmed by experiment, this powder has not 
been officially adopted in this country; it is under
stood that it has been to a certain extent in Russia 
for service in heavy rifle.guDs. 

The several operations in the manufacture of this 
gun are molding, fmlting, cooling, andjinUihing. These 
are noticed in detail under the separate headings. 
When these several operations have been complied 
with, a ring, about three inches thick, is taken off 
the gun-head parallel to the face of the muzzle, and 
as near thereto as is practicable. This ring is not 
reamed out or turned upon the exterior, butis a sec
tion of the rough casting. When two rings are taken 
from thc same head, the one nearer to the muzzle is 
marked number I, the other number 2. In the 15
inch gun the distance of ring No. 1 from the face of 
the muzzle measured to the center of the ring is 3.7 
inches j and of ring No.2, 7.5 inches. In a °1O_inch 
gu~ the distance of. No.1 is three inches; of ~o. 2, 
6! mches. Each nng is cut through by plamng a 
groove 0.5 inch wide from the exterior to the core 

until the initial strain breaks the unplaned part and 
the ring springs open. The width of the gro~ve at 
the exterior is now measured, and its increase over 
0.5 inch divided by the original circumference of 
the ring will be the extension per inch of the metal 
on the exterior. This extension per inch is then 
aompared with the extension per inch obtained by 
actual experiment with a specimen of the same iron, 

,.... 
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and the correspondin~ stress required to produce it 
will be the initial tenSIOn. 

For f'xample, the ring from a 15·inch gun head is, 
Ray, 38 inches in diameter; the width of the ."wove 
before the bursting of the ring is 0.5 inch, and after. 
wards 0.65 inch, showir.g a total extension on the 
exterior of 0.15 inch, then 

0.15 O.l!) 
-- = --- = .00127 
,,38 119.38 

ror the extension per inch of metal' on the exterior. 
Upon examillatiou of the tests of this metal we find 
the stress corresponding to this extension per inch to 
,be 20,000 pounds per squure inch, which will be the 
initial tension of the ring, supPQsing the iron to 1'01'1
sess the same tenacity and elasticity, Aml that the 
breaking ofthe ring entirely relieved it of strain, which 
it cannot probably do. To illustrate the effect ofthis 
iuitial strain upon the strengtll of the gnn, let us 
suppose that the initial Rtrain of ext<>nsion upon the 
exterior of a gun one caliber thick-and. of which 
the tenacity of iron is 80,OUO pounds per square inch 
-is 15,000 pounds per square inch, the l':'.etal at the 
surface of the bore. will be subjected to a com pres
sive strain of 15,000 pounds per square inch. 

Now if we suppose the tangential strain due to the 
Hclion of a central force, such as fired gunpowder, 
to decrease directly a8 the d.istance from the axis of 
the bore increases, and that an interior force just 
sufficient to reli(,ve the metal at the surface of the 
bore from cOlllpre~8ion has been applied, then will 
the exterior of the gun be brought to a strain of ex. 
tension of 20,000 pounds per square inch. Now in
crease the interior pressure of gas until the metal at 
the surface of the bore is under a tensile strain of 
30,000 pounds per square inch, and the tensile strain 
of the metal on the exterior of the gun will bll in
crealled to 30,000 pounds per square inch also, and 
the whole thickness of the walls of the gun would 
be brought to the breakin~ strain at the same instant, 
which is the object of initial strain. But in practice 
we know that the strain due to a central force di. 
minishes in a higher ratio than directly as the dis
tance from the axis,and this would require an increase 
of initial strain in order to bring the outer portions 
of metul to the breaking point at the same time, while 

of the bore, it may vary considerably above that 
point without affecting to Rny considerable degree 
the maximum resistance of the gun; and we there
fore know that we are safe in fixing the initial strain 
at, or a little above, that which the law of diminu
tion of strain as the distance from the Rxis increases, 
would give. 

I The initial tension-rings for Hodman gUDs,on being 
pillned through, should' open on the exterior 0.2.5 
inch for 2O.inch guns; 0.17 inch for 12-inch ritles; 
0.15 inch for 10-inch rifles. The properties of iron 
employed nnd the rate of cooling should be so regno 
lated as to produce these openings. If the rings do 
not open sufficiently, IIdd more water and tire longer, 
which will insure a higher tension. If the rings open 
too much diminish the quantity of water and the 
length of time the fire is kept up in the pit. TlIe 
gun should not in any case be .. steamed H; but, if 
necessary, the water may leave the castin~ at 2UO" 
or 205". The more rapid the cooling the hIgher the 
iron, and the more rapidly the interior ill cooled over 
the exterior the greater the tension. If a higher den
sity olthe metalis required a less fire will be required 
in the pit. Cold iron should not be put into a pool 
of melted iron. If tbe iron is not high, it should be 
kept in fusion and evenly stirred till a satisfactory 
result is obtained. In planing througll the rings for 
initial tension they should be so clamped in the 
planing.machine that one· half should be free to spring 
open when the thickness is so far reduced by planing 
that the initial strain will break the metal thus left. 
In other words. the planing should be continued till 
the ring part~. The thickness of the metal broken 
should be accurately measured, as also the amount 
of opening in its exterior. For 10 uns the 
thickness of the broken part of the ould be 
about one.tenth of the whole thickness of the ring. 
Should it be less, more water and a longer continued 
fire in the pit will correct the defect. The amount 
of initial tension on the exterior, which General Rod· 
man thought should obtain in a properly constructed 
gun, was about one.half the ultimate tenacity of the 
metal. Bloomfield gun-iron, when employed in 
20.inch gnns, should be so far decarbolllzed as to 
have a density of 7.24 to 7.26, with a tenacity of 
82,000 pounds. When employed in 12.inch rilles it 

on the other hand the fact that a given increase of should have a density of from 7.26to 7.28,with a ten
load. or strain will produce a mnch greater extension 
when applied to a specimen near to its breaking strain 
than when applied to the same specimen when 
strained within, oreven considerably above the limits 
of its permanent elasticity, causes tbe maximum reo 
sistance of a gun, having too little initial strain, to 
approach more nearly than it would otherwise do to 
what its maximum resistance would be with a proper 
initial strain. 

The law of diminution of tangential strain from 
Ihe bore outward in a gun is not and cannot be ac
curately known, nor, therefore, can the exactly pro
per initial straiu he determined. But, ns the fore. 

aeityof 32,000 ponnds. When employed for 12-inch 
shot to be chilled at the point it sbould have a den. 
sity of from 7.32 to 7.35. Richmondgun.iron, when 
for 1O.inch ritles, should have a density of from 7.28 
to 7.80, with a tenacity of 82,000 pounds. 

In the manufacture of 4.5.inch siege ritles the ap
plication of the water-cooling process is impracticable, 
owing to the great length and small size of the bore. 
These guns are, therefore, cooled from the exterior. 
The best quality of gun.iron should be employed in 
these guns, with a density not to exceed 7.25, say 
from 7.22 to 7.25. Tile guns should be cooled slowly 
in covered pits. The following are some of the par. 

going reafloning shows, after the initial strain shall I ticulars and charges of Rodman guns: 

NUIll" of HUll. 

Smooth Bores. 
20·inch gun....... 
!ii.inch do. 

1il.ineh do. 

to.inch do. 

8.inell ;10. 

..... 
bO' 0=~ .... e .... eao= -..~f) 
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Lbs. Lbs. ' LhsIn. Lbs.In. 
1080243.5 210. 100 

17 J 440t 3ao190. H15. 49100 50 mammoth. t 425}
(800) ')

177.H lI'i5.!l4 41.11 I ;'12731 30 cannon. 7 1 280) i 2_4 
(15 for shell. 3 127 IOU136.00 i 105.;; 32. Hi051l '( 18 for shot. 

123.fi ! 110. 25.1l 8401'i 10 1 68 48 

tllllt I Se .. f!a .•Ung.be equal to tiull cHtimated on tlw hYP()tJ\(,Ki~ (JlU<t.i'l'O'n (}un~, O(}f)l1:ng, FiniJlMng. 
this ~traill ill inversely !I~ the distnnce from tht· Ilxis i~{f)tdillf!' (}rdnmwe, and Sea,..ct.If/,Xt Art;Ufl'll. 
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